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Abstract

Robots performing complex tasks in rich environments need very good perception
modules in order to understand their situation and choose the best action. Robot planning
systems have typically assumed that perception was so good that it could refresh the entire
world model whenever the planning system needed it, or whenever anything in the world
changed. Unfortunately, this assumption is completely unrealistic in many real-world
domains because perception is far too difficult. Robots in these domains cannot use the
traditional planner paradigm, but instead need a new system design that integrates
reasoning with perception. In this thesis I describe how reasoning can be integrated with
perception, how task knowledge can be used to select perceptual targets, and how this
selection dramatically reduces the computational cost of perception.

The domain addressed in this thesis is driving in traffic. I have developed a
microscopic traffic simulator called PHAROS that defines the street environment for this
research. PHAROS contains detailed representations of streets, markings, signs, signals,
and cars. It can simulate perception and implement commands for a vehicle controlled by a
separate program. I have also developed a computational model of driving called Ulysses
that defines the driving task. The model describes how various traffic objects in the world
determine what actions that a robot must take. These tools allowed me to implement robot
driving programs that request sensing actions in PHAROS, reason about right-f-way and
other traffic laws, and then command acceleration and lane changing actions to control a
simulated vehicle.

In the thesis I develop three selective perception techniques and implement them in
three robot driving programs of increasing sophistication. The first, Ulysses-i, uses
perceptual routines to control visual search in the scene. These task-specific routines use
known objects to guide the search for others--e.g a routine scans along the right side of the
road ahead for a sign. The second program, Ulysses-2, decides which objects are the most
critical in the current situation and looks for them. It ignores objects that cannot affect the
robot's actions. Ulysses-2 creates an inference tree to determine the effect of uncertain input
data on action choices, and searches this tree to decide which data to sense. Finally,
Ulyuses-3 uses domain knowledge to reason about how dynamic objects will move or change
over time. Objects that do not move enough to affect the robot can be ignored by perception.
The program uses the inference tree from Ulysses-2 and a time-stamped, persistent world
model to decide what to look for. When run in the PHAROS world, the techniques included
in Ulysses-3 reduced the computational cost for perception by 9 to 12 orders of magnitude
when compared to an uncontrolled, general perception system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the aims of mobile robot research is to produce robots capable of perrming complex
tasks in real-world environments. These robots require intelligent reasoning systems to
assess the meaning of different objects around the robot and choose an action. In the past,

robot planning systems have typically assumed that a perception module could refresh the

entire world model whenever planning was needed, or whenever the world changed.
However, in a complex, dynamic environment this assumption is completely unrealistic

because perception is difficult and computationally expensive. Robots in these domains
cannot use the traditional planner paradigm, but instead need a new system design that

uses the reasoning component to control perceptual actions. In this thesis I describe how

reasoning can be integrated with perception, how task knowledge can be used to select
perceptual targets, and how this selection dramatically reduces the computational cost of

perception. These concepts are illustrated for the domain of driving by a robot driving

program called Ulysses.

The difficulty of making a complete world model from sensed data can easily be illustrated.
Consider the driving scene shown in Figure 1-1. It contains vehicles in various locations and

poses. To recognize an arbitrary vehicle, a perception system would have to consider

Figure 1-1: A driving scene with vehicles.

variations in vehicle shape, color, and illumination, as well as anomalies due to surface
markings, reflections, transparent surfaces, occlusions, etc. The vehicles are different
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distances and directions from the robot, and so appear in different locations in the robot's

image of the scene. A perception system attempting to find all vehicles in the scene would

have to search all possible locations, ranges, and poses, as we sketch in Figure 1-2. To

interpret the scene completely, the perception system would also have to locate and identify

all other traffic objects, with similar variations. The combinatorics of all of these factors

together make such exhaustive perception far too expensive for a robot driver to do in a

dynamic driving situation. Even humans cannot do this.

Figure 1o- Where a naive perception system looks for cars.

Fortunately, it is not necessary for a robot driver to update its world model completely.
Figure 1-1 illustrates that although traffic objects may be found in many locations

throughout a scene, it is wasteful to look for all of them because they are not all important to

the robot. In this thesis I demonstrate how domain knowledge can be encoded in a principled
way to sharply reduce the number of objects for which the robot must look and constrain

where it must search. Figure 1-3 illustrates this limited visual search. The driving system

described in this thesis employs three mechanisms to control perceptual costs: First,

perceptual routines are used to describe where to find the important traffic objects. Second,

a new algorithm is used to search an inference tree to identify the minimum set of perceptual
inputs needed to determine an action. Third, knowledge about domain dynamics is explicitly

encoded in the inference tree so that perceptual inputs are refreshed only when necessary.

The result is a limited visual search that is up to twelve orders of magnitude cheaper than

exhaustive perception. This thesis describes the driving task and shows how each of these

mechanisms can be applied to reduce the cost of perception.

In the remainder of this chapter I describe in greater detail the nature of the perception

problem for driving. The next section discusses different levels of the driving task and
describes the level addressed by this thesis. Section 1.2 explains why perception is

significantly harder in a domain such as driving than it is for simpler robot tasks. Section

1.3 presents an estimate of the actual computational cost of general perception for driving,

and illustrates why the general approach is effectively impossible.
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KEY: Sign search area-

Vehicle search area-

Figure 1-3: Selective visual search.

1.1. Driving Levels

The driving task has been characterized as having three levels: strategic, tactical and

operational [Michon 851. These levels are illustrated in Table 1-1. The highest level is the

Level Characteristic Example Existing model

Planning a route; Planning programs
Strategic Static; abstract Estimating time for trip (Artificial Intelligence)

Tactical Dynamic; physical Determining Right of Way; Human driving
Passing another car models

Operational Feedback control Tracking a lane; Robot control
Following a car systems

Table 1-1: Characteristics of three levels of driving.

strategic level, at which a route is planned and behavioral goals are developed for the vehicle.
These behavioral goals may he based on route selection and driving time calculations, for

example. The strategic goals are achieved by activities at the middle, tactical, level, which
involves choosing speed and steering maneuvers in the immediate situation. The maneuvers

selected at the tactical level are carried out by the operational level of speed and steering

control. This thesis addresses the tactical level.

Substantial progress has already been made in automating various parts of the driving
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task, particularly at the operational and strategic levels. At the operational level, various
research groups have been investigating vehicle steering and speed control for at least 30

years [Cardew 70, Fenton 91, Gardels 60, Lang 79, Masaki 92, Oshima 65, Shladover 911.
This work generally assumes that special guides are placed in the roads, so the vehicles are
not completely autonomous. In the 1980's, robots began driving on roads autonomously

[Dickmanns 86, Kluge 89, Kuan 88, Pomerleau 89, Texas Engineering Experiment Station
89, Thorpe 88, Tsugawa 79, Turk 87, Waxman 87]. The different robots have strengths in
different areas; some are fast (100 kph), while others are very reliable in difficult lighting or

terrain conditions. Autonomous vehicles can also follow other vehicles, with or without a

special guide device on the lead vehicle [Bender 69, Cro 70, Gage 87, Kehtarnavaz ed, Kories

88, Texas Engineering Experiment Station 891.

These existing robot systems can perform the fast control functions needed at the
operational level, but they are inadequate for the more complex reasoning needed at higher
levels. Consider the driver approaching the intersection in Figure 1-4 from the bottom. A
robot with current operational capabilities could track the lane to the intersection, find a

path across the intersection, and then start following a new lane. The robot could also
perhaps detect the car on the right and stop or swerve if a collision were imminent.
However, in the situation illustrated, a driver is required to interpret the intersection

configuration and signs and decide who is supposed to cross the intersection first. Current
robot driving programs cannot perform this tactical task. Nevertheless, it is the success of
automonous vehicles at the operational level that motivates us to study the tactical level.

Computers have also been used to automate strategic-level driving functions. Map-based
navigation systems have advanced from research projects to commercial products in the last

decade [Belcher 89, Elliott 82, Kawashima 91, Rillings 91, Sugie 84, von Toikewitsch 911.
Artificial Intelligence programs have been applied to many abstract problems, including the
planning of driving errands [Hayes-Roth 85]. These planners work on static problems using

information conveniently encoded in a database ahead of time. Let us consider again the

driver of Figure 1-4. A strategic planner may have already determined that this driver is

going to a pizza store, and that he must turn left at this intersection, and that he should
drive quickly because he is hungry. However, the planner (probably) does not know ahead of
time what traffic control devices (TCD's) are present at this intersection, and certainly

cannot predict the arrival of cross traffic. In general, the world is uncertain and dynamic at
this level, and the driver must continually use perception to assess the situation. Situations
may change frequently enough that "planning" many future actions may in fact be pointless.

Strategic planners are not designed to deal with these tactical problems.

Tactical driving requires features of both real-time systems and symbolic reasoning

systems. Decisions must be made dynamically in response to quickly changing traffic
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Figure 1-4: Example of tactical driving task: driver approaching crossroad.

situations. Since the situation is unknown ahead of time, the robot driver must get data by
looking for signs and cars when it gets to the intersection. The robot must collect the
appropriate data to interpret the situation and reason out what action to take. The
reasoning process can be somewhat complicated, as illustrated by Figure 1-4. In this figure,
the robot is required to yield by the nearby sign, but it must make a judgement about the
distance, speed, and likely constraints on the vehicle to the right to decide whether it (the
robot) should stop. In addition, if the robot does not stop, it must consider the signal at the
next intersection and whether it must stop at that intersection. This decision may depend on
the other car as well as the signal.

In order to study perception for tactical driving, it was necessary first to study the driving
task itself in some detail. To this end, I have developed a microscopic traffic simulator called

................ .. ....5



PHAROS [Reece 88] (for Public Highway And ROad Simulator) to define the environment,

and a computational model of driving called Ulysses [Reece 91. Ulysses describes what

tactical actions a robot driver should take, given the particular traffic objects around the
robot. While Ulysses does not model every possible world state, it does capture the essence of

car-following, lane selection, and right-of- way determination problems. Furthermore, it
represents knowledge in a way that allows new driving rules to be added, and old rules to be

changed to accomodate different assumptions. PHAROS and Ulysses are discussed in more

detail in Chapters 2 and 3.

This thesis describes programs that implement Ulysses-that is, they implement just the
tactical driving level. The strategic level was treated as an independent driving component

that simply gives a complete route plan to the tactical level. The operational level was
assumed to be a self-contained component that executes tactical maneuver commands. In an

actual, complete driving system, this simple top-down pattern of communication would

probably be inadequate, as it would be necessary for lower levels to occasionally share
information directly with higher levels. Thus Ulysses would require some extensions to fully

cover the tactical level in a complete driving system. I discuss how Ulysses would fit into a

complete driving system in Chapter 4.

1.2. Why Perception is Hard in Complex, Dynamic Domains

Robots in some domains can use minimal vision systems. Instead of sensing, robots can
sometimes make extensive use of an internal world model to predict and plan all their

actions from an initial state. In fact, if the initial world state is pre-compiled, no perception
is necessary at all. In other domains the environment is much more complex, but the task

requires only simple perception. Monitoring scalar values, navigating with proximity

sensors and tracking blobs with coarse imaging sensors are examples.

Other domains require perception of objects, but the objects and backgrounds are still

simple. The environment doesn't change except for robot actions. Decades of computer
vision research have shown that vision is very difficult even with these simplifying

conditions. Recently several reports have estimated the complexity of vision computations in

such domains. Template matching is polynomially complex in the size of the template

(model) and image [Tsotsos 87]. Matching processed image features to model features is in

general exponentially complex [Grimson 90], but in some cases polynomial in the number of
scene and model features [Huttenlocher 90]. Interpreting all features in a scene together

requires searching the space of all possible interpretations, which is exponentially large:

Number of interpretations = (Number of region classes)tVPM"r of resiom

Still, in a static environment, it is not unreasonable to take a long time to look at the world.
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Robot perception is even harder in complex, dynamic domains. This difficulty is due to

several domain characteristics:
e The world state is not known in advance and cannot be predicted. Therefore the

robot must observe the environment continuously.

* Objects play different roles. For example, they are not all just obstacles. The
driving environment has many objects and types of objects-cars, roads,
markings, signs, signals, etc.

" The appearance of objects changes due to many factors, including location in the
field of view, range, size, orientation, shape, color, marking, occlusion,
illumination, reflections, dirt, haze, etc. The appearance can vary as much as
the product of all these factors.

" The environment is cluttered and distracting. It contains many background
features that can be confused with the features of important objects.

* Domain dynamics place time constraints on perceptual computations.

The robot must search through a lot of data-from a rich sense such as vision-to discern

objects in such a confounding environment. This is why perception is so computationally
expensive. For example, previous work in autonomous road following and car and sign

recognition [Akatsuka 87, Crisman 88, Ettinger 88, Griswold 89, Kluge 88, McKeown 88] has
shown that even perceiving "simple" individual traffic objects in constrained situations is

difficult. If the computational cost is many orders of magnitude too high for the time and

resources available, then we can say that perception is effectively intractable.

Various techniques have been used to reduce the computation time for object recognition.

These include using easy-to-find object features; using distinguished features that quickly

discriminate between objects; using geometric or other constraints between features; using

coarse input data (followed by fine data in small areas); and computing features in parallel.
Without these techniques, even relatively simple vision tasks would be impractical. To date,

these approaches have been demonstrated only for simple tasks in complex environments

(for example, obstacle avoidance and road following), or for complex tasks in controlled

environments (for example, bin picking). We believe that a powerful perception system that
works as quickly and effectively as the human system must use all of these methods.

However, general perception is still inadequate in complex, dynamic domains.

1.3. The Cost of General Perception for Driving

The previous section discussed why perception is expensive in general in a complex,

dynamic domain. This section presents a specific analysis of perceptual costs for driving in
traffic. In particular it estimates perceptual costs assuming that general, exhaustive

perception is used-i.e., the perception system searches in all directions around the robot for
all the traffic objects the planner might potentially need. This analysis will demonstrate the

futility of an exhaustive approach to perception for a real problem, and provide a basis for

evaluating the active vision techniques to be introduced later.
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No one has actually built a traffic scene interpretation system, so we cannot determine the

exact complexity of the problem. Two opposing factors make analysis of this unsolved
problem especially difficult. First, it is possible that further research and experimentation

will yield a very simple and inexpensive method of interpreting some aspect of the scene. On
the other hand, real-world computer perception problems tend to be much more difficult than
originally expected. For example, the NAVLAB project here at Carnegie Mellon investigated
"basic" road following for several years. The simple road-recognition techniques that were
attempted first often failed when conditions weren't ideal. For the purposes of this analysis,
I have hypotb'esized a generic scene interpretation system that uses standard image

processing and interpretation techniques. The remainder of this section discusses

assumptions about the environment, task, sensors, and processing steps and the resulting

cost calculation.

The environment. In order to study how hard it is to visually search for objects, we must

first understand what there is to see. In my research, I did this by developing a model of the
driving environment and implementing it in PHAROS. PHAROS contains detailed
representations of roads, lanes, intersections, signs, signals, markings, and cars. Although

PHAROS provides a rich setting for driving experiments, it also makes important
abstractions that simplify and limit the driving problem for our work. For example, all roads
are structured with lanes; also, there are no pedestrians or bicylists in PHAROS.

The analysis of perceptual cost also considers factors not explicitly represented in

PHAROS. The environment is assumed to have shadows, trees, clouds, occluding objects,

textures, and reflections. Although these factors are not explicitly modeled in PHAROS, they

are present in the real world and therefore they are included in the model of perceptual cost.
These factors prevent us from using cheap recognition algorithms based on single, uniform

features. For example, although sign colors will be useful for segmenting out sign regions,
there may be other objects that also have these colors. Additional information will be needed

to distinguish the signs from the other regions in the image.

The task. Once we have created a representation of the world, we must specify what it
means to drive. Although driving laws are published in books [Legislative Reference Bureau

87], and the driving task has been thoroughly analyzed in isolated situations [McKnight 701,
there are no previously existing driving descriptions that actually specify what actions to
take at any time. The Ulysses model of tactical driving does encode what action to take in

any situation in the PHAROS world. Ulysses is a sophisticated model that incorporates
knowledge of speed limits, car following, lane changing, traffic control devices, right of way
rules, and simple vehicle dynamics. Ulysses is the definition of the driving task for this

research.

A general perception system has to find all traffic objects of potential interest to the driving
planner. For Ulysses, these objects include

8



" Road regions.

" Road markings, including, for example, lane lines and any other markings that
would indicate turn lanes.

* Vehicles. Vehicles may be turned at various angles. Velocity estimates are
required.

* Traffic signs. The robot must recognize signs that are facing up to 45 degrees
away from the line of sight. Signs may be up to 7m above the roadway. Only a
limited set of regulatory and warning signs are included in this task. The robot
must sometimes recognize Stop and Yield signs from the back at
intersections [Reece 91].

eTraffic signals. The robot must recognize signals that are facing up to 45 degrees
away from the line of sight. Signals may be about 6m above the roadway.

These objects are characterized in more detail in Appendix A.

Sensors. Since the environment is so varied in appearance, this analysis assumes that
several types of sensors will be used to collect data. It assumes the robot has cameras and

laser rangefinders whose images can be registered. This combination is complementary in

that a rangefinder is almost immune to the illumination changes across an object which

confuse color based segmentation. A camera, on the other hand, can discern markings and
other important regions on uniform surfaces like signs (Hebert 88]. Since the robot must
find objects in all directions, it is assumed to have sensors pointing in several directions.

Sensor aiming time is thus not an issue addressed in this thesis.

Since it is not practical to consider perceiving the entire world, I arbitrarily set a range

limit on the sensor system. In some driving situations it may be desirable to see long

distances ahead; for example, signals are supposed to be visible from 218m away on a road
with 100kph traffic [Federal Highway Administration 78, pg. 4B-11], and the sight distance

needed for passing is given as 305m at this speed [AASHTO 84, pg. 147]. While Ulysses is

capable of driving on simulated highways, for this work I have concentrated on arterial

urban streets where the visual environment is more diverse. Since streets have lower speeds

than highways, I have chosen 150m as the perceptual range limit.

Given the arbitrary range limit of 150m, the sensors are assumed to have the resolution

(and range) required to identify objects at full range. The resolution needed is determined by
the smallest object. Since flat, horizontal objects like road markings are turned away from

the line of sight and greatly foreshortened, they appear to be the smallest objects. Figure 1-5
shows that to cover a foreshortened 10cm-wide lane line with 2 pixels at 150m, a camera
mounted 2m above the ground would have to have a resolution of 2.5xl0 "4 degrees per pixel.

Appendix A discusses the resolution requirements of different traffic objects in more detail.

Data processing. Interpreting general traffic scenes will be very difficult. A general

9
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Figure 1-5:
Minimum pixel size: a. Elevated sensor looking at transverse lane line. b. Sensor angular

resolution required to resolve a 5cm patch at a range of 150m. Sensors are mounted on a
2m-high platform.

perception system would have to extract many features from the image, including regions,

boundaries, lines, corners, etc. The complexity of the environment would in general prevent
perception from using single, uniform features to uniquely distinguish objects. Extraction
would use intensity, color, optical flow, range, and reflectance data. Features must be grown,
characterized, and merged. Scene features would be matched against features of traffic
object models to identify traffic objects. This matching would be done in two stages; for

example, sign surfaces will first be located before the sign message is examined at higher

resolution. These processing steps are explained in more detail in Appendix A.

Based on work at CMU on robot driving, and on an examination of the literature, I have
estimated an approximate formula that relates image size to computational cost in this

domain. As explained in Appendix A, the formula is

Cost - I.Ixl0 4P + 1.1 p2 + 1.7x10-75p3 operations (1.1)
where P is the number of pixels in the image. The unit cost is an arithmetic operation on a

data value or pixel. The linear term reflects the computations to find colors, edges, optical
flow, etc. at each pixel; the squared term comes from pixel clustering and comparing pairs of

features to each other, and the cubic term is our estimate of the cost of matching, using
constraints to prune the search space. These computations are all detailed in Appendix A.
Traffic objects are small enough to require about 1cm resolution, which translates to about
8x10 7 pixels. The net cost is then

Cost - 8.9x10 11 + 7.4015 + 9.0x10 18

- 9.0x10 18 operations.
As will be discussed later, Ulysses is assumed to process a new image every 100 milliseconds;

so Ulysses would require about 1020 operations per second ff it used naive, exhaustive

perception. A "fast" computer that can perform a billion operations per second would thus be
almost 11 orders c( magnitude too slow to analyze the scene. Even if these estimates are off
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by several orders of magnitude, it is clear that a general approach to perception is
intractable.

1.4. Selective Perception for Driving

General perception is clearly far too slow for a driving robot. This thesis describes three
ways in which perceptual requirements and costs can be reduced. These methods have been

implemented in three programs, Ulysses-i, -2, and -3.
1. Ulysses-1 does not depend on a world model but instead explicitly requests all

information from the perception component. Since the Ulysses driving model
bases decisions on objects that have specific spatial relations to other objects
(e.g., the car ahead in the lane), perceptual actions are routines that use
reference objects (eg., a lane) to search appropriate areas of the scene. Thus
perceptual requests can return important objects directly and eliminate the
need for an additional geometric search (e.g., which of the cars found is in this
lane?).

2. Ulysse-2 also uses perceptual routines, but also tries to find the minimum set
of requests necessary to determine the correct action. The Ulysses driving
model is represented explicitly as an inference tree that relates uncertainty
about traffic objects to uncertainty about actions. Ulysses-2 searches the
inference tree to find the most critical leaf in the tree, and calls the appropriate
perceptual routine. The effects of the new information are propagated up the
tree. This selection and sensing process is repeated until there is no
uncertainty about what action should be taken.

3. Ulyses-S uses the same mechanism used in Ulysses-2 but also maintains a
world model. Facts in the model are time-stamped, and Ulysses-S uses domain
knowledge to reason about how object ccs change over time. The
inference tree search process automatically determines when changing objects
must be sensed again to reduce uncertainty.

Measurements of perceptual requests in simulated driving situations show that these
techniques reduce the cost of perception between eight and twelve orders of magnitude from

general perception.

L.& Thesis Outline

This research covers new pound in both robot driving and selective perception. In the

following chapters, the thesis discusses both of these areas. Chapter 2 provides more detail
about the PHAROS simulator, which was used not only to define the driving enviranmet

but also to study driving behavior, test perceptual interfaces, and test the implemented
Ulysses driving programs. Chapter 3 describes the Ulysses driving model. Chapter 4
discusses several robot systems issues concerning the implementation of a driving program:

how driving levels are integrated, how reasoning and perception operate in real time, and
how selective perception is incorporated into the architecture. The next three chapters
describe the three techniques I propose to control the cost of perception. Ulysses-i, which
uses perceptual routines, is presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes Ulysses-2, which
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reduces sensed-data requirements by purposefully applying driving knowledge. Chapter 7
shows how Ulysses-3 uses knowledge of world dynamics to further optimize search and

reduce sensing needs. Finally, the thesis concludes with a discussion of the implications of
these selective perception techniques and some future extensions to them.
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Chapter 2

The PHAROS Traffic Simulator

The first step in this robot driving research was the development of a detailed, microscopic
traffic simulator called PHAROS. It is "microscopic" because the actions of each vehicle are
modeled separately. This chapter discusses the purposes of the simulator, the world model,
the operating characteristics, and the relation to the robot driving program.

2.1. Using a Simulated World

PHAROS serves several purposes. First, it models the physical, observable environment.
Such a model is a necessary step in modeling the overall driving task. The environment
model specifies what objects are important and defines the lowest level abstractions the
robot can use in reasoning about the world. PHAROS's representation of physical objects,
together with its smulation of perception, determine what information a robot can get from
the (simulated) world. Second, PHAROS provides a testhed for developing driving rules.
The vehicles in PHAROS do not use simulated perception, but can directly use the
information in the simulator's data structures. Thus driving logic is separated from the
issue of perception and can be developed in an idealized context. The performance of a
driving model can be evaluated by observing the vehicles moving in the simulated
environment. Finally, PHAROS is the test environment for the Ulysses driving program
implementations. For the robot, PHAROS accepts perceptual requests, simulates the
perception and returns data. PHAROS also accepts action commands and simulates robot
motion in the world.

There are several advantages to driving in simulation before trying to drive an actual
vehicle. First, a simulator is flexible. It is possible to generate almost any traffic situation to
test various kinds of driving knowledge. These situations can be recreated at will to observe
how new driving knowledge changes a vehicle's behavior. Simulators are also convenient,
because simulated driving is not dependent on working vehicle hardware, convenient test
sites, or weather. Finally, simulated driving is safe and avoids the problem of placing other
drivers at risk while testing the robot.

Traffic engineers have used simulators for a number of years in order to model the effects
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of road and car design on traffic flow. I considered using some of these simulators for this

research. However, most of the simulators in use today-for example, TRANSYT, PASSER,

and SIGOP [Gibson 811--are macroscopic, so do not model the behavior of individual

vehicles. There are also microscopic simulators available, including SIMRO [Chin 85],

TEXAS [Gibson 81), and NETSIM [Federal Highway Administration 80, Wong 90]. NETSIM

in fact was the direct inspiration for PHAROS. However, NETSIM lacked several important

features which were necessary for this research, including the following. detailed

representation of spatial information; explicit representation of traffic control devices

(TCD's) such as lines, road markings, signs, and signal heads; continuous vehicle movement

in all situations including queue discharge, intersection traversal, and lane changing; and an

animated graphical output. PHAROS does fill these requirements.

2. The Street Environment

PHAROS is a model of the street environment. All models of the world use abstractions so

they can capture just the important characteristics of a problem. Model designers must find

a compromise between model accuracy and excess complexity. We have attempted to encode
many characteristics of the street domain into PHAROS, including enough geometric

information to study the perceptual requirements of driving. While PHAROS includes many

traffic objects, it uses strong abstraction and structure to simplify their description and use.

PHAROS represents traffic objects with abstract symbols augmented by a few parameters

to provide important details. Figure 2-1 illustrates how some objects are encoded. A curved

road segment is described by a cubic spline (8 parameters) and a road width. A sign is

represented by a type (one of 8), an identifying number, and a position along the road. The
general shape and color of the sign is determined by its general type; the lateral distance

from the road edge is assumed to vary only a little, so is not encoded at all. PHAROS

describes a signal head by its location at the intersection (one of 5 generic positions), whether
it is vertical or horizontal, the number of lenses, the symbols on the lenses, and the color of

the lenses.

PHAROS groups traffic object symbols into structures to give them meaning for driving. It

would be difficult to determine how streets connected or whether a car could move to an

adjacent lane if the lane and line objects in the database were not organized. PHAROS

connects objects to one another to form hierarchies and networks of related objects. Figure
2-2 shows how different street objects are connected to one another.

The abstraction and structure used in PHAROS limit the accuracy with which it can
simulate the world. For example, PHAROS cannot easily simulate roads without marked
lanes. PHAROS vehicles cannot abandon the lane abstraction to drive around a broken
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Figure 2-1: Examples of tafcobject encodings.

down vehicle at an intersection. However, our representation scheme does allow PHAROS to
simulate many common traffic situations on highways and arterial streets. We also feel that
the scheme could be extended to deal with situations that are beyond the current
abstraction. Similarly, there are several features that could be added to PHAROS' world,

such as pedestrians, cyclists, blinking signals, road grades, buildings, etc. Future versions of

PHAROS may include such features.
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Dorin segments

Figure 2-: Structre of street objects.

2.3. PHAROS Driving Model

The driving decisions made by the PHAROS vehicles (which are called "zombies") are based

on the logic in the Ulysses driving model, which is described in the next chapter. However,

there are several differences between Ulysses and the PHAROS-controlled zombies. The key

differences are in perception, interpretation, and reaction delays.

Percepton Zombies are not required to use simulated perception to get information from
the simulated world. When PHAROS is running the decision procedure for the zombies, it

uses the data structures directly. For example, to find a vehicle across the intersection from

a zombie, PHAROS traces symbolic links from the zombie to its road, to the connecting road

ahead, and to the rearmost car on that road. Tracing these pointers in the data structures is

similar in concept to running perceptual routines, but much simpler in practice. In addition,

zombies can inspect one another's data structures and establish crude interactions for

mering, resolving right of way deadlocks, etc.
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Interpretation. Several traffic situations that a driver encounters are difficult to interpret.

Some situations, such as determining the traffic signal for other approaches or the intended

turn maneuver of another car, are problematical for a driver because they cannot be observed

directly. This type of problem is simple for zombies, because they have access to the entire

database and are not limited by what they can see.

Other situations, such as deciding which signal head applies to the driver's lane, would

normally require several observations followed by a reasoned guess. PHAROS shortcuts

these difficult interpretation problems by encoding the semantics of situations directly into
the database. For example, the traffic control for each lane is provided as part of the input

data for the simulation and is stored with the other characteristics of the street. Lane

channelization is also provided externally and stored.

Some situations are complex enough that the driving model does not have the expertise to

recognize them. For example, it is difficult to reliably determine whether a blocking car in
front of the robot is really broken down or merely part of a queue that extends to the
intersection. Zombies determine if the car in front of them is in a queue simply by checking

that car's "Queue" status; a zombie sets its own status to "enqueued" if it is close to the car in

front and the car in front is already in a queue. The direct encoding of interpreted
information, as well as the availability of physically unobservable state information, allows

PHAROS to move zombies realistically without the complete expertise of a human driver.

Reaction Delays. PHAROS drivers are allowed perfect perception and access to special
information so that they can choose actions as realistically-i.e., with human
competence-as possible. However, zombies behave unrealistically if they are allowed to

control speed too well. Therefore, PHAROS incorporates a reaction delay into zombie speed
control. When zombies wish to decelerate quickly, they must switch to a braking "pedal"

(state), and when they wish to accelerate again they must switch to an accelerator "pedal."
There is a delay of 0.8 s, on average, in switching between pedals. This imposed reaction

delay, when combined with the car-following law already discussed, results in fairly realistic

behavior during car following, free-flow to car following transitions, free-flow to enqueued

transitions, and queue discharge.

2.4. Simulator Features

Input. PHAROS generates a street database from a data file that it reads in at the start of
each simulator run. Since PHAROS can represent a lot of detail in a variety of traffic

objects, the data file can be fairly complex. The PHAROS user must encode the desired

street environment into symbols and numbers and type them into the file. Figure 2-3 shows
an example of how one face of a traffic signal head is encoded. The terms "face" and "lens"
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face vertical 5 L9 LEFT MARGIN 0 0
lens RED SIGNAL SC SOLID 8 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
lens AMBER-SIGNAL SCSOLID 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 '0
lens GREENSIGNAL SCSOLID 8 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
lens AMBERSIGNAL SCLEFTTURN 8 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
lens GREEN-SIGNAL SCLEFT TURN 8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Figure 2-3: Example of signal head encoding in PHAROS data file.

are keywords. The first line indicates that there are 5 lenses on this face of the signal head,

that they are arranged vertically, and that the head is located on the left shoulder of the

street named "9." If the head were directly over a lane, the last two numbers on the first

line would indicate which lane and where along the lane the head was located. The

remaining lines describe each lens. The information includes the color, symbol, and diameter

of the lens, and whether the lens is lit in each phase.

Encoding and typing this information is tedious and error-prone for multi-intersection

networks. A future version of PHAROS should include a graphical input interface that

generates the file automatically from pictorial descriptions.

Random traffic generation. Traffic in PHAROS is generated at designated "source"

intersections at the edges of the network. The input data file specifies the average time

between the arrival of platoons of cars and the average number of cars in a platoon.

Provisions also exist for specifying a mix of vehicle types (passenger cars, buses, trucks, etc.),

but PHAROS currently only simulates passenger cars. When individual cars are generated

at run time, PHAROS assigns them a random "aggressiveness" parameter that modifies the

default reaction time, desired free flow speed, and gap acceptance threshold. The

parameters can also be used to break RoW deadlocks and force zombies in heavy traffic

streams to allow other zombies to merge in. A newly created zombie's route through the

network is determined by user-specified maneuver statistics at each intersection. I opted to

use this technique rather than origin-destination statistics because our primary interest is in

tactical driver behavior rather than network traffic flow. Thus we used the easiest method of

specifying the exact traffic flow characteristics at each intersection.

7Tme. PHAROS has features of both a discrete time and a discrete event simulator. Some

events, such as zombie creation and traffic signal changing, happen at irregular intervals;

others, such as updating the positions of vehicles, occur at regular intervals. PHAROS

maintains an event queue that keeps track of both types of events. The position-update

events compute the vehicles' new positions exactly from their (constant) accelerations over

the preceding time interval.
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PHAROS vehicles are moved at regular intervals. Immediately after all vehicles are

moved, each vehicle chooses a new acceleration and lane command for the next interval.

This interval is an adjustable parameter, but remains fixed during a simulation run. For

this research, the interval was always set at 100 milliseconds.

Display and user interaction. The output of PHAROS is an overhead view of the street

environment with an animated display of the vehicles. This graphical output provides us

with our primary means of evaluating the behavior of both zombies and robots. Figure 2-4 is

a picture of the computer screen while PHAROS is running. The figure shows a black-and-

)implay tnterval, x Ur

Carnegieo Mellon Univerelty, A

Figure 2-4: The output display of PHAROS.

white approximation of the computer's high-quality color display. In the lower-left corner is

a window showing the entire street network schematically. A portion of the network

(enclosed by a small rectangle in the schematic) is drawn at larger scale in the top-center of

the screen. Cars are visible as white rectangles, with dark regions at the rear showing brake
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lights and directional signals. The small window to the right of the network schematic

shows simulator time. A user can interactively pan and zoom around the streets to examine

various areas in more detail. It is also possible to select individual zombies and trace their

decision processes. The simulator can be paused or stepped one decision cycle (100 ms) at a

time.

To simulate a robot, a user selects the 'button" on the screen marked "create;" PHAROS
then pauses and asks where the robot should be injected into the street network. The rubot
is rendered in a unique color. We have created various displays to study the activity of

Ulysses, including the location of each mark created by the perceptual routines, a count of
the number of perceptual requests, and a chart of perceptual activity in each direction.

Performance. The simulator is written in C and runs on a Sun workstation under Sunview.

A Sun 4/40 can drive a few dozen zombies in a one-intersection network about 3 times faster

than real time1 . A network with 100 intersections and several hundred vehicles has also

been created; this network runs at about half real-time speed.

2.5. Interface to a Simulated Robot

Later chapters will describe the robot driving program implementations. Although the
logic in the robot driving program is similar to that for PHAROS zombies, the robot driving

program is completely separate and could be entirely different. Figure 2-5 shows how
PHAROS and a robot driving program are used together. PHAROS maintains a database
describing the street environment and records for each car. PHAROS also controls the

behavior of the zombies. The simulator executes a decision procedure for each zombie to
determine its actions, and then moves it along the street. A robot is simulated by replacing

the decision procedure with an interface to Ulysses. Ulysses runs as a separate
program-sometimes on a different computer--and gets information by sending perceptual
requests to PHAROS. The interface simulates perceptual functions and extracts data from

the database. After Ulysses has the information it needs, it sends commands through the
interface to the driving program. PHAROS then moves its representation of the robot using

the normal movement routine. The requests for (simulated) perception and the commands
for (simulated) control are the only communications between Ulysses and PHAROS. This
arrangement ensures that Ulysses cannot "cheat" by examining the internal state of the

simulator.

'This speed is for the PHAROS alone; with a robot driving program also running, performance decreases
considerably.
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Figure M,-: Ulysses control of a vehicle in PHAROS.

2A6 Sunmary

PHAROS is a microscopic model of the street environment. It defines the environment and

serves as a testbed for robot driving experiments. The physical characteristics of streets,
signs and other traffic objects are represented in detail PHAROS also contains vehicles that
move realistically through the network of streets. PHAROS c~n generate a variety of street

networks from data files, and display cars moving through them with animated graphics.

PHAROS supports robot driving programs by simulating perceptual functions and
implementing commands. The driving program takes over control of one vehicle in the

simulator. PHAROS can simulate perception because it contains information about many

important traffic objects; this capability is a significant extension to other existing
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simulators, which do not model the visual environment in detail. The following chapters

describe the driving programs used with PHAROS.
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Chapter 3

The Ulysses Driving Model

This chapter describes the driving model I developed to define the driving task. After the
introduction below, the chapter discusses related work in modelling drivers. This work

comes mostly from the traffic engineering and psychology communities. The remainder of

the chapter describes the model in detail.

3.1. The Need for a Computational Model

In order to study driving and implement an autonomous driver, we must have a model of
the driving task. To be most useful, a driving model must be detailed and comp/ete. A
detai/ed model must state specifically what decisions must be made, what information is

needed, and how it will be used. Such models are called computational because they tell

exactly what computations the driving system must carry out. A complete driving model
must address all aspects of driving. Traffic engineers and psychologists have long studied

the driving task, including tactical driving, and have developed many good theories and

insights about how people drive. Unfortunately, these models of human driving do not

explain exactly what and how information is processed-what features of the world must be

observed, what driving knowledge is needed and how it should be encoded, and how
knowledge is applied to produce actions. A model must answer these questions before it can

be used to compute what actions a robot should take.

Ulysses is a computational model of tactical driving. The program encodes knowledge of
speed limits, headways, turn restrictions, and traffic control devices (WCs) as constraints

on acceleration and lane choice. The constraints are derived from a general desire to avoid

collisions and a strategic driving goal of obeying traffic laws. Ulysses evaluates the current

tr situation by looking for important traffic objects. The observations, combined with the
driving knowledge and a strategic route plan, determine what accelerations and lane

changes are permitted in this situation. Ulysses also encodes preferences for actions.
Preferences are also triggered by conditions observed in the scene. The program uses
prioritized preferences to s4eet an action from those allowed by the constraints. (This

constraint- and preference-based knowledge reprentation scheme was inspired by similar

schemes in other systems such as Soar (Laird 87] and Prodigy [Carbonell 91].) While this
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model has limitations, it drives competently in many situations. Since it is a computational

model, Ulysses shows exactly what information a driver needs at each moment as driving

decisions are made. Furthermore, the program could in principle be tested objectively on a

real vehicle.

3.. Related Work

Psychologists, traffic engineers and automotive engineers have studied human driving a

great deal. Their goal is to make cars and roads safer and more efficient for people. The

result of this work is a multitude of driving models spanning all levels of driving. Michon

identified seven types of models [Michon 85]: task analysis, information flow control,

motivational, cognitive process, control, trait, and mechanistic. Each has different

characteristics and addressed different aspects of driving.

Task anabyis models. A task analysis model lists all of the tasks and subtasks involved

in driving. The paragon of these models is McKnight and Adam's analysis [McKnight 70].

Their work provides an exhaustive breakdown of all activities on the tactical and operational

levels. We have found this listing very useful for determining whether our model performs

all of the necessary subtasks in various situations. However, a list of tasks alone is not
sufficient for describing a driving model. This is because a task list does not address the

dynamic relations between tasks. The list does not specify how the driver chooses a task in a

given situation, or whether one task can interrupt another, or how two tasks might be

performed simultaneously (especially if they require conflicting actions). The McKnight
work also leaves situation interpretation vague. For example, two tasks require a driver to

"observe pedestrians and playing children" and "ignore activity on the sidewalk that has no

impact on driving." However, there are no computational details about how to discriminate

between these situations.

There have been advances in task models recently in an effort to create intelligent driver

aids [Malec 91, NadjmTehrani 91, Sandewall 90, Traffic Research Center 90]. These driver

aids are part of the DRIVE and PROMETHEUS projects in Europe. This work covers many

situations and subtasks, as McKnight and Adams' did. It describes a computational task
model, and addresses the recognition of specific condition from observable traffic objects.

However, these systems still seem to have the weakness that they treat each driving subtask

as an independent, sequential procedure.

Information flow control models. Information flow control models are computer
simulations of driving behavior. Early computer models of drivers were essentially

implementations of task analysis models [Michon 85]. As such, they have the same

weaknesses as the task analysis models. Microscopic traffic simulators such as
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SIMRO [Chin 85], TEXAS [Gibson 81], and NETSIM [Federal Highway Administration

80, Wong 901 do not have these weaknesses because they perform multiple tasks
simultaneously. They also have the ability to start and stop tasks at any time in response to

traffic. For example, NETSIM evaluates the traffic situation frequently (every second) and
makes a fresh selection of appropriate subtasks. NETSIM is not intended to be an accurate

description of human cognitive processing, but it produces reasonable driver behavior in
many situations.

NETSIM cannot be used as a complete driver model because it lacks several necessary
components. There are gaps in its description of driver states; for example, cars change
lanes instantly without having to drive across lane lines. Neither does NETSIM contain

knowledge of how to interpret traffic conditions from observable objects. We also found
unmodified NETSIM inadequate as a simulator testbed for robotics research because it

cannot represent physical information such as road geometry, accurate vehicle location, or
the location and appearance of TCD's.

Motivational models. Motivational models are theories of human cognitive activity

during driving. Van der Molen and Botticher recently reviewed several of these models [van
der Molen 871. The models generally describe mental states such as "intentions,"

"expectancy," "perceived risk," "target level of risk," "need to hurry" or "distractions." These

states are combined with perceptions in various ways to produce actions. Since motivational
models attempt to describe the general thought processes required for driving, one would
hope that they would form a basis for a vehicle driving program. However, the models do not

concretely show how to represent driving knowledge, how to perceive traffic situations, or
how to process information to obtain actions. Van der Molen and Botticher attempted to

compare the operations of various models objectively on the same task [Rothengatter 88, van

der Molen 87], but the models could be implemented only in the minds of the model
designers. Some researchers are addressing this problem by describing cognitive process

models of driving (for example, Aasman [Aasman 88]). These models are specified in an
appropriate symbolic programming language such as Soar [Laird 87].

The remaining types of models have limited relevance to tactical driving. Control models
attempt to describe the driver and vehicle as a feedback control system (e.g., [Reid 80]).
These models are mainly useful for lane keeping and other operational tasks. Trait models
show correlations between driver characteristics and driving actions. For example, drivers

with faster reaction times may have a lower accident rate. This correlation does not describe

the mechanism by which the two factors are related. Finally, mechanistic models describe
the behavior of traffic as an aggregate whole. These models express the movement of traffic
on a road mathematically as a flow of fluid [Drew 68]. This type of model cannot be used to

specify the actions of individual drivers.
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3.3. Tactical Driving Knowledge

S.3.1. A Two-Lane Highway

Figure 3-1 depicts a simple highway driving situation. In this scenario no lane-changing
actions are necessary, but there are several constraints on speed.

KEY:
Road Acookwadw

curaumconsorant:

lt Robot:

Figure 3-1: The two-lane highway scenario.

The first two constraints are derived from general safety goals-i.e., self-preservation. The
speed of the vehicle must be low enough to allow it to come to a stop before the end of the
road is reached; the speed on a curve must keep the vehicle's lateral acceleration below the
limit imposed by friction between the tires and road surface. Although it is possible that
these constraints can be met by the operational level systems of the robot, the prediction of
future speed constraints from observations of distant conditions is in general a tactical
activity. This is especially true if future conditions are detected not by tracking road
features but by reading warning signs. Ulysses generates the road end and road curvature
constraints by examining the corridor. The robot must be stopped at the end of the road if
the road ends; furthermore, at each point of curvature change, the robot's speed must be less
than that allowed by the vehicle's lateral acceleration limit. Ulysses also creates speed
constraints at signs along the right side of the corridor that warn of road changes.
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These constraints-a maximum speed at a point somewhere ahead in the corridor-are

typical of the motion constraints generated by various driving rules. Given the robot's
current speed, we could compute a constant acceleration value that would yield the desired
speed at the desired point. However, it is also possible to satisfy the constraint by driving

faster for a while and then braking hard. Figure 3-2 shows these two possibilities as curves

X and Y on a graph of speed versus distance. The figure shows that any speed profile is
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ime TO+ one decision cycle period

Deceleration at maximum braking
rae a B (a <0):

Robot start kC aC
state (DR 'SR) ...........

time T
Y Constraint:

s c Max speed c

at distance DC

a Distance
DC  d

KEY

X: Constant deceleration from initial sate to constraint state
Y: Constant speed, then deceleration at maximum braking rate
Z: Acceleration for one decision cycle period, then maximum braking

Figure 3-2: Deceleration options plotted on speed-distance graph

possible as long as it stays below the maximum braking curve. The profile that maximizes
vehicle speed would rise instantly to the maximum braking curve and then follow the curve

to the constraint point However, the program cannot change the acceleration command at
arbitrary times; it looks at situations and changes acceleration only at discrete intervals.

Therefore Ulysses computes an acceleration that will cause the robot's speed to meet the

maximum deceleration curve exactly at the next decision time. This is curve Z in the figure.

While the high-acceleration, high-deceleration policy shown by curve Z maximizes vehicle
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speed, it seems to have the potential to cause jerky motion. In fact, the motion is usually

smooth because the constraints relax as the robot moves forward and because actual vehicle

acceleration is physically limited. For example, suppose that the robot's sensors could only
detect the road 150 feet ahead. Ulysses would constrain the robot to a speed of 0 at a

distance of 150 ft. However, when the robot moved forward, more road could be detected, so
the constraint point would move ahead. Figure 3-3 shows how this "rolling horizon" affects

speed. The robot starts at distance 0 with a speed of 45 fps. A decision interval of 1.0
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Figure 3-3: Robot speed profile (solid line) as it adjusts to a rolling road horizon.
Maximum deceleration is -15.0 fps2, decision time interval 1.0 sec,

horizon at 150 ft& The four dashed lines show, for the first four decision
times, the maximum-deceleration profile to the current horizon.

seconds is assumed in order to show speed changes more clearly. The dashed lines show

deceleration constraint curves (-15 fps2) at the first four decision times. The solid line shows
the robot's speed. After a small overshoot, the speed reaches an equilibrium and remains

constant.

The basic acceleration constraint mechanism described in Figure 3-2 is modified slightly to

achieve more realistic behavior over a range of conditons:
* A lower acceleration value-about half of maximum braking-is used to compute

the constraint. The reduced value allows a gentler stop when the robot actually
has to decelerate, and provides some margin for error.
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" For car following (discussed below), the lead car's deceleration rate is assumed to
be maximum, even though the robot uses less than maximum.

" If the constraint is instantaneous instead of applying at a distance-for example,
the current speed limit-then acceleration is computed from
accel = cmww Wed- roba , where dT is one decsion cycle time.

" If the robot is so close to the constraint point that it will drive past the point
during the next decision cycle, then the above equation is used rather than the
method of Figure 3-2.

The next constraint illustrated by Figure 3-1 is that generated by legal speed limits.

Ulysses maintains a state variable which records the current speed limit. The vehicle is
allowed to accelerate so that it reaches the speed limit in one decision cycle period.

Furthermore, Ulysses checks for "Speed Limit" signs along the right side of the corridor.

Whenever the system detects a speed limit change, it creates an acceleration constraint to

bring the robot's speed to the limit speed at the sign (as described above). As the robot nears
the Speed Limit sign, Ulysses also updates the speed limit state variable. The speed limit

state variable starts with a human-supplied value because the model is not capable of
interpreting the general envi-onment accurately.

The final acceleratio., constraint is generated by traffic in front of the robot. The safety

goal implicit to Ulysses requires that an adequate headway be maintained to the car in front

of the robot in the same lane. Ulysses therefore monitors the next car ahead in the corridor.

If the lead car were to suddenly brake, it would come to a stop some distanct ahead. This is

the constraint point for computing an acceleration limit. The program uses the lead car's

speed, its distance, and its assumed maximum deceleration rate to determine where it would

stop. This activity is commonly called "car following."

After all acceleration constraints have been generated, they are combined by taking their

logical intersection. The intersection operation guarantees that all constraints are met

simultaneously. Figure 3-4 illustrates this process. Since the constraints in effect allow a

range of accelerations between the negative limit (the braking capability of the robot) and a

computed positive value, the intersection results in a range from the negative limit to the

smallest computed positive value. Ulysses chooses the largest allowed acceleration in order

to further the implicit goal of getting to the destination as quickly as possible. In effect,

Ulysses uses preferences that choose higher accelerations over lower ones.

The perception system may not be able to detect objects beyond some range. Ulysses deals

with the resulting uncertainty by making two assumptions: first, that there is a known

range within which perception ia certain; and second, that objects and conditions that trigger

constraints are always presenL just beyond this range. This latter assumption is the worst

case. For example, Ulysses always assumes that the road ends just beyond road-detection
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Figure 84: Combining acceleration constraints.

range, that the speed limit drops to zero just outside of sign-detection range, and that there

is a stopped vehicle just beyond car-detection range. In this way Ulysses prevents the robot

from "over-driving" its sensors.

3.3.2. An Intersection Without Traffic

The next traffic scenario we consider is a simple intersection with only one lane on the

robot's approach, no other traffic, and no pedestrians. Figure 3-5 illustrates this scenario.

The perception system detects intersections when the road branches or the markings on the

lane ahead end. Other clues, such as traffic signals or signs (or cars, in a different scenario),

may be detectable at longer ranges; however, since the robot is constrained to stop anyway at

the end of the detected road, Ulysses does not consider these clues. Future versions of

Ulysses may model the uncertainties of machine perception in more detail and use several

clues to confirm observations.

When the robot is actually in an intersection, Ulysses can no longer detect a lane directly in

front of the robot. When this first happens, Ulysses changes the "In Intersection" state

variable from Street to Intersection. Later, when there is a lane in front of the robot,

the state is changed back again. These state changes mark the robot's progress in its

strategic route plan.
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Figure 3-5: An intersection without traffic; detection by tracking lanes.

Finding the corridor is more difficult at an intersection than it is on a simple highway

because the corridor no longer follows clearly marked lanes. The tactical perception system

must recognize the other roads at the intersection and identifyr the one on which the robot's

route leaves. Figure 3-6 shows that the perception system must identify' the "left" road if the

strategic route plan requires the robot to turn left at this intersection. Ulysses can then

extend the corridor by creating a path through the intersection from the end of the robot's
approach road to the start of the proper lane in the road on the ler.

With the corridor established through the intersection, Ulysses generates the same

acceleration constraints as for the highway case. Figure 3-7 shows several examples of how

these constraints may apply at an intersection. Constraints may apply to conditions before,

within, and beyond the intersection.

The next task for the driving program is to determine the traffic control at the intersection.

In this scenario the only important TCD's are traffic signals, stop signs and stop markings.

Thus, as shown in Figure 3-8, Ulysses requests the perception system to look for signs and

markings just before intersection and signal heads at various places around the intersection.
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When the intersection is beyond the given detection range for these objects, Ulysses assumes

the worst and constrains the robot to stop at the intersection; however, within the detection

range Ulysses assumes that all existing traffic control devices will be found.

Figure 3-9 diagrams the decision process for traffic signals required at this simple

intersection. First, Ulysses must determine what the signal indication is. If there is an

arrow in the direction of the corridor, the program takes this as the effective signal;

otherwise, the illuminated solid signal is used. If the signal indication is red, Ulysses

generates an acceleration constraint that stops the robot at the entrance to the intersection.

No constraint is generated if the signal is green. If the signal is yellow, then Ulysses

determines whether the robot can be stopped at the intersection using a reasonable braking

rate. If s, then the program generates a constraint as if the light were red.

Stop signs require not only speed constraints, but a short sequence of actions. A vehicle

approaching a stop sign must come to a complete stop, look for traffic, and then proceed

when the way is clear. Figure 3-10 shows how Ulysses performs these actions with a "Wait"

state variable. When a stop sign is detected, Ulysses generates a constraint to stop the robot

just before the sign. Later, Ulysses finds that the robot is stopped and that it is very near

the sign, so it changes to a wait for gap state. In this scenario there is no traffic, so

Ulysses immediately moves on to the Accept state and releases the robot from this traffic

control constraint.

.... .... ... ....
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Figure 3-7: Examples of acceleration constraints from road features at
an intersection.

Figure 3-L- Looking for possible trfi cntrol devices at an intersection.
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3.3.3. An Intersection with Traffic

We will now add traffic to the simple intersection scenario. Ulysses considers three kinds

of traffic at intersections: cars in the same corridor as the robot, which must be given

headway; cross traffic blocking the intersection; and cars approaching the intersection on

other roads which may have to be given the RoW. Human drivers are sometimes taught to

watch the traffic behind them, in case another car is following too closely or approaching very

fast. In such a case the driver could accept lower gaps or make more aggressive judgements

at an intersection, thereby continuing through the intersection and not stopping quickly in

front of the following car. Ulysses does not make such judgements, and thus does not look

for traffic behind the robot.

Figure 3-11 illustrates the first kind of traffic that Ulysses considers. The driving program

inlmeotonMergin car.............

'' 6~N

Figure -11: Potential car following conditions at an intersection.

must generate a car-following constraint from a lead car either in or beyond the intersection.

This constraint is computed from the measured speed and range of the lead car, as before. If

the lead car is turning off the robot's path, the robot must still maintain a safe headway until

that car is clear of the path. Similarly, the robot must maintain a safe distance to cars that

merge into its path.

The second kind of traffic that Ulysses looks for is cross traffic in the intersection. This
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Figure 3-12: Cars blocking an intersection.

includes cars ittig across the robot's path or about to cross it, as shovn in Figure 3-12.
Sint* the law requires that a vehicle yield the RoW to vehicles already in the intersection,

Ulysses looks for such vehicles and stops the robot before the intersection if it finds one.

Ulysses does not currently search beyond the closest car to find a gap. Future extensions to
Ulysses may try to time the robot's arrival at an intersection to the presence of an upstream

gap. However, this type of behavior could only be allowed if it were safe-that is, if the robot

could still stop at the intersection if traffic changed unexpectedly.

The third type of traffic is traffic approaching the intersection on other roads. The driving
program analyzes nearby TVCDs and this approwceing traffic to determine if the robot has

the RoW. After RoW is determined, Ulysses may generate an acceleration constraint and
change the Wait state of the robot. Pigure 3-13 illustrates this process.

TraffiControl Devices First, Ulysses analyzes signs, markings and traffic lights. In
addition to the TCD's needed for the previous scenario, the program now must consider Yield
signs and the number of lanes in the roads. The lane count is used to determine if the robot

is on a "Minor Road"--that is, if the robot's road has only one or two lanes and the other road
has more lanes. In the United States traffic on a Minor Road generally yields the RoW to

other traffic, so in effect has a yield sign. This is a practical rule, not a legal one.
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Table 3-1 summarizes the meanings of the various TCIYs. The figure groups the TC'sinto four equivalence classes. Yellow signals are treated as either red or green, depending on

the robot's state and speed. If the robot is in a Wait for gap state, a yellow signal is
always treated as green. This practical rule allows the robot to proceed through an
intersection just before the signal turns red. This allowance prevents the robot from being
stuck forever in heavy traffic with no gaps. Cars with a given TCD normally yield the RoW
to traffic with a TCD in a higher priority class, as will be explained below. Note that some
actions in the figure do not depend on other cars; for example, red lights always stop the

robot.

Approaching traffic. The second part of RoW evaluation is analyzing the robot's situation

relative to other cars. This situation depends on the position and speed of the robot and
other cars, and the relative position of the approach roads. Figure 3-14 shows how this
information is combined with traffic control information to decide the RoW with respect to

each car. For each approach, the tactical perception system looks up the road to find the first
car in each lane. Perception provides the speed and distance to the intersection for each such
car. The road to the right is ignored if the robot is turning right, as is the directly opposing
road unless the robot or approaching car are turning left. Looking "up the road" essentially

requires the perception system to find a corridor along a different road. If the perception
system does not find a car, Ulysses makes RoW decisions as if there were a car at the range
limit of the sensors or of sight distance. This hypothetical car is assumed to be going a little
faster than the prevailing speed of traffic. If the approaching car is going too fast to stop
before the intersection (assuming a nominal braking rate), Ulysses always yields the RoW.
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Traffic Control Action

Green signal Use r Increasing priority

OR Nothing (see Figure 3-14)

Yield sign, Yik ttaffic with Green or
OR no traffic control;
No n aotherwse use RoW rulesNothing and on Minor Rd (see Figure 3-14).

Stop sign, Stop at intersecton;
OR then proceed using

turning right at Red RoW rules (see
signal when allowed. Figure 3-14)

Red signal Stop at intersection

IF Wait-stat is "normar
AND

Yellow signal robot can stop at intersection
THEN

t as Red signal
ELSE

treat as Green signal.

Table 3-1: Actions required by four classes of Traffic Control Devices.

On the other hand, if the car is very far away from the intersection, Ulysses will ignore it.
"Very far away" means that the time it will take the robot to cross the intersection at its
current speed is less than the time it will take for the other car to reach the intersection.

If none of the above conditions exist, then Ulysses further analyzes RoW based on traffic
control devices and the movements of the other cars. First, Ulysses guesses the traffic
control for the approaching car. To do this, the perception system must look at the side of
the approach road for a sign (the back side of a sign). If there is no sign, and the robot is
facing a traffic light, Ulysses assumes that the approaching car also has a traffic light. If the
car is approaching from a cross street, the light is assumed to be red (when the robot's is
green), and otherwise green.2 Once the program has an estimate of the approach car's traffic

*his in a particulary clear eample of how the explicit, computational rules in Ulysses el-ddate the information
requirements of driving. Drivers must make assumptions about the TCD's ontrlling other caMr and sometins
make errors if their s2mptinous are wrong.
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control, it compares the control to that facing the robot. If they are not equivalent, then the
vehicle with the lowest priority signal is expected to yield the RoW.

If the trafc control for the approaching car and the robot are equivalent, Ulysses performs
further analysis of the situation. If the approaching car is close to the interscon and

stopped, the program assumes that it is wating for a gap in trafc In the case of a stop
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sign, the robot takes the RoW if the approaching car is not yet waiting. Otherwise, if one or

both vehicles are moving, then the robot yields the RoW to cars on the right, and to cars

ahead when the robot is turning left. If both the robot and the approaching car are stopped

and waiting for a gap, then the drivers must use some deadlock resolution scheme to decide

who goes first. In human drivers we have identified four such schemes, as illustrated in
Figure 3-15. Humans use different schemes, depending on the local custom and the driver.

Ulysses bases its decision only on road configuration; it will use the first-arrive, first-leave

technique as well when we better understand how to recognize the same cars in images

taken at different times.

After determining the requirements of the traffic control devices and evaluating the traffic

situation, Ulysses may create an acceleration constraint and update the wait state. Figure
3-16 shows the conditions for changing states and for constraining the robot to stop at the

intersection. Note that once the program has decided to accept a gap and take RoW, only the

presence of new cars in the robot's path will cause it to stop again.

3.3.4. A Multi-lane Intersection Approach

The driving situations considered so far have not included streets with multiple lanes.

With this complication, Ulysses must generate lane use constraints and make lane

selections. We first consider the simple case of multiple lanes at an intersection, as depicted
in Figure 3-17. In this scenario there is no other traffic on the same road as the robot.

As the robot approaches an intersection, constraints on turn maneuvers from different

lanes-which we generally refer to as lane channelization- determine the lane-changing

actions that Ulysses can take. Ulysses determines if the channelization of the robot's current

lane is appropriate, and looks for a better lane if it is not. Channelization is estimated first

by finding the position of the current lane at the intersection. If it is the left-most lane, then

the program assumes that a left turn is allowed from the lane; similarly with right turns if it

is the right-most lane. Through maneuvers are allowed from any lane by default. Ulysses

also looks for signs and road markings to modify its assumptions about channelization.

If the robot's intended maneuver at the intersection is not allowed by the channelization of
the robot's current lane, Ulysses generates an acceleration constraint to stop the robot before
the intersection. Figure 3-18a illustrates this constraint. Ulysses estimates the minimum

distance required to change lanes (from the width of the lanes and the robot's minimum turn
radius) and stops the robot that far from the intersection. The program next decides in
which direction the robot should move to correct the situation, and looks to see if there is a

lane on that side of the robot. If there is a lane, Ulysses constrains the robot to take a

lane-change action in that direction. As a practical matter, solid lane lines are ignored,
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Figure 3-15: Right of Way deadlock resolution schemes.

because making a turn from the correct lane is more important than strictly obeying these
lane-change restrictions. Since there is only one allowed action, no selection preferences

need be considered.

Once a lane-changing action is started, Ulysses makes sure that the robot completes the
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Figure 3-1& Changes in the Wait state at an intersection.

maneuver before it enters the intersection. The program does this by generating an

acceleration constraint that slows the robot to a low speed at the minimum lane changing
distance described above. Figure 3-18b shows this constraint. The low speed is set to keep
the lateral acceleration on the robot below a certain threshold when turning with minimum
radius. The lane-changing constraint is conservative, but our model of operational control
does not provide Ulysses with enough information about the lane changing maneuver to
predict just when it will be complete (see description of operational level, below). By driving

at a speed low enough to use the minimum turn radius while far enough from the
intersection, Ulysses guarantees that the maneuver can be completed.

With multiple lanes the driving program recognizes that there may be different signal
indications for different lanes. The perception system looks across the intersection from
right to left and attempts to find all of the signal heads. If the robot is turning, Ulysses uses
the indication on the head on the side of the turn. Otherwise, Uyses uses the head most
nearly over the robots lane.

When Ulysses decides to initiate a lane change, it sets a "Lane Position" state variable to

Init-Left or Init-Right appropriately. Figure 3-19 shows these state transitions. The

program does not consider lane selection in future decision cycles while in one of these states.
This state variable also helps to guide the perception fiunctions when the robot is between
lanes. Once a lane change is initiated, the operational control subsystem moves the vehicle
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all of the way to the new lane. When the robot is straddling a lane line, the state changes to

Changing Left (Right). When tactical perception no longer sees the robot between
lanes, the state reverts to Follow Lane.

3.3.5. A Multi-lane Road with Traffic

The next scenario is a highway far from an intersection. Unlike the first scenario above,
this one is complicated by multiple lanes. Figure 3-20 shows some of the new considerations
involved. First, a lane may end even without an intersection. Perception detects this in

much the same way as it detects a complete road end, and Ulysses creates an acceleration
constraint to stop the robot before the end of the lane. This constraint disappears after the

robot changes lanes. Multiple lanes also make car following more complex. If the car in
front of the robot is between two lanes, Ulysses maintains a safe headway to that car but

also looks for another car in the lane. If the robot is itself changing lanes, the program looks

ahead for cars in both lanes until the robot has cleared the old lane.

The three lane actions available to the robot are following the current lane, moving to the
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Figure 3-19: State changes during lane changing.

right, or or moving to the left. Moving to the left does not currently include moving into the
opposing lanes; thus Ulysses cannot yet overtake when there is only a single lane in each
direction. Ulysses generates contraints and preferences for changing lanes if certain traffic
conditions exist. Figure 3-21 shows the important conditions: adjacent lanes, gaps in traffic
in adjacent lanes, blocking traffic in the robot's lane and blocking traffic in adjacent lanes.
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Figure 3-20: Multiple lane highway scenario.
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Figure 3-21: Traffic objects that affect lane changing decisions.

Table 3-2 shows the constraints and preference. for each traffic condition. The absence of
adjacent lanes or broken lane lines or gaps in traffic eliminates the option to move to
adiacent lanes. Ulysses generally prefers the rightmost lane to others. Traffic blocks the
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SET OF
CONDITION ALLOWED PREFERRED increasing

ACTIONS ACTION Priority
Blocking car •L-C T
(Rockn roe L > All Move Left(Robot Broken lane line1

blocked by •R-C>T
traffic in TI A Move Right
lane*) Broken lane line

*C>R,L All Kee.. Same

Gap for

merging

-No gap in traffic to left (Move Right, Keep Same) -

-No gap in traffic to right (Move Left, Keep Same) -

Available
lanes

.There is no lane to the left (Move Right, Keep Same) -

-There is no lane to the right (Move Left, Keep Same) -

-(There is a lane to the right) All Move Right
AND (R > C)

Default All Keep Same

KEY : True when (Car followng acce) < (Other accel constraints) -T2

Ti : Arbitrary threshold value.
L, R, C: Max. acceleration allowed in the lane to the Left, lane

to the Right, and Current lane, respectively

Table 3-2: Lane action preferences for a highway with traffic.

robot if the acceleration allowed by car following is significantly less than acceleration
allowed by other constraints. Blocking traffic creates a preference for an adjacent lane if the
acceleration constraint in that lane is significantly higher than the car following constraint
in the current lane. Ulysses estimates the allowed acceleration in the adjacent lane by

hypothesizing what the car following constraint would be and combining this with the speed
limit, lateral acceleration and road end constraints. The program combines the constraints
from various conditions by taking their logical intersection-retaining only actions that
appear in all constraints. If there is more than one lane action available after constraints
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have been combined, preferences determine which action is chosen. Preferences due to

blocking traffic are given priority over the rightmost lane preference.

Ulysses judges gaps for changing lanes based on two criteria: first, the decelerm.ion

required of the robot to create a safe headway to the lead car in the other lane; and second,

the deceleration required of the following car to leave space for the robot. The system does

not search for a gap farther back in traffic if the adjacent one is not big enough. However, if

the robot is blocked, traffic in the adjacent lane will tend to pass the robot, thereby providing

new merging opportunities. Ulysses also does not have the ability to use a physical

"language" (beyond directional signals) to communicate to other drivers that it is anxious to

change lanes. It is thus possible that the robot will never find a gap if traffic is congested3 .

3.3.6. Traffic on Multi-lane Intersection Approach

The next scenario combines the previous two multi-lane cases. This situation, illustrated

in Figure 3-22, adds channelization constraints to traffic considerations. When the adjacent

Figure 3-22: Decisions at a multiple lane intersection approach with traffic.

lane does not permit the robot's next turn, Ulysses must decide whether a pass can or should

8That is, without allowing an unsafe headway-a condition in which a deceleration by the robot or the lead car
could cause an accident
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be made. Similarly, if the robot needs to move to a turn lane that has traffic in it, Ulysses

must decide whether to merge immediately or wait. Table 3-3 lists the constraints and

preferences that must be added to those in Table 3-2. When combining preferences, Ulysses

SET OF
CONDITION ALLOWED PREFERRED PRIORITY

ACTIONS ACTION

Channellzation

• d < DIo Keep Same Highest

Current (Keep Same,
lae OK Move to <OK lane>)

Current (Keep Same,
ln not OK Move to <OK lane>) Move to <OK Lane>

Just below
•d>D All Move to <OK Lane> Blocking Car

Far in Table 3-3

- No intersection visible All

KEY d: Dimenc from robot io inuiscion

D:Minimum disance neded to change ianes

Dlw: Rnge of inuence of knvnsecon on upemrn taff

OK: Channfiztion alows (or is doses to) roboa inonded rout

Table 3-3: Lane action constraints and preferences at an intersection
with traffic.

gives the channelization demands the highest priority unless the robot is far from the

intersection.

When the robot is near the intersection (d < DFar in Table 3-3), it is not allowed to change
lanes to move away from an acceptable ("OK') lane. Thus Ulysses will not attempt to pass a

blocking car near an intersection unless multiple lanes are acceptable. This restriction may

cause the robot to get stuck behind a parked vehicle, but it avoids the problem of deciding

whether the lead vehicle is really blocking the road or just joining a queue that extends all

the way to the intersection.

The "Far from intersection" (d > D)F condition in Table 3-3 depends on a distance

threshold )Par When the intersection is at least DFar away from the robot, Ulysses can pass

blockers rather than staying in a turn lane. The threshold distance is properly a function of

traffic-how far traffic is backing up from the intersection, whether there are gaps in the
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traffic ahead of the blocker, and how long (distance) the robot would take to complete a pass.

Ulysses determines DFar by estimating passing distance and adding a margin to cover the

other conditions. The margin is a function of the speed limit, but does not explicitly
incorporate downstream queuing conditions. In our simulated world we have found that the

margin needed to minimize inappropriate passing maneuvers puts the robot in the "near

intersection" condition soon after it detects the intersection.

The presence of traffic introduces additional factors into the tests of blocking conditions.

When Ulysses determines what acceleration is possible for the robot in an adjacent lane, it

must consider coftstraints from lane channelization and intersection traffic control. In effect,

Ulysses must hypothesize the robot in the adjacent lane, look ahead in a new corridor, and

recompute all of the acceleration constraints from that lane.

When the robot wishes to change lanes because of channelization, but cannot because that
lane change action is not allowed (for example, because a gap in traffic is not available),

Ulysses changes the robot's Wait state to "wait for merge gap." This action signals a

standing desire to change lanes. When the robot is in this state, Ulysses adjusts the

calculation of the car-following constraint so that extra space is left in front of the robot for

maneuvering.

3.3.7. Closely spaced intersections

The final complication comes with multiple intersections spaced closely enough together

that they all affect the robot. Figure 3-23 depicts multiple intersections ahead of the robot

and on cross streets. The driving knowledge already described is sufficient to get the robot

through such a situation. However, this scenario illustrates the necessity of tracing a

corridor ahead through multiple intersections, analyzing traffic and traffic control at every

intersection along the corridor, and looking through intersections on cross streets for

approaching cars.

3.4. Interface to the World

3A.1. Tactical Perception

Tactical driving decisions require information about roads, intersections, lanes, paths

through intersections, lane lines, road markings, signs, signals, and cars. Our driving model

assumes that the robot has a perception subsystem that can detect these traffic objects and

determine their location and velocity. In addition, the perception system must estimate the

distance to objects, the distance between objects, and the velocity of cars. There is more

perception at the operational and strategic levels, but we do not address it in this model.
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Figure 3-23: Visual search through multiple intersections

Tactical driving requires information about spatial relations between objects. When

Ulysses locks for an object, it is really interested in objects that have a specific relation to
another object. Figure 3-23 illustrates this concept. In the figure, Ulysses must at some
point in its analysis look for cars on the right-hand approach road at the second intersection
ahead. The model asst'iies that these type of spatial relations can be tested by the
perceptual system. Chapter 5 discusses techniques for detecting these spatial relations.
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3.4.2. Modeling Time

Ulysses specifies what the robot should do at any moment, given what it observes in the

world. In developing the model I have found that it is possible to interpret a driving scene

almost completely from current observations, i.e. with little state information. In addition,

Ulysses does not project the current situation into the future to predict the outcome of
different actions. Ulysses is thus a model of a nearly purely reactive agent. The state

variables Ulysses uses are summarized in Table 3-4; except for the Speed-limit variable,

these few bits of state are mostly used to provide hysteresis to eliminate uncertainties

around measurement thresholds. Ulysses generates constraints with the implicit knowledge

that the world can be observed again in the next decision cycle. A cycle time of 100
milliseconds was found to provide adequate performance.

State Variable Values

Speed Limit <current speed limit>

In intersection Street, Intersection

Wait Normal, Wait for gap, Wait for merge gap, Accept

Lane Position Follow lane, Init-left (-right), Changing-left (-right)

Table 3-4: Ulysses state variables.

3.5. Model IUmitations

Ulysses was designed to drive safely in the PHAROS world. The goal was to prevent the
simulated robot from having or causing accidents, and from unnecessarily constraining itself
to stop. Ulysses achieves this goal for many traffic situations, including different
intersection configurations, a variety of traffic control devices and associated rules, multiple
lane roads, and freeway interchanges with light traffic. Of course, since PHAROS is a

simplified world, we would not necessarily expect Ulysses to work in a more complex driving

environment. This section describes some of Ulysses' limitations and discusses whether they
represent fundamental limits or whether Ulysses could be extended to more realistic

domains in its current form.
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3.5.1. Embedded Assumptions

There are many specific assumptions about the domain embedded in the Ulysses driving
model. These assumptions allow Ulysses to take advantage of the simplifications present in
PHAROS. However, in many cases Ulysses could be extended in its present form to allow
these assumptions to be relaxed. For example:

" Traffic object. Ulysses assumes that the world is limited to the traffic objects
it knows. The model could be extended to consider new objects (and the resulting
new situations) by adding new constraints and preferences to the existing ones.
In this way Ulysses could handle such things as pedestrians, fire trucks, new
regulatory signs, unsafe tail-gaters, or mid-block traffic signals. However, there
is no provision in the model for reading and understanding new signs, or for
learning the semantics of new objects from experience.

" Physical constants. Ulysses assumes specific values for the vehicle's braking
and cornering limits, other vehicle's braking limits, the delay to the next decision
time, etc. These constants could be treated as variable parameters to allow
Ulysses to handle other situations-for example, new braking characteristics on
wet roads.

" Lanes. Ulysses assumes a traffic world with well defined lanes. Some of the
problems with this assumption could be removed by adding maneuver commands
to move to one side of the lane or another, without changing lanes. This addition
would require extending the lane-position state variable and adding appropriate
rules and constraints (in parallel with existing ones). Ulysses could then pass
bicyclists in the right part of the lane, go around vehicles stopped in the left part
of the lane while waiting to make a left turn, or move right when approached by
an oncoming car on an unmarked rural or residential street.
In other cases the well-defined-lane assumption is more limiting. For example, if
the autonomous vehicle were required to thread its way between cars at a
congested intersection, or drive around a road repair site, or drive across a
parking lot, the lane assumption would be completely invalid. In these cases
Ulysses would have to replace its routine lane-driving knowledge with other
routine knowledge. In other words, when various conditions were detected,
Ulysses would have to switch "modes" and ignore some rules and activate
different ones. This requires a bigger change to the model than merely adding
new rules to existing ones.

* Perception. Ulysses effectively assumes that the robot has perfect perception.
Thus it does not have to describe what to do if some fact is not known with
certainty. Human drivers are faced with this problem all of the time because
they cannot look everywhere at once, and because objects in the real world are
sometimes occluded. Chapters 6 and 7 describe how the Ulysses may be
implemented in such a way as to choose a safe action when it is uncertain about
sensory data. In Chapter 7 1 will also discuss how one might relax the
assumption that safety is the most important goal.
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3.2. Other Limitations

Other limitations prevent Ulysses from handling certain anomalous events or performing

better in complex situations. Improvements to Ulysses in these cases would require

structural changes. For example:
Detecting long term situations. Except for the speed-limit state variable, the
model has no long-term memory. Thus there is no way to detect problems that
only become apparent after a period of time, e.g. a broken traffic light, heavy
traffic that prevents merging or crossing, etc. Some such problems could be
handled with different parameters at the tactical level, while others would
require changes in the strategic plan.

* Predicting future worlds. Some traffic situations, for example cars in
multiple lanes traveling the same direction, are especially complex and
uncertain. It would be difficult to determine a rule that detected a traffic pattern
and generated a constraint based on a possible problem. Predicting a problem
(i.e., by modeling future world states) would be intractable if small vehicle
movements were used as the incremental state change. Prediction would
probably be much easier with a more abstract notion of (relative) traffic motion.
Ulysses does not have any such abstraction for reasoning about situations, and
so does not reason by predicting future states.

* Changing driving styles. The constraints and preferences in Ulysses generate
a particular style of driving. The style is evident in the headways and gaps
Ulysses uses, in its decisions when to change lanes, and in its behavior at
intersections. The style should really be adjustable from the strategic level,
based on changing goals-for example, maximizing fuel economy, minimizing
trip time, obeying the letter of the law, etc.

3.. Summary

Ulysses is a computational model of tactical driving. Driving knowledge is encoded as

constraints and preferences on acceleration and lane choice. The effects of constraints and

preferences depend on current conditions in the world. Ulysses obtains information about

various traffic objects and computes the constraints and preferences. The relevance of

particular traffic objects depends on their spatial relation to the robot and to each other.

After constraints have been generated, they are intersected to determine the net constraint.

Prioritized preferences then select the robot's action.

Ulysses can drive a robot in traffic on multi-lane roads, through intersections, or both.
Ulysses looks for lane endings, curves, speed limit signs, and other cars to constrain the

robot's acceleration on a road. When approaching an intersection, the model requests

(sensory) data on signs, signals, markings, other roads, and approaching traffic as well as the
general road features just mentioned. Ulysses determines the semantics of the traffic control

devices and the road configuration and decides whether the robot has the right of way to

enter the intersection. Additional acceleration constraints prevent the robot from entering
the intersection in the wrong lane or while changing lanes. The program also evaluates lane
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channelization, potential speed increases in adjacent lanes, traffic in adjacent lanes, and
lane position in order to select a lane.

These capabilities make Ulysses a competent model for implementation as a robot driving
system. The next chapter discusses some of the architehural issues that are relevant to
implementing such a system. The remainder of the thesis discusses three implementations

of Ulysses that use increasingly powerful techniques to focus perceptual attention and lower

computing cost.
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Chapter 4

Building a Driving System

The previous two chapters provide the background for research in driving perception. They

describe what it is the robot has to do in order to be driving "correctly" at any given moment.

Such an ideal model of behavior must be implemented in the context of real world

dynamics-domain dynamics, robot motion, and processing delays. In addition, a tactical

driving system for a real vehicle must be embedded in a system that addresses the other

driving levels. While the goal of this thesis is not to design a new architecture for robot

control, it is nevertheless important to establish some nominal system design parameters.
Defining an architecture will clarify which system design issues are and are not addressed by

Ulysses. This chapter first describes how the tactical driving model is assumed to fit with

other levels of driving. Next it describes the execution control system that the Ulysses

driving program uses. Finally, it shows how active vision is introduced into the system.

4.1. Integrating Driving Level

4.1.1. Current Implementation

The Ulysses model of tactical driving is intended to fit within a system that includes all
driving levels. Figure 4-1 is a schematic of how different levels are assumed to interact for

the purposes of the Ulysses implementations discussed in this thesis. In this driving system,
the "commands" that are passed down between layers describe activities or behaviors that

the lower level performs for a period of time. This type of command allows the lower level to
work at a different time scale, sense different data and perform a different kind of task-all

in parallel with the higher level. Once the activities are started, the lower level does not

need further intervention for a while, and can produce appropriate robot behavior even if the

higher level does not issue a new command for some time.

The normal completion of commands at one level is not directly reported to higher levels in

Figure 4-1; instead, the world and the perception components do this indirectly. For

example, the tactical level discovers for itself that lane change and intersection traversal

actions are completed, the strategic level detects when an intersection has been crossed and

a route instruction has been executed.
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The strategic level generates the route plan and looks at the world when necessary to
determine the robots progress on the plan. The current driving program implementation
uses the simplest possible strategic planner-routes are created by a human user and given
directly to the tactical level. The plan is assumed to be based on an accurate map of the

street network, so the desired maneuver at every intersection is known ahead of time.

The tactical level uses the route plan as a guide in assessing the traffic situation. The
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route plan determines where the robot should look (through intersections) to create the

corridor. The corridor is a data structure that records information about the visible route

ahead of the robot. Tactical driving knowledge (in the form of constraints and preferences,

as described earlier) uses the corridor and other sensed objects to generate maneuver

commands.

The operational level makes emergency reactions and executes commands passed down

from the tactical level. The operational level is assumed to have its own perception functions

to detect emergencies and provide feedback to the actuator controllers. Emergency reactions

include avoiding collisions with objects that move into the roboes path or avoiding potholes.

These are considered emergencies because they involve non-traffic objects or anomalous

behavior-i.e., they are outside the scope of the driving model. The tactical commands are

presumably implemented at the operational level by selecting from a library of behaviors.

These behaviors can perform four functions: maintaining an acceleration, tracking a lane,

changing lanes, and traversing an intersection.

Acceleration. The operational level keeps the vehicle's acceleration at the value

commanded by the tactical level. Speed control is not used because an instantaneous change

in speed requires an infinite impulse of force, while a change in acceleration requires only a
step change in force. Vehicle dynamics dictate that an operational controller is more likely to

achieve the latter. The choice of control variables is not crucial to the model. However, we

expect that it might be difficult in some robot implementations to provide frequent command

updates at the tactical level, so acceleration commands would prove to be more convenient.

Lane Tracking. The operational level is assumed to be able to drive the robot down a lane

without intervention from the tactical level. This function involves only steering, as do lane

changing and intersection traversal. As described earlier, the tactical level adjusts the speed

independently to keep lateral accelerations within limits on turns.

Lane Changing. Lane changing requires the operational level to detect the adjacent lane

and begin a double-curve maneuver to move the robot over. When the robot reaches the new

lane, lane tracking automatically takes over. At most speeds, the steering angle is adjusted

to limit the robot's lateral acceleration to a safe value. This constraint results in a lane

change maneuver that takes a roughly constant amount of time, independent of speed. The
tactical level can use this fact to estimate the length of a lane change. However, if the robot

is changing speeds (e.g., braking while approaching an intersection), it is impossible to

predict exactly how far the robot will travel during the maneuver. At low speeds, robot can

only increase the steering angle to the physical stops of the vehicle. This angle determines

the minimum lane change distance for a given road width.

Intersection TraversaL Since intersections generally do not have marked lanes, the
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operational system is required to find a path to the given departure lane and drive the robot

along the path. As with the other operational functions, there are several ways this may be

accomplished. We expect that the robot would follow an imaginary path created from

general knowledge about the size of the intersection, and then start up lane tracking when

the new lane became clearly visible.

4.1.2. A Future System

The driving system illustrated in Figure 4-1 is intended to be a simplified for studying

tactical driving. A more realistic autonomous driving agent would need more functionality,
richer communication between components, and a new type of reasoning layer to detect

problems.

Funetionality. A complete driving system would need more functionality, especially at
the strategic level. The nominal strategic component described above merely feeds a fixed
route to the tactical level. In a better system, the strategic planner would be able to create
flexible routes that were conditional on landmarks rather than using fixed turns at each
intersection. The route could be updated dynamically as landmarks or special situations

were encountered. This strategic planner would be able to take common instructions such as
"follow this road until the gas station, then turn right" and make a tentative plan for the
tactical level. When the gas station was found, the route would be updated on the fly.

Communication. A fully functional driving system would also require direct
communication from lower levels up to higher levels. In particular, to accomodate real-world
malfunctions and errors, lower levels would probably have to report problems to the higher
levels. It would be possible for higher levels to detect failure conditions at lower levels
indirectly, but it would be easier for the level at which the failure occurred to determine why

the failure occurred. For example, deceleration failure due to slippery road conditions
detected at the operational level should be reported to the tactical level so that braking

parameters could be adjusted. Also, a sudden swerve to avoid an obstacle might have to be
reported if it results in an unexpected lane change that would otherwise confuse the tactical
level. Similarly, the tactical level might be unsuccessful at making a turn at an intersection

because of an unexpected road closure or heavy traffic; this should be reported to the
strategic level so that it could change the route plan or mission. In fact, there might also
have to be communication between non-adjacent levels. For example, excess wheel slippage
detected at the operational level might warrant a change of route at the strategic level so

that bigger or flatter roads are used.

Error monitors. The error detection capability described above requires extensions to
each level of the driving system. The extension to each level reasons about the success of
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activities at that level. As such the extensions constitute another layer of the driving

system, but along a separate dimension from the strategic-operational dimension. At the

operational level, the error detector would look at the set points and expected behavior and

monitor the sensed data. If conditions strayed to far from the expected results, the nature of

the error would be reported to the tactical level. The tactical level might then reset

appropriate physical paramters. Similarly, the tactical level would need a problem detector

to determine when the robot was stuck and could not complete the next route instruction.

4.. Execution Control

Sensing and reasoning activities take time to perform on any real robot. While this is

happening, the dynamic world continues to change. Robot behavior is thus dependent to

some degree on how its deliberation time interacts with changes in the world. Every robot

system design should take this into account. This section explains what assumptions were

made for the implementations of Ulysses.

For this research Ulysses was implemented as a simple "sense-plan-act" system. That is,

the robot works in cycles. At the beginning of the cycle, the robot senses the world; next, it

chooses an action; and finally, it executes the action. The cycle period is governed by a clock,

rather than the completion of some action, and takes 100 milliseconds. I have assumed that

the system has ideal components that can always observe everything around the robot and
finish deliberating within the 100 milliseconds. Such an ideal system can respond perfectly

to changing situations in this domain-both because it will notice anything that changes and
will determine the best possible reaction (that it knows). At the same time, this system is

very simple and allows me to concentrate on the issues of selective perception.

The big question about such an ideal system is how it can actually do all of the necessary

deliberation and sensing so fast. Al planning research has generally been concerned with

the deliberation part of this question-how to finish deliberating in a short or bounded time

(e.g. [Kaelbling 88]), how to produce better plans over time (e.g. [Dean 88]), how to reason
about resource usage (e.g. [Horvitz 89]), or how to speed up performance over time (e.g.

[Blythe 891). Robot researchers, on the other hand, have often found that perceptual
processing requires far more computation than "planning" on real mobile robots [Shafer 86].

In this research I have found that for tactical driving, the reasoning process alone-as

performed by the PHAROS zombies--can easily be performed in real time. Therefore in this

research I assume that tactical driving decisions can be made in a short cycle period. Thus

the driving program has no need to reason about its own planning time, etc. Perceptual
processing, on the other hand, is potentially the slow, limiting, and intractable part of the

system. The Ulysses implementations described here assume that the robot has whatever
resources it needs in order to perceive what the reasoning system requires. The point of this
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research is to reduce the resources required for perception in each decision cycle. The

following chapters will introduce methods for reducing perceptual computations and

estimate their effectiveness by comparing the computational cost to that for general,

unguided perception as presented in Chapter 1.

4.A Perception Control

In many planner based robot systems, planning and perception are independent modules of

the agent [Crowley 85, Pikes 72, Firby 87, Georgeff 87, Laird 89, Lin 89, Nitao 86, Schoppers

87]. Figure 4-2 shows basically how the modules are related. In these systems the planning

component works on a symbolic world model, which it assumes the perception component

keeps up to date. There is no communication from the planner to perception. The perception

component must therefore find everything of potential interest to the planner and dump it

into the world model. In a dynamic world--and especially, with the robot moving-the

apparent state of the world potentially changes all the time, so perception must update the

world model continuously (every decision cycle). This is the system architecture assumed in

Chapter 1 when the cost of general perception was estimated.

WORLDPerception Model Control

Figure 4-2: A traditional robot control system.

I have demonstrated previously how impossibly expensive perception is in this traditional

system design. There are three significant shortcomings in this type of system which

prevent perception from being more efficient:
1. There is no way for the reasoning module to communicate with the perception

component to command sensing actions, or ask for specific information and give
hints about where to look.

2. The perception module may provide much redundant information beyond what
is needed to determine a unique robot action.

3. The reasoning system does not take advantage of coherence in the world over
time to retain information in the world model for later decision cycles. Thus
some sensed information may be redundant with data sensed earlier.

The next three chapters describe implementations of Ulysses that address each of these

shortcomings. The implementations are called Ulysses-l, Ulysses-2, and Ulysses-3,

respectively. Ulysses-I introduces a language for requesting information about specific types
of objects. The domain-specific requests implicitly describe where to find objects in the scene.
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Ulysses-2 intelligently selects which sensing requests to make. Ulysses-2 looks for objects

that are important for the task in the given situation. The perception system is not asked to

look for other objects. Ulysses-3 marks all sensed information with a time stamp and

remembers it. Domain-specific knowledge about the dynamics of objects is then used with

the inference tree to determine when objects must be re-sensed. The resulting architecture

is shown in Figure 4-3.

Perceptual Routines _aRequet (with context)

WORLD -Updates World Selection@0

Clock

Figure 4-3: A control system with selective perception.

Other robot researchers have recognized the need to make sensor control part of the

reasoning process, but this work has generally been limited to very simple domains. Firby's

work [Firby 89] is very similar in spirit to mine. He proposes to use task-directed sensing
both to limit information processing requirements and to reduce uncertainty. His RAP

system (for "Reactive Action Package") can generate sensing requests during execution. The
requests can be for specific objects at designated locations. In addition, facts in the world

model have time stamps on them so the system can determine how old they are. However,

sensing control in this system is intended more to test a few predicates-e.g., the

preconditions of a manipulation operator-rather than make complex assessments before

each action, as Ulysses does. The RAP system would require that any complex sensing
strategies be programmed in advance, instead of falling out of an inference process during

execution (see description of Ulysses-2 in Chapter 6). Robot planners that insert sensing

actions into existing plans also use simple sensing actions to verify conditions [Brooks

82, Doyle 861. These planners are even less flexible than Firby's in that they cannot choose
manipulation or sensing actions interactively during execution.

Several real mobile robot systems have used perception control during execution, but have

not explored the problem of selecting critical objects. For example, the Martin Marietta

ALV [Lowrie 85] and Carnegie Mellon University NAVLAB [Shafer 861 both had perception

components that accepted requests from a reasoning component. These requests could
specify object types and geometric areas in which to search. However, these systems mostly

just followed roads and did not have the need to look at many objects.
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Some researchers have worked on the problem of limiting sensing actions in complex tasks.

However, to date this work has only been demonstrated in simple environments. For

example, Chrisman and Simmons [Chrisman 911 describe a method for choosing cost-

effective, selective sensing strategies; however, it is not clear whether their decision theoretic

technique could le applied in a complex domain with many states. Hayes-Roth's BB*

system [Hayes-Roth 901 reasons about computational resource limitations and adjusts flters

on the data input stream. These filters can limit the sampling rate to reduce data flow. This

technique implicitly assumes that the sensors can detect everything by default--an invalid

assumption in a complex environment such as driving.

Although machine vision research has addressed various uses of sensor control [Aloimonos

88, Ballard 91], this work has emphasized foveated image processing, gaze control, and eye-
hand coordination instead of task-based visual search control. For example, several mobile

robot vision systems [Akatsuka 87, Griswold 89, Kluge 89, Solder 90]use small windows so

that they have less data to process when looking for signs or other objects. These systems
demonstrate only minimal intelligent perception control though, since the tasks required

that the robot always look for the same object-for example, monitoring a lane line or
watching for a speed limit sign. Burt [Burt 88] also advocates using small windows, but with

the ability to move around the image to probe interesting areas. However, he offers no
specific algorithms for generating this control from a given task; his emphasis is on lower-
level techniques such as data compression, reduced image resolution, hierarchical analysis,

etc. Finally, there has been work in human vision that addresses perception control as it
relates to cognitive tasks [Yarbus 671. This work provides interesting descriptions, but does

not offer a computational model for generating behavior in an autonomous robot.

4.4. Summary

Ulysses is a model of tactical driving that is intended to be part of a complete driving
system. In this research, the strategic and operational levels are abstract. The strategic
level provides a detailed route plan for Ulysses, and the operational level flawlessly

implements a simple set of movement and tracking commands. Independent perception

resources are available to each level.

The Ulysses implementations use a simple "sense-plan-act"' cycle to control robot activity.

That is, at each clock tick Ulysses can perceive and assess the situation from scratch in order

to choose the best possible action. Since the Ulysses model determines actions from the

current situation without considering hypothetical future worlds (i.e., planning), and since
uncontrolled perception is so expensive, I assume that perception will be the resource

bottleneck instead of reasoning. Thus the driving robot will need to actively control

perception to limit its computational demands.
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This thesis shows how a robot can use task knowledge to control perception. Perception

control is demonstrated in three stages. Ulysses-i introduces a language of task-specific

perceptual requests that implicitly use spatial relations to limit search and find the
important objects. Ulysses-2 reasons about an inference tree to determine which objects are
important and which can be ignored by perception. Ulysses-3 uses knowledge about domain
dynamics to determine when objects must be sensed again. These perception control
techniques are new in that they incorporate task-level knowledge instead of just low-level

gaze control, data reduction and data compression concepts. The Ulysses implementations

are described in the next three chapters.
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Chapter 5

Ulysses 1: Perceptual Routines

This chapter describes Ulysses-i, the first implementation of Ulysses. Ulysses-1 addresses

the fact that a classical planner does not have any way to direct perceptual actions.

Ulysses-1 incorporates a mechanism for the reasoning module to request specific perceptual

actions to sense important objects. These requests are defined in a task-specific way to allow

the perception module to limit its search of the visual field. This chapter introduces the

concept of perceptual routines, discusses how Ulysses-I uses them to implement the driving

model, and describes how routines reduce perceptual cost in various driving situations.

5.1. Defining the Perceptual Language

5.1.1. Routines

Section 3.4.1 described how tactical driving requires information about spatial relations

between objects. For example, the reasoning system might want to know if there is a car

approaching a downstream intersection from the right. There are at least two ways to find
the objects in the desired relations. One way would be to detect all cars, and then test each

car to see if it was on the road to the right at the intersection. "The road to the right" would

itself be found by finding a]l roads and checking to see if they connected to the the robot's

road at the intersection in question. This method would be very difficult because there may
be many cars and roads in the robotes field of view, and each one requires significant

computation to find and test.

Ulysses-i (and the later implementations of Ulysses as well) uses a different technique to

detect specific objects in specific relations to one another. The perception subsystem uses the
reference object and a relation to focus its search for a new object. In the example above the

robot would track the corridor ahead to the second intersection, scan to the right to find the

approach road, and then lwk along the road for a car. The car detection process is thus

limited to a specific portion of the field of view, determined by the location of the road.

Ulysses-i uses about a dozen of these routines, as shown in Table 5-I. Although it may seem

that driving decisions could be made with simpler, more general sensing functions, kigure
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Find current lane Find next car in lane

Mark adjacent lane Find crossing cars

Track lane Find next sign

Profile road Find next overhead sign

Find intersection roads Find back-facing signs

Find path in intersection Find signal

Find next lane marking Marker distance

Table 5-1: Perceptual routines in Ulysses-1.

3-23 shows that very simple sensing is not sufficient; for example, a low-level operator to

"detect converging objects to the right" could not distinguish between the two intersections.

5.1.2. Related Work

Ullman describes how routines may be used in the human vision system to determine

object properties and spatial relations [Ullman 84]. These visual4 routines are composed of

operations such as shifting processing focus, finding unique locations in the image, tracing

the boundary of a contour, filling a region to a boundary, and marking points for later

reference. While the input to such routines is an image processed from the bottom-up, the

routines themselves are invoked from the top-down when needed in different tasks. For
example, the routines can be used to determine if two points lie within the same contour.

Ape and Chapman used visual routines in their video game-playing system, Pengi [Agre 87].

These routines used the primitive actions described by Ullman. The Pengi planner executed

visual routines just like any other actions in order to get information about the world state.

Since the planner used rules that always related objects to one another or the agent, the

visual routines were able to find important objects directly by computing the appropriate

spatial relationships. For example, a visual routine could find "the block that the block I just

kicked wil collide with."

The perception system for Ulysses-1 was inspired by Pengi. As we described above, the

4We use the term "pereptual mutine" instead of "viual outines" in our woik to emphasize that they may
include hgher leWs than Just low-level vision, and that the may include other sensing tedmologies.
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rules for driving also have spatial relations incorporated in them. Ulysses-1 uses routines to

directly find roads related to the robot, cars related to the roads, signals related to particular

intersections, etc. The routines in Ulysses-1 assume more domain-dependent processes are

available to the routines than is the case in Pengi; for example, the routines must

understand how to trace roads instead of just contours, and how to stop scanning when a
sign is recognized. Most of the routines mark objects and locations when they finish, so
Ulysses-1 can continue finding objects later. For example, Track lane stops when an

intersection is encountered (indicated by the change in lane lines in the well-marked
PHAROS world), but marks the intersection so that Find path in intersection, Find

signal, etc. can find objects relative to that intersection. The next section provides a

detailed example of how Ulysses-1 uses routines.

Agre and Chapman point out two advantages of routines in terms of knowledge
representation. First, only relevant objects in the world need to be represented explicitly in
the agenes internal model. Pengi, for example, does not have to model all of the blocks on
the video screen. Second, when the planner needs to know if there is an object with a certain
relation to a reference object, it does not need to check all visible objects to find out.

These representational advantages have perceptual analogs which are illustrated better by
Ulysses-1 because it addresses perception more realistically. First, not only do perceptual
routines avoid having to represent all world objects internally, they avoid having to look for
all the objects. In Pengi perception was abstract and essentially cost-free; for a real driving
robot, looking for things is extremely expensive and any reductions in sensing requirements
are important. Second, checking the relationship between two objects is more complicated
than, say, looking at a value in a property list. Computing arbitrary geometric relations may
be difficult, and it is much better to do it once and find the appropriate object directly. For
example, finding a car on a road could involve making a region-containment test on every
visible car; it would be better to scan the road region until the car was found.

The routines listed in Table 5-1 are clearly specialized for the driving task. They are

designed to allow the domain-specific knowledge in the planner to be used for controlling
percep' Lion. A system that uses such routines would use different routines for different tasks.
This perception philosophy is similar to the idea of task-oriented vision described by Ikeuchi
and Hebert [Ikeuchi 90].

5.1.-3. How Routines Are Used

In the Ulysses driving model the role that traffic objects play depends on their relation to
the corridor ahead of the robot. The corridor is the series of lanes and intersections
downstream of the robot that follows the robot's intended route. Ulysses-1 locates the
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corridor at the beginning of every decision cycle. This process is very straightforward,

involving the repeated application of road-finding routines until the range limit of the

sensors is reached. For each part of the corridor, Ulysses-1 applies all active constraints and

preferences. These are encoded in individual subroutines. Whenever these subroutines refer

to an object in the world, Ulysses-1 requests that a perceptual routine be run to look for the

object. Since Ulysses-1 is not using any knowledge to model changes in the world, all

constraints and preferences are active almost all of the timer. Thus the robot ends up

requesting information about all objects of potential interest along the corridor.

The remainder of this section illustrates the use of routines with an example. Figure 5-1

shows a driving situation in which the robot is approaching a left-side road and must turn

lefL Traffic can appear on any road. There are a few speed limit signs, route signs (not

shown in the figure), a STOP sign, a "left turn only" sign overhead and a "left turn only"
arrow on the pavement The robot's road has four lanes, while the side road has only two.

Figure 5-1: Lef side road scenario (Not to scale).

The following series f fgrs shows the perceptul activity during one decision c d of the

robot. We pick up the robot after it has changed lanes and is approaching the intersection

(Figure 5-2). There is a car approaching from the through direction, one in the adjacent lane

behind, and one in the oncoming lanes (having turned from the side road).

'Tnere are some exetin: Ulysses-does not consider 1ae-hngn actions when the robot is already in the
process of changing lanes, or if there is only one lane.
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Figure 5-2: Partway through the left side road scenario.

The first thing the robot does is find the lane immediately in front of it using the Find

current lane routine. It then uses the Track lane routine to look forward to obtain the
first section of the corridor. The scan of the lane ends at the intersection. The robot then
looks for cars in the lane with Find next car in lane and signs along the side of the

road using Find next sign repeatedly. Figure 5-3 shows the areas scanned by these four

routines.

Figure 5-4 depicts the process of determining the channelization of the roboes lane (i.e.,
whether it can turn left from the lane). Ulysses-1 scans the width of the road--using

Profile road-at the intersection (at the marker left earlier) to determine the position of

the roboes lane at the intersection. The robot also looks for signs over the lane and markings

in the lane to indicate turn restrictions (Find next overhead sign, Find next lane
marking). If such objects are found, these scans are repeated until the end of the lane is
reached. Markers indicate where one leaves off (at an observed sign or marking) and the

next one starts.

In Figure 5-5 Ulysses-i is finding the next part of the corridor and analyzing the

intersection itself. This requires finding a path in the intersection (routine Find path in

intersection), looking for lead cars on this path (Find next car in lane), looking for

crossing or obstructing cars (Find crossing cars), looking for traffic signals around the

intersection (Find signal), and identifying all approach roads (Find intersection
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Figure 5-4: The robot scans for the lane, cars, and signs ahead.

Sign

Figure 5-4: The robot checks lane position and looks for hannelizig signs and

roads). Information Ulysses-i already has allows it to determine whether there is a trafiic
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control sign facing the robot, and how many lanes the robot's road has. Lane counts help

determine which road is bigger and are part of the right-of-way determination process./25
Intersection

pat h

Leadcarr

Figure 5-5: The robot looks for a path in the intersection, and then cars,
signals, and approach roads.

Figure 5-6 shows areas scanned to check for approaching traffic on each road, and for STOP

or YIELD signs facing this traffic. Ulysses-1 first finds the lanes on the approach roads, and

then looks for the closest car to the intersection in each lane. Approaching cars are found

using Find next car in lane again, and the signs are detected with the Find back-

facing signs routine. The distance between the approaching cars and the intersection can

be determined with Marker distance.

In Figure 5-7 the robot is looking beyond the intersection to its downstream road. As with

the first piece of corridor, Ulysses-1 first finds the lane, then looks for cars and signs. In this

case one sign is found.

At this point Ulysses-1 has examined everything necessary to constrain the robots speed.

The remaining steps are performed to select a lane. Ulysses-1 considers lane selection even

as the robot approaches the intersection because in some situations it may be desirable or

necessary to change lanes to move around a slow car. Figure 5-8 shows that Ulysses-1 finds

the adjacent lane (to the right only, in this case) and analyzes it much as the robot's lane.

The adjacent lane is found and marked using Profile road and Mark adjacent lane.

Ulysses-1 tracks the lane ahead to the intersection, and looks for cars, overhead signs (signs
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Possible
=== , intersection

j~ Ovrha Markings

Car Lanesigns

Figure 5-& The robot looks forward and backward for constraints affecting the
adjacent lane, and traffic in that lane.

Ulysses-1 performs the visual search described above in order to find all objects that could

potentially constrain the robot's actions. While the search seems exhaustive, it is

nevertheless restricted to specific areas around the corridor. Because Ulysses-i has no
knowledge about domain dynamics, it must repeat this search every clock tick to guarantee

that the robot can respond adequately to changing situations. Thus Ulysses-i performs this

search every 100 milliseconds.

5.2. The Cost of Using Routines

5.2.1. General Cost

The perceptual routines are subject to the same environmental conditions as a general,

naive perception system, so must pay the same feature extraction costs. However, the use of

routines can reduce perception costs in several ways:
* Reduced search area. The azimuth and elevation angles swept by the routine

are much smaller than the area searched by the naive perception system.

* Range-limited resolution. The maximum depth reached in the routine's
search area limits the resolution required.

* Object-limited resolution. The routines look for only one type of object at a
time; resolution is determined by the size of that type, not by the smallest of all
types.
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* Limited features. Since the routines look for only one type of object at a time,
they may be able to use a small set of features that are specific to that object
type. Only these features need to be extracted from the image.

The effectiveness of these reductions depends on the situation; for example, if the robot used

several routines to search the same area for different objects, it would not get the benefit of

limited features or object-limited resolution.

The cost of using routines can be estimated using the same general assumptions that were

used for a general perception system in Chapter 1. Although in some cases the more spefic

routines could use simpler recognition algorithms (e.g., a "car" is any blob on the road), I
have assumed that they use the more general algorithms. The cost of individual routines

depends on the feature size of the objects they detect (from Table A-i), and the specific area
searched by the routine (as illustrated by Figures 5-3 through 5-8 above). Since the cost

depends on the search area, there is no fixed cost for most routines. Appendix B explains in
detail how to calculate the cost for each routine. The following section illustrates how the
cost of the routines changes over time as the robot's situation changes. Appendix C shows

the cost of the individual perceptual actions during the single decision cycle described in the

previous section.

5.2.2. Driving Experiments

I have created several driving situations in PHAROS and used Ulysses-1 to drive a robot
through them. By tracking the perceptual costs over time, we can see how the cost of
routines compares to the cost of naive perception, and what situations cost the most with the
given routines. PHAROS simulates the operation of perceptual routines and estimates the

cost of each routine when it is called. The scenarios are as follows:
" The left-side-road scenario described above. This scenario includes a lane change

before the intersection and the detection of a conflicting car with right of way. It
requires a search for traffic control devices at the intersection.

* A four-way intersection with no traffic control (unordered intersection).
Illustrates visual search for different right-of-way logic.

" A four-lane highway with no intersections. This scenario removes the
complication of intersections, but includes car following and passing actions.

" An intersection of four-lane roads controlled by traffic lights. This scenario
includes many signs and markings and more cars than the other scenarios. It
also illustrates an intersection with completely different traffic control.

" A set of closely space intersections of two-lane roads. This scenario includes Stop
and Yield signs for the 'obot, and requires consideration of two downstream
intersections at once. Tnere is also an intersection on an approach road to
complicate the search for conflicting cars.

All of the scenarios contain signs, markings, etc. that the robot can observe. In addition,

there are times in these scenarios during which the robot is driving on two- or four-lane

roads and cannot see an intersection.
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5.2.2.1. Left Side Road

Figure 5-9 illustrates the left side road scenario introduced earlier; Figure 5-10 is the graph

of the estimated perceptual cost over time. The circled numbers in road picture are reference

points that correspond to the labeled points in the graph. These values were computed as

described in Appendix B by the interface between PHAROS and Ulysses. The cost of
perception is dominated by the lane search cost, which in the figure is indistinguishable from
the 'Total cost" plot. This relation is also true in all other scenarios. Searching the lane is

the most costly type of activity because foreshortened lane and stop lines are the smallest
objects in the environment (see Appendix A). Since this version of Ulysses-1 does not use
any knowledge about event horizons, but naively searches to its sensor range limits, the cost

of finding lanes can be very high.

The perceptual cost before point (1) in Figure 5-10 is approximately 1.5x10 17 operations per
second; this represents the cost of a four-lane highway without intersections. At point (1),
the sensors detect the intersection and trigger additional searches for signals, approach
roads, and blocking cars. The figure shows that the signal and car search cost jumps up
here. Ulysses-1 also determines that the robot cannot turn left from the right lane and

begins a lane change. During this time, the robot stops searching the adjacent lane for

traffic, so the cost of searching lanes drops sharply. At point (2), the sensors detect the
robot's corridor on the far side of the intersection and begin searching for signs and cars on
that road. At (3) the sensors can detect all approach roads, so the robot begins to search

these roads for lanes, cars, and backward-facing stop and yield signs. After the lane change
is complete at (4) the robot again watches both lanes of the road and the lane search cost

increases accordingly. This is approximately the point in time described in Section 5.1.3 and
in Appendix C. At point (5) the robot enters the intersection and ceases its search for

signals, approaching cars, and other objects that would affect its right-of-way decision. At (6)
the robot no longer needs to look for unexpected cross traffic in the intersection either.

5.2.2.2. Unordered Intersection

Figure 5-11 shows the unordered intersection scenario. The robot approaches the
intersection and must yield to a car on the left before proceeeding with its left turn. The car
on the right is expected to yield to the robot. There are several miscellaneous signs along the

roads.

Figure 5-12 is a graph of the perceptual cost in operations during the scenario. The

perceptual cost before point (1) in Figure 5-12 is approximately 2x10 16 operations per second;
this represents the cost of a simple two-lane highway without intersections. After point (1),

the robot has detected the intersection and begins to search for signals, roads, cars, and
additional signs according to the corridor model. At point (2), the sensors can reach the far
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Figure 5-10: Perceptual costs during scenario. Numbers correspond to figure above, except:
(2) sensors reach robot's destination street on far side of intersection;

(3) sensors reach all intersection approach roads.
Total cost is nearly the same as lane search cost.
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side of the intersection and detect the approach roads, so these roads are scanned for lanes,

cars, and backward-facing stop and yield signs. At point (3) the robot enters the intersection
and ceases its search for signals, approaching cars, and other objects that would affect its

right-of-way decision. At (4) the robot no longer needs to look for unexpected cross traffic in
the intersection either. After (4), the robot returns to a two-lane highway situation.

5.2.2.3. Four-lane Highway

Figure 5-13 is the four-lane highway scenario. In this case the robot has to pass a slower

car using the left lane, and then return to the right lane. There are no other traffic objects

except for various signs along the side of the road.

Figure 5-14 shows the estimated costs of using perceptual routines in this situation. The
robot detects the car in front at point (1); the car detection cost rises very slightly here
because the blob in the road must be identified. At points (2) and (4), the robot commits to a
lane change and stops looking behind itself in the adjacent lane for traffic. This causes a

sharp decrease in the lane-search and total cost.

5.2.24. Intersection With Traffic Lights

Figure 5-15 shows the traffic light scenario. This scenario includes more traffic objects
than previous scenarios, including signals and more markings and signs. Not shown in the
figure are cars that approach from all directions during the scenario. The robot enters in the
right lane and is required to make two lane changes before entering the intersection. The
left-most signal head facing the robot shows a left-turn arrow after the robot has waited at
point (6) for a few seconds. After the robot crosses the intersection, it again moves to the

right-most lane.

Figure 5-16 shows the estimated perceptual costs for this scenario. The graph's features

reflect sensor detection events, lane changes, and intersection entries as described for
previous scenarios. The costs are not significantly affected by the additional objects in the
environment; for example, signal search costs are almost the same in this scenario as in the
left side road scenario. The cost of searching the intersection for signal heads apparently

dominates the cost of finding lens symbols on the heads that are found.

5.2±.5. Multiple Intersections

The final scenario includes multiple intersections. Figure 5-17 shows that the robot must

traverse two closely spaced intersections, and scan across an intersection on an approach
road. At the first intersection the robot has a Yield sign, but determines that the vehicle
approaching from the right is stopped and will not conflict with the robot. The robot
therefore determines that it can proceed freely through the first intersection. However, the
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Figure 5-13: 4-lane passing scenario (not to scale).
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Figure 5-14.- Perceptual costs during scenario. Notes correspond to figure above, except:
(1) sensors reach lead car. Total cost is nearly the same as lane search cost.
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Stop sign at the second intersection forces the robot to slow down even before it reaches the

first intersection. At the second intersection, the robot waits for crossing traffic to clear

before proceeding. Figure 5-18 shows the estimated cost for this scenario.

5.3 Summary

The Ulysses-1 driving system introduces a language for controlling perception. This

language is a collection of perceptual routines, each of which performs a specific, limited

perceptual action. Routines do not search the entire scene for their target objects, but

instead search in specific places relative to other objects. The routines are task-specific,

because the reasoning component depends on the semantics of this relative search to get the

right objects in the scene. The object relations Nmplicit in the routines are of course designed

to match the task. The reasoning component of the system can thus avoid doing the spatial

reasoning by pushing it off on the perception component; the routines do the spatial

reasoning implicitly in their search of the physical world. The result is a computation

savings and a perceptual search savings for the system.

Ulysses-1 attempts to find everything in the world of interest for driving, just like a general

perception system. However, it uses perceptual routines to find the corridor and other traffic

objects. The routines significantly reduce the amount of perceptual search required to find

the relevant objects. Experiments in simulated driving situations indicate that routines

require about 1017 operations per second, as compared with about 10 2o operations per second

necessary for general perception. Thus even in a relatively naive driving system that

continues to sense everything within range every decision cycle, perceptual cost can be

reduced by three orders of magnitude by using perceptual routines.
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Total cost is nearly the same as lane search cost.
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Chapter 6

Ulysses 2: Ignoring Redndant Constraints

The previous chapter described how perceptual routines can sharply limit where the
perception system has to look for objects in the scene. However, while the routines

determine where to look for specific objects, they do not by themselves determine which
objects must be found. In the Ulysses-1 system, the reasoning component still asks the
perception component to look for everything that could possibly generate a constraint or
preference. In the second implementation of the driving system, Ulysses-2, the reasoning

component requests only enough objects to determine a unique action for the robot.
Ulyssess-2 takes advantage of the specificity of perceptual routines to find one object at a

time. Perceptual routines are requested sequentially in an efficient order.

Figure 6-1 illustrates the ideas behind Ulysses-2. The robot in the figure has not examined

..... .... A ll°•,

Figue 6-1: Robot that has not yet sensed lead car speed, sipns, or cross traffic.

cars in front of it, nor searched for signs along the side of the road, nor looked for traffic
approaching the intersection. Each of these could generate constraints on the robot's speed.
If we want a conservative, safe robot, ther. if it is uncertain about the world it should assume
very pessimistic conditions. In this example the robot could assume that a car in front of it
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in the lane was stopped, that there was a Speed Limit 15 sign just ahead, and that cars were
about to cross the intersection from both directions. Since a stopped car in front of the robot
causes the worst constraint (lowest allowed acceleration), the robot should look for cars first.

Figure 6-2 shows how the criticality of constraints can be determined by plotting deceleration
curves on a distance-speed graph. If the robot actually did find a stopped car just ahead,
there would be no point in looking at speed limit signs because even a 15mph speed limit
could not cause harder deceleration. If there were no slow cars ahead, then the robot should
next look for signs, since a nearby 15mph speed limit would require higher deceleration than
would a stop at the distant intersection. If there were a slow car ahead, the constraint it
generated would depend on its range and speed, and the robot might or might not need to

examine the intersection.

Speed
S

Speed-distance curve for
or "ff-k ramum deceleraion

Robot .tt!, I Aceleration profiles to
state r meet diferent constraint

"I A " curves in one decision

"Speed Lmit 15" IntersectionCo) v nsraint Constraint

I \ Stopped car \.XnConstraint
Distance

-" Area not yet sensed for cas and sins "

Figure 6-2: Worst-case constraints plotted on a distance-speed graph.

This chapter explains how Ulysses-2 automatically orders the search for traffic objects

based on the criticality of constraints. Ulysses-2 uses frame-like data structures to organize
objects in the current corridor and specify how to sense them. Driving logic is encoded
explicitly in an inference tree structure which captures the uncertainty about yet-undetected

objects. Finally, Ulysses-2 uses a branch-and-bound style algorithm to evaluate the tree
with as little perceptual cost as possible.
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6.1. Ulysses-2 Data Structures

6.1.1. The Corridor

The corridor model in Ulysses-1 is simply a topological description of the lanes and

intersection paths and a set of image "markers" to name them. The markers are used as

reference points to find markings, signs, signals, etc., which are used to generate constraints

and preferences. In Ulysses-2 the corridor is expanded to become a structure with slots for

all of the possible objects related to the road. The corridor structure thus explicitly

represents all of the objects that are part of the driving model. Figure 6-3 shows parts of this

structure.

The figure shows that the corridor can have several major parts, each of which represents a

lane in the road or an intersection. The lane parts have slots for cars ahead in the lane,

signs along the roadside, over-lane signs, markings, left and right lane lines, and the lane

width. Since there can be a variable number of some objects, some slots actually point to

lists of objects. Signs, markings, and cars are structures themselves, with slots for type

(signs and markings), distance, speed (for cars), etc. There are also pointers to adjacent

lanes and to the corridor parts ahead and behind. Intersection parts have slots for traffic

control signs, signals, cars in the intersection, and approach roads. Approach roads are also
structures, and contain slots for lane markers, backward-facing traffic signs, and

approaching cars.

As Figure 6-3 and the above description indicate, the corridor is a hierarchy of structured

objects. At the bottom of the hierarchy are individual facts, encoded in structures called data

items. The data items have three attributes: a value, a status, and an update program. The
value is the sensed value of that item. The status is either "new" or "current;" "new"

indicates that the value has not yet been sensed and is therefore unknown. The update

program specifies how perceptual routines are to be used to sense a value. (In this way, the

corridor data structure is like a frame [Minsky 75]. At the beginning of each decision cycle, a

corridor data structure is created with all of the slots for objects already in place, but with

the data items marked "new." Thus the driving logic starts with no information about what

objects actually exist and must run the update programs for individual data items to sense

the actual situation.

The corridor structure may change and grow during the course of a decision cycle. In fact,

at the start of the decision cycle, the only part that exists is a special start marker obtained

by looking directly in front of the robot. Thus the known world ends only a short distance

away. However, a special status slot indicates that the world ends because it has not yet
been sensed, not because the end was sensed. This status slot has an update program that
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Figure 6-3: The U~lysses-2 corridor model.

requests perception to look ahead for the next part of the corridor. Similar mechanisms are

used to grow the next segment of the corridor, and lists of signs, markings, approach roads,

and cars.
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6.1.2. The Inference Tree

Ulysses-2 uses an inference tree to explicitly represent the Ulysses driving knowledge.
With this explicit representation, Ulysses-2 is able to reason about how sensory data affects
robot actions and select the best fact to sense. This section describes the inference tree data
structure.

The constraint and preference values used to determine the roboes actions are computed by
applying various numerical and symbolic functions to sensor data. Ulysses-1 performs this
processing with -embedded programs. In Ulysses-2, each of the functions is represented
explicitly as a node. Figure 6-4 shows the schematic of a node. A node has a list of inputs,
an output value, and a function definition. The nodes are linked together into an inference
tree that computes constraints and preferences and then combines them to determine an
action. This tree is similar to the inference tree that is described by if-then rules in an
expert system.

Input list Function Output
, I Upper bound

PLower bound1'

Update Program I

Figure 6-4: A Ulysses-2 node.

The figure indicates that the output of a node is allowed to have a range of values, specified
by an upper and lower bound. We can thus also think of the inference tree as a one-way
constraint propagation network, with bounds on the inputs to the leaf nodes being
propagated to the root node through the node functions. The inputs to the leaf nodes are
sensory data, so the inference tree in effect translates a range of possible world states into a
range of robot actions. The goal of Ulysses-2 is to find the minimum set of objects to sense
that will reduce the uncertainty in the root node to one unique action.

Symbolic values. Ulysses-2 uses boolean and symbolic values as well as numbers in the
inference tree. Boolean values fit well into the scheme of bounded intervals because they can
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take only two values. When a boolean value is uncertain, its bounds are True and False.

Other symbolic values must be used in special, restricted ways for intervals to be
meaningful. For example, the symbolic values can be sets, with the restrictions that
Lower bound C Upper bound and that "increasing" the lower bound can only be done by adding
elements to the set. Ulysses-2 uses symbol values as inputs to boolean functions (for
example, set membership and equivalence) and for the ad-hoc generic functions described in

section 6.2.1. Appendix D describes the use of symbolic values in more detail.

Sense nodes. The leaves of the tree are special sense nodes. These nodes are each
assigned to a data item in corridor structure, which defines the object or value they sense.
Several different sense nodes may be assigned to the same data item. An initialization
program in each sense node defines the initial range of values the node output should have
when the data item is "new," i.e. has not yet been sensed. This is where knowledge about
characteristics of the environment is explicitly encoded. The initial node bounds must be

worst-case, so that when the data is sensed the value will fall between the bounds. It is
possible to initialize these bounds to a small range if the right task knowledge is available.
In general though, there are few limits Ulysses-2 can use on completely unknown objects.
For example, the mayimum speed of a car might be limited to 100mph, and the minimum set

to 0. Figure 6-5 illustrates how the corridor structure and the inference tree are connected
through sense nodes and data items.
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Tree building. The inference tree is dynamic, much as the corridor structure is. As new

objects are found by perceptual routines, new subtrees are opened to add constraints and

preferences. The tree modification is performed by update programs attached to nodes

(see Figure 6-4). The update programs are run whenever new values are propagated up

through a node. The corridor and tree growing effects will be described in more detail in the

next section.

6.2. The Search Algorithm

In each decision cycle, Ulysses-2 finds the corridor and invokes constraints and preferences

corresponding to each corridor part (lane or intersection). The computations for the

constraints and preferences are described by subtrees of nodes. Constraints and preferences

are "invoked" by generating these subtrees and combining them together. The result is an

inference tree that describes how objects around the corridor could determine the robot's

action. After building a new tree, and before requesting any sensing actions, Ulysses-2

initializes the sense nodes to worst-case bounds and determines what robot actions are

allowed as a result. This process of tree creation and propagation of bounded values is

described in section 6.2.1 below.

The next step in the decision cycle is to determine a unique robot action. This step requires

that Ulysses-2 determine the actual value of some sense nodes by sensing. Ulysses-2 selects

the best sensing action by searching the inference tree. The search procedure starts at the

root and descends towards the leaves. At each node, Ulysses-2 must choose one input (i.e.,

tree branch) to explore. Ulysses-2 chooses the input that currently determines the bounds of

the node's value. For example, for a node that computes the Maximum of its inputs, the

input with the highest upper bound is chosen. The procedure repeats until a sense (leaf)

node is reached; Ulysses-2 then requests a sensing operation to determine a value for this

node. After the sensing operation, the new value is stored in the corridor and also

propagated back up the tree. The search is repeated until there is a unique action at the

root. This search algorithm is described in section 6.2.2.

6.2.1. Tree Creation and Bounds Propagation

At the beginning of every decision cycle, Ulysses-2 grows new inference trees and initializes

the bounds of each node by propagating values from the leaves to the root. Ulysses-2 makes

two trees--one for acceleration decisions and one for lane decisions. The node descriptions

and mechanisms for growing the trees are contained in a Node Description List and an

Inference Engine Module (IEM). The Node Description List defines all node types by listing

their names, functions, inputs, and update programs, if any. The IEM defines an Open

procedure and the bounds propagation mechanism for each type of node function.
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Creating nodes. The Open procedure is used to create constraints and preferences when

Ulysses-2 needs them for r new corridor part. Each constraint and preference has a

corresponding node in the Node Description List. Ulysses-2 calls the Open procedure on this

node (and recursively on its inputs) to build the tree that computes the constraint or

preference. The Open routine comprises the following steps:
procedure Open (Node-name)

Create new node structure;
fill in slots from Node Description List;
foreach input, Open(input) ;
initialze bounds of node value;
link node to parent

For sense nodes, the Open process is slightly different The inputs to sense nodes are not

other nodes, but data items from the corridor structure. The sense nodes take their values

directly from the data items without Opening any other nodes. Thus the recursive node

Opening process stops at the sense nodes. The data items have not yet been sensed when the

tree is created, so the sense nodes take their initial values from their own initialization
programs (described in section 6.1.2). Figure 6-6 illustrates the entire Open process on a

simple subtree.

Propagating bounds. The node bounds (except sense nodes) are initialized using

propagation mechanisms defined in the IEM. The IEM includes formulas to propagate

bounded values through every node function in the inference trees. All of these formulas are
described in detail in Appendix D. The IEM currently handles about two dozen key

functions, plus routines for generic and special functions. The key functions include Min and

Max, predicates of numbers (>, =), arithmetic functions (+, -, x), boolean functions (and, or,
not), set functions (member-p, intersection), and conditionals (if-then-else for numbers and

symbols). For example, Figure 6-7 shows how some bounded input values would propagate

through three key function nodes.

Generic functions are known to the IEM only as, for example "fn-2" or "fn-l-sym" (for a
function of two arguments returning a number, and a function of one argument returning a

symbol, respectively). The actual function is defined in the Node Description List. Figure

6-8 shows a generic node description and the propagation of intervals through this node.

Although these function definitions could be almost anything, in Ulysses-2 they are

restricted. In particular, functions returning numbers must be monotonic in all of their

inputs. Monotonicity is important because the IEM computes the bounds of a node only from

the bounds of the inputs. If a minimum or maximum of a function were to occur in the

middle of the input range, then the node's bounds would be incorrect. Figure 6-9 illustrates

this effect.

Finally, special functions are simply ad hoc functions that were easier for me to define
monolithically than to break down into components. An example is "Accel-eqn," which
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Node Description List

Name: Top-node Name: Eyeball Name: Ear
Function: Min Function: Sense Function: Sense
Inputs: Eyeball, Ear Input <data item> Input: <data item>

Init program: Set bounds to [3, 6] Init program: Set bounds to [1, 7]

Open (Top-node )

1. Create and Fill Top-node 2. Open Eyeball ToJn.de
Min

Node name
Function T Min!

Value

Sense
[3, 6]

1
<data item>

3. Open Ear 4. Initialize bounds

Min Min
0 * 0 [1,6]

Eaall Ear Ear
Sense Sense Sense Sense
[3,6] [1,7] [3,6] [1,7]

<data item> <data item> <data item> <data item>

Figure 6"- Example of recursive Open process, which creates and initializes
node trees from information in the Node Description List.
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Min
[1,6]

+If-then-els Node function
[3, 6] [1, 7] -Node value

[2, 3 [1, 31 [fase,true] [1, 6] [5, 7]

Figure 6-7.- Example of interval value propagation through key functions.
The intervals at the bottom would come from lower nodes in the tree.

Node Description List

Name: My-node I Fn-1
Function: Fn-1 I I

Function df(x) = x I [2,3]Inputs:..

[4,9]
Figure 6- Example of interval value propagation through a generic function.

computes the acceleration required to meet a constraint (see section 3.3.1), given the robot's
speed, the constraint speed, and the constraint range. The IEM knows how to propagate
bounds on the input arguments to bounds on the output for this particular function. Special
functions must also be monotonic.

Combining constraints and preferences. Chapter 3 explained how acceleration and
lane selection decisions are made by constraining possible actions, and then choosing among
available actions with prioritized preference rules. These constraints and preferences can be
combined with Mm and Max functions. For example, acceleration constraints can be
combined easily with a Min node. As explained in Chapter 3, acceleration constraints
generate values that are upper limits of allowed acceleration; an acceleration is chosen by
taking the minimum of all of these upper limits. Figure 6-10 shows the top of an acceleration
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f(x) = x 2

Incorrectly computed

bounds of f

Correct bounds of f

Input bounds

Figure 6-9: Example of errors possible in computing bounds of a non-monotonic
function just from the bounds on its input.

inference tree, taken from the example of Figures 6-1 and 6-2. Whenever a new acceleration
constraint is generated during a decision cycle, the corresponding subtree is added to the
input list of the top level node described in the figure. Note that when the root node of the
acceleration tree is uncertain, its bounds reflect the bounds of this upper acceleration limit,

not the lower and upper acceleration limits.

Car-following [-30, 10] I oz d

Speed-limit-signs [-20, 10] - 110, Minimum -l'Acceleration [-30, 10]

Intersection [7, 10] [-30, 10]

Constraint Range of values allowed for Top node of tree: Node name
upper acceleration limit Node function

Node value

Figure 6-10: The top of an acceleration inference tree. Interiad values are
indicated by brackets, i.e. [dower bound>, <upper bound>].

Lane selection is more complex, and more general, because the actions are symbolic and
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there are explicit preference rules. Since the preference rules have a priority ordering, they

are assigned number which reflects this ordering (higher numbers indicate higher priority).
The top node in the lane selection inference tree first takes the maximum of the priority

values, and then looks up the action corresponding to the rule with that priority. This Lane-

selection function is described in more detail in Appendix D.

6.2.2. Tree Evaluation

After Ulysses-2 creates an inference tree, it must perform sensing actions to determine the
actual value of the top node. When the inference tree is first created, all node values are
intervals. After some of these intervals have been reduced to single values by sensing, the

root node's interval will also collapse to one value. The goal is for Ulysses-2 to do as little

sensing as possible while evaluating the root node.

The basic evaluation process can be described as follows:

procedure Evaluate (node)
while (node upper bound * node lower bound):

choose the most critical input of the node;
Evaluate (input);
update node bounds;

Ulysses-2 calls Evaluate on the root of the inference tree. The descent into the tree ends at

the sense nodes, where perceptual actions are performed. Figure 6-11 illustrates how the

subtree of Figure 6-6 might be evaluated using this procedure. As explained later in this
section, the actual Ulysses-2 evaluation procedure also incorporates cutoffs and iterative
search. The final step of Evaluate, "update node bounds", is done with the same bounds
propagation mechanism as was used for initialization. "Choosing the most critical input" is

the step that determines how much sensing will be required to evaluate the node.

Choosing the right input. In general it is very difficult to choose the right input node for

evaluation so as to guarantee minimal sensing cost. Consider the case of a ">" node with a
bounded interval for each input. Either input could be bounded more tightly by a sensing

action in a data item lower in the tree. When the ranges of the inputs no longer overlap, the
node value is uniquely determined. In order to determine which of the N descendant data
items should be updated to evaluate the ">" node with minimal cost, Ulysses-2 would have to

search through the power set of the data items--i.e., e' possibilities. The problem is even
more complex because the sensing actions interact with each other, so the sequence of

sensing actions is also important. Thus for each distinct set of M sense actions, M < N, we
must also consider the M! possible sequences. Finally, for this to be possible at all, the
search algorithm would need an accurate estimate of the cost of each sensing operation

before performing the action. Such an estimate is difficult to obtain because the cost of
routines depends on the situation in which they are applied-the range, how much visual

search is done before an object is found, etc.
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1. Choose Input of Top-node

Mini Choose input that
[1, 6] determines lower bound

of Mini node

Sense Sense
[3,6] [1,7]

<data item> <data item>

2. Evaluate Ear 3. Update bounds of Top-node

Min M i
[1,6] [2,2]

Eyeball Eyebx~all Ear
Sense Sense Sense Sense
[3,6] [2,2] [3,6] [2,2]

<data item> <data item> <data item> <data item>

Sense action

Figure 6-11:
Example of Ulysees-2 tree evaluation. Stop 1 requires the selection of the most critical

node; node Ear is chosen became the ultimate value of Top-node could be determined by Ear
even if the value of Eyeball was known. In step 2 a sense action, specified by the data item, is
run to evaluate Ear. In step 3 this node is propagated up to Top-node. The evaluation ends
here because the interva in Top-node has collapsed to one value.
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Ulysses-2 does not attempt to compute sensing cost estimates and search for a minimal

solution in the combinatorially large search space. This is something of a concession to the

idea that reasoning could be the limiting factor in system performance. However, in practice
it is possible to achieve high efficiency even without finding the optimal sensing strategy.
Two important node functions, Min and Max, allow critical inputs to be uniquely determined

without any cost computations at all. (The special function "monotonic set intersection" also
allows ordering, see Appendix E.) For example, of the inputs to a Max node, the one with the

highest upper bound should be evaluated first because it must be evaluated before the node's
value can be determined. Likewise, the input to a Min node with the lowest lower bound

should be evaluated first because the value of the node cannot be determined with certainty

before this extreme case is examined. Since the top nodes of both the acceleration and lane

choice trees use Min and Max functions (for selecting the lowest acceleration limit and
highest priority lane preference, respectively), large portions of the inference tree can be

effectively ordered by criticality. For other node functions, Ulysses-2 arbitrarily chooses the

first [yet unexplored] input to evaluate next. No additional mechanism is provided to use
heuristics to guide in the selection. Appendix E describes the input selection logic for all

functions defined in the IEM.

Cutoffs. The example of the ">" node above shows that node inputs do not always need to

be determined exactly before the node itself can be evaluated. If the input ranges to ">" do
not overlap when the node is created, then the initialization process will collapse the node's

bounds to one value. During tree evaluation we would also like to cease the evaluation of the
subtree under the node as soon as the input ranges are distinct. This kind of search control
is made possible by using cutoffs. Cutoffs have been used for some time in branch-and-bound

algorithms to search trees composed of Min nodes, Max nodes, or both. In Ulysses-2, the

IEM generates and passes down cutoff values not only from Min and Max nodes, but also

from predicate functions (e.g. "=", "eql", "member-p" and ">"). Cutoff values are used not only

in Min and Max nodes, but by all numerical functions and the set intersection function.
These cutoff values are used in the Evaluate function as follows:

procedure Evaluate (node, parent-cutoff)
while (node upper bound * node lower bound AND

node value has not reached parent-cutoff):

choose the most critical input of the node;
generate cutoff value;
Evaluate (input, cutoff);
update node bounds;

There are actually three ways that the cutoff is used: as a maximum value; as a minimum
value; and as both. Different node functions generate different types of cutoffs. For example,
a Min node generates a maximum value for its children, while an "=" node generates a cutoff

that is both. Figure 6-12 shows how a ">" node creates a minimum-value cutoff and how a
"+" node uses it. Appendix E describes how cutoffs are generated for all functions.
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Factors preventing optimal selection. While the recursive Evaluate function described

above shows the general process of inference tree evaluation, it is not adequate for Ulysses-2.

In the Ulysses-2 inference tree, several facts conspire to prevent the above function from

working effectively. First, there are interactions between sensing actions. That is, the

sensing program for one data item may actually update several data items. Second, as

mentioned earlier, several sense nodes may be tied to the same data item. Third, node

update programs may dynamically modify the inference tree node evaluation. Thus after a

data item's update program is run it is necessary to update the bounds of all sense nodes

that are tied to all data items that are actually updated. When any of these nodes changes,

it is necessary to update its parent's bounds, and its parents, etc. until either the root is

reached or a node's bounds do not change. At this point, the inference tree may have

changed at any level; therefore, rather than recursively popping up a level, the algorithm
must start over again from the top. Otherwise, in the worst case, the tree evaluation could

be complete and the algorithm would still be considering sense nodes at the bottom!

Ulysses-2 meets all of these requirements by using the following iterative evaluation

function:
procedure Evaluate-tree (top-node)

while (top-node upper bound * top-node lower bound):
Descend tree from top to a sense node {choosing most

critical input and generating cutoffs at
each node);

Run data item update function;
For each updated data item:

Ascend tree until node value doesn't change
{updating value of each node using a
cutoff, and runningupdate program,
if any);

This procedure is contained in the IEM.

6.3. Examples

The two examples further explain the operation of Ulysses-2. The first example is a more

detailed illustration of the search algorithm and various node functions. The second example

shows how trees are created dynamically during the decision cycle. Figure 6-13 shows part

of an inference tree for acceleration. Each box is a node, and shows the node name, the node

function, and, in brackets, the lower and upper bounds of the node value. In some cases
these bounds are symbols, which denote an interval in an ordered set of symbols (see

Appendix D for further discussion of symbol intervals). "Accel-eqn" is the function used to
compute the acceleration due to a speed constraint at a range (see Section 3.3.1), and "fn-l"

is a marker for a generic function that extracts the speed limit from a sign name. This tree

might be part of the decision logic for the robot in Figure 6-1. We assume that at this point

the robot has already determined that there are no cars in front of it, so it must now consider

signs and the intersection. Also, since the intersection has been detected, the robot already
knows the range to it.
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In Figure 6-13, the tree has been opened and the sense nodes have been initialized with
default bounds. The robot speed has already been sensed, so is a single value. Figure 6-14

shows how the default values propagate through the tree to yield a ran-e of allowed
acceleration values. "+Max" and "-max" are constants that represent vekicle limits. The
upper bound of acceleration is 0 here because the robot is assumed to start at the speed limit.
Since the speed-limit-sign constraint is potentially worse than the intersection constraint,
Ulysses-2 chooses to look for speed limit signs first. The sense operation for signs scans
along the right side of the known road and finds a STOP sign near the intersection. The

perceptual routine returns both the sign type and range, so both of the corresponding sense
nodes are updated. Figure 6-15 shows the state of the tree after the speed-limit-sign

constraint has been updated. The intersection logic uses the same sign, so that sense node is
also immediately updated. Figure 6-16 shows the results of backing up the intersection sign
node; new values propagate all _f the way to the root node, fixing its value and ending the
search. Note that if there were another constraint under the top node with a lower bound of
less than -4, Ulysses would be forced to explore it too, but could at least set a cutoff value of
-4-i.e., if the lower bound of the constraint ever rose above -4, the search would end.
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The second example shows how the corridor and tree are grown dynamically. Figure 6-17
shows one part of the corridor and the corresponding inference tree. In this example the end
of the corridor introduces a possible constraint because Ulysses-2 does not know whether the
road exists beyond the end. A boolean flag in the corridor structure indicates whether

anything else exists, but its status is "new" since the next part has not been sensed. When
Ulysses-2 descends the tree to this data item, the item's update program is run and

perceptual routines scan the lane beyond the current corridor. When the new corridor part is
found, the corridor data structure is augmented as shown in Figure 6-18. The original data
item is now "current," and returns the value "True" indicating that the next part does exist.

Ulysses-2 backs up this value to the sense node and runs the update program attached to the
node. This update program opens a new subtree and attaches it to the existing one, as
illustrated in Figure 6-19.

Corridor Inference Tree
Structurewia f rendn Tec

0Acceleration

Next s Fa +max]

rgda Iagaa

Figutre 6-17: The corridor structure with a flag-slot for extending the corridor.
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6.4. Experimental Results

The Ulysses-2 system was run on the same set of scenarios used to test Ulysses-1. The

intent was for Ulysses-2 to produce the same action decisions as Ulysses-I, but perhaps

make fewer perceptual requests in the process. Ulysses-2 is a different implementation of

the driving program, so there is no way to guarantee identical behavior to Ulysses-I;

however, in all of the scenarios, Ulysses-2 produced the exact same acceleration and lane

commands at exactly the same time as Ulysses-1. As the following results show, Ulysses-2

did indeed make fewer perceptual requests.

6.4.1. Left Side Road

Figure 6-20 and Figure 6-21 show the perceptual costs during the left side road scenario. A

quick comparison with Figure 5-10 reveals an immediate difference between Ulysses-1 and

Ulysses-2: the cost in Ulysses-2 is not always dominated by the cost to search lanes. When

the robot is near the intersection at around 47 < t <49, the search for signals is most
expensive. At this time Ulysses-2 is looking at the other car approaching the intersection,

and stops searching for objects when it realizes that this car provides the limiting constraint.

A little later, at about t = 50, the robot is crossing the intersection and spends most of its

effort looking for cars unexpectedly crossing its path. At this point it is going too slowly to

bother looking for the lane beyond the intersection.

Figure 6-22 provides a direct comparison with Ulysses-1. Initially Ulysses-2 is cheaper

because it does not needlessly examine the adjacent lane for traffic, signs, etc. Unlike
Ulysses-I, Ulysses-2 recognizes from the information in its own lane that it will not be

necessary to change lanes. However, Ulysses-2 does continually look at the road at the

extreme sensor range limit in order to detect the intersection as soon as possible. When the

intersection is detected (point 1 in Figure 6-21), there is a spike in the cost as Ulysses-2

considers changing lanes (and decides to do so). The cost then decreases steadily because the

robot is getting closer to the intersection and looking at less and less road in front of it.

Ulysses-2 does not yet look at the intersection because it would not make any difference in

the robot's acceleration decision. The intersection does become critical at around t = 43.

Figure 6-23 shows this clearly as the lane, car and signal search costs all jump here. At

around t = 47, the approaching car enters the intersection. Since the intersection is searched

before the approach roads, finding a car here allows Ulysses-2 to ignore the approach roads;
hence the cost drops dramatically. When the car finally leaves the intersection, Ulysses-2

must search approach roads again until it commits to crossing the intersection (point 5 in

Figure 6-22). After crossing the intersection, Ulysses-2 looks for all the same things that

Ulysses-1 looks for on the two-lane road.
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Figure 6-20. Left side road scenario (not to scale).
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Figure 6-21:
Perceptual costs for Ulysses-2, left side-road scenario. Notes correspond to figure above,

except: (2) sensors reach robot's destination street on far side of intersection; (3) sensors
reach all intersection approach roads.
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Figure 6-2&- Total perceptual cost of Ulysses-2 compared to Ulysses-i for
left side-road scenario.
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Figure 6-2& Cost of searching for various objects, in Ulysses-2 (solid line),
compared with Ulysses-i (dotted line) for left side-road scenario.
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6A.2. Unordered Intersection

Figures 6-24 through 6-27 show the perceptual costs involved in the unordered intersection
scenario. The cost plots show many of the same characteristics as the left side road scenario.
The robot clearly begins analyzing the intersection at around t = 16, as the costs for search
lanes, cars, and signals go up. From that point on, Ulysses-2 is looking at both approaching
cars. Ulysses-2 looks at both because it happens to look left first (but is not constrained by
that car). The decision to look left first is arbitrary, because Ulysses-2 contains no
knowledge about which approach road might be more likely to generate a constraint first.

At about t = 23, the car on the right enters the intersection, and LUlysses-2 no longer needs
to search approach roads (as with the previous scenario). This car leaves the intersection
after about a second, which forces Ulysses-2 to once again look at all the approaches before
committing to the intersection (point 3 in Figure 6-25). Shortly before getting across the
intersection, Ulysses-2 begins to scan the next road and the cost goes up again.

6.4.3. Four-lane Highway

Figures 6-28 through 6-31 show the four lane highway scenario in which the robot has to
pass a slower car. The graphs show that in Ulysses-2, costs are lower than in Ulysses-1
along a four lane road (as in the left side road scenario above). Ulysses-2 does not examine
the adjacent lane until it needs to pass the other car.

6.4.4. Intersection With Traffic Lights

Figures 6-32 through 6-35 show the cost of using Ulysses-2 in the traffic light scenario.
Because the light is red as the robot approaches the intersection (points 1 through 6 in
Figure 6-33), Ulysses-2 does not bother searching the approach roads at all. Lane searching
costs decrease dramatically, and the signal and sign search costs dominate total cost while
the robot waits for the light to change. When the light changes at about t = 92, lane and car
search costs jump up to the Ulysses-I levels as Ulysses-2 finally takes a look at the other
cars. Shortly thereafter the robot enters the intersection and costs drop again as the robot
stops looking for anything but unexpected cross traffic. As the robot nears the far side of the
intersection, Ulysses-2 again starts to scan the downstream lane.
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Figure 6-27:- Cost of searching for various objects in Ulysses-2 (solid line),
compared with Ulysses- I (dotted line) for unordered intersection scenario.
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Figure 6-2& 4-lane passing scenario (not to scale).
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Figure 6-33:

Perceptual costs for tUlysses-2 during traffic light scenario. Notes correspond to figure
above, except: (1) sensors reach intersection; (2) sensors reach all intersection approach roads.
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Figure 6-34: Total perceptual cost of Ulysses-2 compared to Ulysses-1 for
traffic light scenario.
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6.4.5. Multiple Intersections

The final scenario involves multiple intersections, as Figure 6-36 shows. Figures 6-37

through 6-39 show how perceptual cost varies during the scenario. The costs reflect the

combined effects of two intersections. When the sensors detect the intersection (point 1 of

Figure 6-37), costs drop until the intersection becomes important at t = 17.5. Ulysses-2 looks

for cross traffic and signals around the first intersection until the robot enters the

intersection (point 3 in Figure 6-37). Perceptual cost is low approaching in the second

intersection because Ulysses-2 finds the Stop sign and does not search the intersection

further. In fact, when the robot begins maximum braking for the Stop sign at around t = 23,

even car following can have no further impact and Ulysss-2 stops looking for cars

altogether. (This is probably a bug;, the worst case for car following should be emergency

braking, which is more severe than nominal maximum braking. Car perception rates would

then stay at around the 1010 level.) After the robot stops at the sig. at t = 28, Ulysses-2

searches for cross traffic and follows each car in turn as it approaches and enters the

intersection. At about t = 37, the traffic clears and after a final look the robot enters the

intersection.

6.5. Related Work

Ulysses-2 makes use of bounds propagation and tree search to select sensing functions.

While both of these mechanisms have roots in previous work, Ulysses-2 extends them and

combines them in a novel way. The propagation of numerical intervals through functions
has been explored extensively in "constraint propagation" systems (Davis 871. For example,

as part of a system for arithmetic reasoning, Simmons [Simmons 86] implemented the same

arithemetic interval propagation functions used in Ulysses-2. He demonstrated that unusual

numerical functions could be handled with the same basic ideas; Ulysses-2 also goes beyond

the normal arithmetic functions with the generic and special functions (described in section

6.2.1). Ulysses-2 extends the idea of bounds propagation even further, however, by including

boolean and other symbolic functions.

The tree search algorithm in Ulysses-2 can be thought of as an extension of branch-and-

bound (BB) search [Lawler 66]. BB maximizes (or minimizes) the numerical value of the

tree, so it effectively searches a tree of Max (or Min) nodes. BB uses bounds on the values of

unexplored nodes to estimate where the solution is. Whenever a branch of the tree is

explored, the best value previously found on other branches is used as a cutoff to stop search

if the value of the current branch falls too low. A similar technique is also used to search
game trees with both Min and Max nodes (e.g., B* [Berliner 79]). Ulysses-2 uses bounds and

cutoffs the same way on Min and Max nodes, and extends the concept to other arithmetic

and symbolic nodes as well. In addition, when leaf nodes are evaluated in Ulysses-2, they
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cannot be copied back to higher levels of the tree as in BB; because of the different functions,

the bounds propagation mechanism must be used.

66. Sunmmary

Ulysses-2 implements the Ulysses driving model with explicit data structures for both the

world model and the decision logic. The world model (corridor structure) has slots for every

traffic object that the driving logic uses. Procedures for filling in this structure using

perceptual routines are encoded with each slot. The driving logic is represented as an

inference tree. Leaf nodes sense the world by connecting to the corridor structure. Each leaf
node senses one fact, and defaults to a worst-case range of values when the fact has not yet

been sensed. These default bounds are propagated up the tree to the root, where they

translate into a range of possible actions. Ulysses-2 evaluates the tree by searching for the

next most critical fact to sense. Perceptual routines are run, the corridor structure is

updated, and the new sensed value is propagated up the tree. This process continues until

the root node specifies only one action.

Although the Ulysses-2 search process is not optimal, it is nevertheless efficient. It is not
optimal because it does not consider all sensing sequences to determine which is the cheapest

to accomplish its goals. Neither does Ulysses-2 attempt to be optimal in a probabilistic

sense, since it does not use probability distributions for node values, nor estimate likely
outcomes of sensing actions. These approaches would be very costly due to the larger search

space involved, yet it is doubtful that they could guarantee absolute minimum perceptual

cost anyway because of the dynamic nature of the inference tree. Ulysses-2 instead just uses

the extreme inputs to functions such as Max and Min to make some critical sensing choices

almost for free. Ulysses-2 makes the most of this simple search algorithm by propagating

every newly sensed fact as far as possible through the tree and cutting off exploration

whenever a node's bounds collapse to a single value or fail to meet a cutoff. This approach is

very effective because at the top of the inference trees, the driving model always includes

some prioritizing knowledge-expressed in, eg., Min and Max functions--to rank possible

actions. Thus tree branches can be pruned near the top, thereby eliminating a lot of
potential sensing. I conjecture that many task descriptions share this characteristic and

would thus benefit similarly from this search technique.

The five scenarios show the effectiveness of Ulysses-2. In situations in which there is little
choice of action, and few constraints on the robot, Ulysses-2 shows no improvement over

Ulysses-1. The two-lane highway segments are examples of this. When there is a choice of

lanes, as in four-lane highways, Ulysses-2 offers about an order of magnitude of
improvement because it prunes away the unnecessary search of the adjacent lane. Ulysses-2

makes its biggest impact when there are several factors that could significantly constrain the
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robot's actions. In all scenarios that contained an intersection, Ulysses-2 was at times able

to find a constraining condition early in its search of the decision tree and prune away most

of the rest of the tree. This resulted in a cost savings of from one to six orders of magnitude

over Ulysses-1. The next chapter will describe yet further improvements in -the driving

system through the use of a persistent world model.
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Chapter 7

Ulysses 3: Modeling World Dynamics

The first two implementations of the driving program reduce the perceptual load on the

robot when it looks at the world each decision cycle. However, both Ulysses-1 and Ulysses-2

throw away all information between cycles. The third implementation of the driving

program, Ulysses-3, takes advantage of coherence in the world over time to further reduce

the information it needs to sense. Knowledge about how each object can change is stored

with the sense node for that object, and Ulysses-3 automatically determines when the robot

needs to sense that object again.

In general terms, Ulysses-3 makes the same computations as Ulysses-2 does. However, all

of the sensed information is kept around from cycle to cycle; time stamps on the information
record how old it is. At the beginning of each new cycle, programs in the sense nodes take

the age and estimate what the new bounds on the data should be. If these new bounds do
not affect the robot action, then the sense node will not be explored by the search algorithm.

Thus specific knowledge about the dynamics of objects in the domain is automatically

incorporated into the selective perception process.

7.1. Data Structure Modifications

Ulysses-3 adds two features to the data structures defined for Ulysses-2. First, in the

corridor structure, data items incorporate a new field. This field records the time when the

data is sensed. The corridor structure thus becomes a time-stamped data base. The status
field of data items also allows a new stat, "old," for the data item. Where "new" means

not-yet-sensed, and "current" means just-sensed, "old" means that the data was sensed in a

previous decision cycle.

The inference tree definition is also different in Ulysses-3. The sense node initialization

programs do not always generate the same initial node value bounds, but instead examine
the data item's time stamp and any other available information to compute the appropriate

initial bounds for the current decision cycle. As with the default initial bounds of Ulysses-2,

"appropriate" computed bounds must be worst-case values so that sensing can only yield a

value between the bounds. Some objects can be fixed with high confidence, while others may
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change unpredictably between cycles. For example, the type of a sign does not change over

time. The range to the sign is updated according to the motion of the robot since the last

decision cycle, which is assumed to be known6 . Ulysses-3 estimates new states for cars on

cross streets by hypothesizing high and low acceleration rates and computing the possible

bounds on speed and position. An example of an unpredictable object is the car ahead of the

robot. It is presumably possible for a car to change lanes and move in front of the robot at

any time. The driving modle does not yet include an analysis of traffic patterns on multiple

lanes in front of the driver; therefore Ulysses-3 cannot predict when such a lane change could

occur, and must find the lead car from scratch every decision cycle.

7.2. Algorithm Modifications

There are two differences between the Ulysses-3 and Ulysses-2 inference procedures. First,

instead of creating the corridor structure and inference trees from scratch each decision

cycle, Ulysses-3 ages the existing corridor and re-initializes the inference trees. Aging

requires changing the status of all "current" data items to "old." In addition, the system

clock is incremented so that the existing time stamps move farther into the past. Ulysses-3

re-initializes an inference tree by running the sense node initialization programs to compute

new bounds for the data values, and then propagating the new bounds back up the tree.

Figure 7-1 illustrates this process. After the corridor and inference tree have been updated,

Ulysses-3 uses the same search algorithm as Ulysses-2 to select sensing actions.

The second difference between the implementations is that Ulysses-3 must modify the

corridor and inference trees whenever the robot moves to a new part of the corridor. For

example, when the robot enters an intersection, the road part that it just left is discarded

and the Start Info (see Figure 6-3) is connected to the intersection part. Similarly, the part

of the inference tree that is between the root node and the old corridor part is discarded.

Changing lanes requires similar changes, but between adjacent lane parts.

7.3. Experimental Results

Ulysses-3 was used to drive the simulated robot through the same scenarios that were used

for Ulysses-1 and Ulysses-2. Ulysses-3 produced the exact same acceleration and lane

commands as the previous implementations. This section shows the estimated perceptual

cost of driving the robot through the scenarios.

The estimated perceptual cost reaches a minumum of about 1.3 x 108 operations per second

61f robot motion is not completely certain, then the range to signs and other similar values would have spreading
bounds.
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Ulysses-3 Tree Initialization
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Figure 7-1:
Initialization of Uysses-3 inference tree. The data items in the corridor are first aged.

Sense nodes wre then re-initialized by programs in the nodes; note that "age =
cydet - gw~attim. FInafly, updated sense node values are propagated up the tree. In this

* cane the value of Test-node does not change, so no search is neessary to evaluate the tree.
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in several scenarios. This is the cost of finding the lane in front the robot (see Appendix B).
All implementations of Ulysses currently assume that this is a basic reference action, and it
is not even included in the inference tree in Ulysses-2 or Ulysses-3. Thus this action cannot
be eliminated, and the associated cost is the absolute minimum that Ulysses-3 can achieve.
Future implemenations may include the lane-finding action in the reasoning process, thereby
allowing the robot to drive completely blind (tactically) in some situations.

7.3.1. Left Side Road

The first scenario is again the left side road, shown in Figure 7-2. Figure 7-3 shows the
perceptual cost of using Ulysses-3, including a breakdown by object type. Clearly, the
character of the cost profile is much different than for the previous two implementations.
Figure 7-4 shows a direct comparison with the Ulysses-2 costs. This figure shows that most
of the time, the cost for Ulysses-3 is five to six orders of magnitude less than for Ulysses-2.
At intervals of several seconds, there are sudden spikes in the cost profile that reach all of

the way up to the Ulysses-2 levels. This graph reflects the fact that Ulysses-3 remembers
where some objects are from moment to moment, and only requests new information when it

becomes too uncertain about the world state.

Figure 7-5 shows more specifically what Ulysses-3 is doing. Before the intersection is
detected at t= 37.5, the lane search cost is between 1011 and 1012. This is much less than
Ulysses-2 (1016 or so) because Ulysses-3 is looking only for new pieces of road that it could
not see in the last decision cycle. The sign search cost graph in Figure 7-5 has sharp spikes

separated by periods of zero cost. The spikes occur when Ulysses-3 searches along the road
ahead for the next sign. If this next sign is far ahead, then Ulysses-3 is able to wait some

time before extending its sign horizon again.

When the intersection is detected there is one decision cycle of high lane, sign, and car
search cost as Ulysses-3 considers changing lanes. In this scenario it is in fact necessary for
the robot to change lanes in preparation for making a left turn. Cost drops during the lane
change because the Ulysses-3 temporarily stops checking for an intersection in the distance.

(See also the discussion of two-lane vs. four-lane lane search, below). There is another spike
at about t = 41.5 when the robot finishes the lane change as Ulysses-3 makes sure there is no
lane farther to the left. Otherwise, Ulysses-3 does not have to look for lanes or signs or

signals again until the intersection becomes important at t = 43. At this point there is a
sharp increase in cost because Ulysses-3 looks for many objects while it analyzes the
intersection. After the rise, the cost drops again for several seconds. This indicates that

although Ulysses-3 has found the approaching car, it does not keep looking at it because it
can estimate when the car could enter the intersection. Ulysses-3 does not look again until
about t = 46. Figure 7-6 illustrates how Ulysses-3 makes this estimate. Note also that

Ulysses-3 looks only once for signs and signals at the intersection.
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Figure 7-6:
Estimating the arrival time of an approaching car at the intersection. At t =0, the car is

observed at distance do, travelling at speed s. At time t1 later, the car could be anywhere from
dL to du away from the intersection. t2 is the earliest time that the robot should look at the
approach road sin to see if it is clear of car.

When the approaching car actually does enter the intersection, the perceptual cost goes up
a bit as Ulysses-3 watches the car. Ulysses-3 must look at the car every cycle because the
perceptual routines do not provide enough information for Ulysses-3 to predict when the car
could leave the intersection. The robot could just ignore the car for a few seconds before
looking again; in this case, the car might clear the intersection some time before the robot
looked again. However, in order to give Ulysses-3 the same performance as previous
implementations, and allow it to produce the exact same acceleration commands, Ulysses-3

was required to detect a clear intersection as soon as possible.
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When the car finally clears the intersection, Ulysses-3 makes one last check for

approaching traffic before deciding to go through the intersection. This check is reflected in

the spike in cost at t = 48.5. Perceptual cost stays low until the downstream lane becomes

critical at about t = 54. When the robot actually enters the downstream lane, lane search

costs stay lower than they were on the four-lane road, but have high-cost spikes. The two-

lane road is cheaper because the robot does not have to consider changing lanes. If the robot

eventually needs to change lanes, Ulysses-3 tries to find the intersection as soon as possible.

Otherwise, Ulysses-3 finds a length of road ahead and doesn't look again until the road end

would cause deceleration.

7.3.2. Unordered Intersection

Figures 7-7 through 7-10 show the perceptual cost of the unordered intersection scenario.

The cost profile shows many of the same characteristics as the left side road scenario. The

cost for finding the road and signs is low and jumps to high values periodically. Near the
intersection, car search costs spike occasionally to reduce the uncertainty about the position

of the approaching car. Ulysses-3 looks for signs and signals at the intersection only once.

7.3.3. Four-lane Highway

Figures 7-11 through 7-14 describe the perceptual costs of the four-lane highway scenario.
As Figure 7-12 indicates, the cost profile is similar to the four-lane portion of the left side

road scenario. Ulysses-3 continually looks to extend the known road ahead and periodically

extends its knowledge of signs. When the program decides to pass the slower car at t = 64, it

suddenly uses more perception as it searches the adjacent lane. Cost drops during the lane
change as before. The big spike after the lane change comes when the Ulysses-3 again

extends its search of the lane out to the range limit of the sensors. When the robot pulls
ahead of the other car at t = 73.5, it searches the right lane until the program allows the lane

change at t = 755.

7MA.4. Intersection With Traffic Lights

Figures 7-15 through 7-18 show the results of the traffic light scenario. The cost profile

during the approach to the intersection is similar to the profile at the beginning of the left
side road scenario. During the time the robot is moving into the turn lane, t < 87, the robot

is constrained by channelization (i.e, it isn't allowed to enter the intersection until it is in the
turn lane) so Ulysses-3 does not analyze the intersection. In fact, the acceleration is

sometimes low enough to obviate the need to look for cars ahead in the lane (similar to the

situation in section 6.4.5). When the robot is finally in the correct lane, Ulysses-3 begins

looking for intersection objects, and finds a red light. Since the light constrains the robot,
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Figure 7-11: 4-lane passing scenario (not to scale).
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Ulysses-3 does not look for traffic. However, the robot does look at the light every cycle.
While it may not be crucial to react to a light immediately, Ulysses-3 is required to do this to
match the performance of the other implementations.

The light eventually turns green at about t = 92. Ulysses-3 allows the robot to proceed, but
checks the cars stopped at the light (there are some, but they are not pictured in Figure
7-15). While Ulysses-2 checks these cars every cycle, Ulysses-3 notes that they are stopped
and only checks them a few times to see if they have moved. The remainder of the scenario
unfolds in a manner similar to the left side road scenario.

7.35 Multiple Intersections

The multiple intersection scenario follows a pattern similar to previous scenarios. Figures
7-19 through 7-22 show the perceptual costs. As before, cost drops to the minimum when the
robot does not have to look for the road beyond the next intersection and when signs and
signals have already been found. Ulysses-3 again looks for cross cars only a few times,
depending in the interim on extreme motion estimates. The net result is that the robot looks
at very little most of the time.
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7.4. Discussion

Net effect of selective perception. Figure 7-23 illustrates the cost of perception in the
left side road scenario for naive, general perception and for all of the Ulysses

implementations. On the right side of the graph, the average cost rate over the whole

scenario (i.e., about 32 seconds) is given for the three implementations. The minimum

perception rate, as explained in the beginning of section 7.3, is also indicated in the figure.

Most of the time, Ulysses-3 requires about seven orders of magnitude less computation than

Ulysses-i, and about 10 orders of magnitude less than an unguided, general perception

system. When the cost of the "spikes" of Ulysses-3 is averaged over the whole scenario,

Ulysses-3 is still two orders of magnitude cheaper than Ulysses-I, and over five orders of

magnitude cheaper than general perception.

The approximate capabilities of some computers is also indicated in the figure. I have

placed the computers a little low in the plot because the perceptual cost estimates did not

really address data transfer costs, which would occupy some computer power. The "fast"
computer is a hypothetical one delivering 109 operations per second (as suggested in the

Introduction). The approximation for the Navlab with a Warp systolic array processor was

taken from Clune et al [Clune 88]. Although the "fast" computer is almost fast enough to
keep up with the requirements of Ulysses-3 most of the time, when the spikes are averaged

in the cost is still too high by over five orders of magnitude. This discrepancy suggests that

additional techniques should be found to reduce the cost of the spikes.

Reducing peak costs. A comparison of the instantaneous and average costs for Ulysses-3

in Figure 7-23 indicates that most of the cost is in the spikes. Furthermore, the peaks of the

spikes in Ulysses-3 reach the cost levels of Ulysses-2. Thus if the robot were required to
have the capacity to handle the maximum instantaneous load, it would need the same

resources as the Ulysses-2 system; nothing would be gained in Ulysses-3. However, the fact

that the cost in Ulysses-3 comes in spikes suggests possible solutions. For example, if the

spikes could be amortized over time, the peak cost could be reduced nearly to the average
cost level. This smoothing of instantaneous cost would allow the robot to carry less

computation capacity and still meet load peaks.

There are probably two ways to spread out the peak costs. In Section 8.3 1 describe how
Ulysses-3 could implement a lazy sensing strategy that would stop sensing at a given cost

threshold every decision cycle. The program would still be able to select safe actions given

what it knew at the time. Naturally, we would expect the robot to slow down-i.e.,

performance to be decreased-as it acquires sensory data over several cycles. An alternative
is to predict when costly sensing actions will be needed in the near future, and try to perform

some of it in advance. This strategy would require a meta-level in the inference tree search
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control mechanism that could hypothesize the state of the tree in future decision cycles, and

predict what would constrain the robot at that time.

It is also possible to reduce the size of the cost spikes by reducing the costs of the

perceptual actions used during the spike. For example, some spikes come from reacquiring

objects that the robot hasn't seen for a while; it might be cheaper to introduce a tracking

routine that could follow an object and avoid the later reacquisition. Other routines that use

special assumptions could reduce the cost of specific searches.

Balancing correctness, cost, and performance. The height of the sensing peaks in
Figure 7-23 could also be reduced by reducing "correctness" instead of performance. Correct

driving, according to Ulysses, means always considering all constraints in the model.
Ulysses is intended to generate safe actions for the robot when all constraints are applied. If,
because of resource limits or occlusions or other sensor limitations Ulysses-3 could not

determine some fact, Ulysses would allow driving performance (i.e., speed) to degrade rather
than ignore a constraint. For example, if there was limited sight distance at an intersection

and the robot could not see up a side road, Ulysses-3 would always assume that there could

be a car on the side road prepare the robot to stop. This conservatism could get extreme; if
Ulysses included the notion of children spontaneously running into the street, Ulysses-3
would force the robot to creep by all parked cars just in case a child was hiding behind one.

It is interesting to note that humans often do not reduce their performance in similar

conditions. Humans clearly do not look at everything of importance in the driving

environment, because they have collisions with objects that they could have avoided if they
had anticipated them. There are two observations we can make about human visual search

and Ulysses. First, humans probably don't have the resources needed to look for everything

required by Ulysses. For example, humans have a limited field of view. The location of
"Human vision" in Figure 7-23 (estimated from Moravec [Moravec 84]) also suggests that
humans do much less processing than the Ulysses model requires. Second, humans make

assumptions about the likelihood of various traffic situations, and selectively ignore

possibilities if they seem unlikely. Thus humans can choose to ignore the possibility of
children hiding behind parked cars. Human peripheral vision helps to cover some situations
by flagging moving and colorful objects for attention, but it is doubtful that it can cover all of

the Ulysses constraints thoroughly.

Autonomous driving models could potentially be crippled by conservative domain

assumptions like those mentioned above. If a driving robot is ever to achieve human-level

performance-i.e., drive at similar speeds in similar situations-it will also have to accept
the risks that humans accept. Occasionally, human expectations are violated and they have
accidents. This risk tradeoff could probably be incorporated into a driving program using
decision theory. Sensing operations, robot speed (or lack thereof), and accidents would all
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contribute to cost, and domain knowledge or learned experience would provide probability
estimates for observable conditions. Thus if the cost of sensing an object was high, and in

the worst case it only slowed the robot a little, then the driving program might ignore the

object. If on the other hand the worst case was very slow, i.e. costly, and the best case was
very unlikely to result in an accident, the program might ignore the object but assume the

best case. The program could also use speed and accident cost with a priori probabilities to

choose constraint values if the result of a sensing action was uncertain. Sensing cost, robot
speed and the cost of accidents would thus affect both the robot's selection of sensing actions

and its choice of driving actions in uncertain conditions.

There are several difficulties with a decision theoretic approach. First, with many

constraints and many sensing options, the complexity of finding the best next action could be

overwhelming. Second, probability distributions for various events and conditions could be
very difficult to estimate. And finally, it is not clear what cost to assign an accident,

especially one that damages property other than the robot. The driving systems described in
this thesis effectively assigned inifinite cost to accidents. This last question has
philosophical ramifications that go beyond the technical problems.

7.5. Summary

Ulysses-3 builds on the structures and algorithms in Ulysses-2 to implement a persistent
world model. The data structures are kept from decision cycle to decision cycle instead of

being built from scratch. However, time stamps in the corridor show the age of each sensed

data item. Ulysses-3 initializes the sense nodes of the inference tree using programs that

can use the old values of the data items. If the estimate of the new state of the world is not
much different than the previous state, a unique action may emerge from the root of the tree

with little or no sensing. Knowledge about the dynamics of objects in the world is

encapsulated in a very specific place in Ulysses-3, and the impact of these dynamics
automatically falls out of the tree evaluation process.

The impact of explicitly modeling world dynamics is quite significant. The experimental
results show that most of the time Ulysses-3 is spending between 5 and 7 orders of

magnitude less effort than Ulysses-2 to make the same decisions. This savings is primarily

the result of remembering static objects-roads, signs, and signals. Ulysses-3 also performs
much better than Ulysses-2 when constraints come from somewhat predictable objects such

as cross traffic. Characteristically, Ulysses-3 performs a lot of perception all at once (in
"spikes") to analyze new situations, and then follows just one constraining object for as long

as possible. When this object is prominent (e.g., a red light), Ulysses-3 may not have to make

the big analysis again for some time. Future extensions to the perceptual routines and the

inference procedure may reduce the size of the perceptual activity spikes and thus reduce the

overall perceptual cost even further.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

8.1 Summary

This thesis addresses the problem of controlling perception. Complex, dynamic domains

require a high perceptual bandwidth to discriminate between world states in a timely
manner. For a real world problem such as driving we can demonstrate that general purpose,

bottom-up scene interpretation is far too expensive. I have estimated that a computer that is

fast by today's standards might still be 11 orders of magnitude too slow to do general
perception. Therefore I claim that it is necessary to integrate perception and reasoning so
that perceptual attention will be focused directly by the needs of the reasoning component.
This thesis shows how this can be done in a principled way and illustrates the techniques in

the domain of robot driving.

In order to study the driving domain, I have constructed a traffic simulator called

PHAROS. This not only provides a testbed for running experiments with a simulated robot,
but defines the important aspects of the street environment. The driving task was described
in a computational model called Ulysses. Ulysses defines exactly how the robot should

determine its actions from the observable traffic objects in the world. This model was used to
implement a driving program that drives a simulated robot around in the PHAROS world.

PHAROS simulates the perception and execution control of the robot as well as the
environment and the actions of other drivers.

The Ulysses model was used to created a driving system in which the reasoning component

actively controls perception. The system was implemented in three stages; each introduced a
new technique for reducing perceptual cost. Ulysses-1 provided the basic connection between
reasoning an perception that allows reasoning to request sensing actions. These actions,

called perceptual routines, allow the reasoning component to request specific types of objects
that are semantically important for driving decisions. At the same time they guide the
perception component in its physical search for these objects. Ulysses-2 reasons about worst-
case bounds on unknown conditions in the world. Ulysses-2 looks for objects in the order of

their potential impact on robot actions, but stops sensing when the remaining conditions
cannot affect the choice of action. The reasoning process comprises three important steps:
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the initializaion of sensory measurement inputs with default bounds before any perception is

done; the propagation of these default bounds up an inference tree to produce a range of

possible robot actions; and an exploration of this inference tree to fix just enough bounds to

determine a unique action at the top. Finally, Ulysses-3 allows sensed information to be
remembered, but records the age of old data. The initialization step can then use domain

knowledge to adjust the bounds of sensory measurements over time. The resulting changes

in certainty are again reflected in a range of robot actions at the top of the tree.

7* - effects of these active vision implementations are dramatic. The three versions of

Ulysses were used to drive a simulated robot through five different scenarios. Ulysses-1
immediately dropped the estimated cost of perception by three to four orders of magnitude.
The impact of Ulysses-2 varied more with the moment; in situations near intersections where

there was often an obvious constraint on robot actions, the estimated perceptual cost dropped
an additional three to six orders of magnitude. Ulysses-3 reduced costs even more. In most

cases the estimated cost for Ulysses-3 was five to seven orders of magnitude below that for

Ulysses-2, with momentary jumps every couple of seconds as the program eliminated

growing uncertainty bounds. The net result is that Ulysses-3 reduced the estimated

perceptual cost for driving from an intractable 1020 operations per second to a more

reasonable 108 to 1011 operations per second.

8.2. Contributions

This thesis contributes in several ways to the design of perception for robots and to robot

driving.
" It shows how domain knowledge can be used explicitly in an active

perception system to reduce perceptual costs.
" Perceptual routines. Visual routines were described in previous work;

however, they dealt with lower level visual actions. Accordingly, the
example domains were video game worlds. This thesis expands the concept
of visual routines to a higher semantic level, and demonstrates their
effectiveness in a real-world problem.

" Search for critical objects. Introduces a new way to use an inference
tree to determine the minimal set of objects to sense.

" Persistent world model Demonstrates a principled way to use a time-
stamped world model that allows automatic determination of which facts
need to be updated.

* It shows how perception can be effectively integrated with reasoning
for assessing complex situations. Many mechanisms have been proposed for
using reasoning sytems to trigger perceptual actions. However, these
mechanisms have focused on performing limited perceptual actions. For
example, the next robot action might depend only on whether block A is on block
B, where it is expected. Ulysses-3 addresses a much harder problem, in which a
tremendous number of conditions in the environment could affect the robot's
next action.
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* It demonstrates that the traditional approach to perception for
planning agents (independent, general perception) is intractable in a
complex, dynamic domain like driving. Although many people have pointed
out that perception and planning should be integrated, there are still vision
systems being built that attempt to interpret scenes without using any
information about what the agent is trying to do right now. This thesis provides
an analysis of the environment and what it would take to interpret an arbitrary
driving scene using conventional image analysis techniques.

* It introduces a new computational model of tactical driving. The Ulysses
model is potentially useful not only for driving autonomous vehicles, but for
studying the perceptual and decision making processes of human driving.

The model is computational and "complete.' Previous models of
human driving have not described in concrete terms how actions are
computed from inputs. Other models describe details of various aspects of
the driving task independently, but do not show how all aspects can be
considered simultaneously.

- The model includes perceptual tasks. Other models treat perception
in general terms. Ulysses describes how to make driving decisions from
observable objects.

It illustrates the potential of simulators to model the driving task at a
detailed level Previous simulators have abstracted vehicle motions, aggregated
driver decisions, and ignored the visual environment. This thesis used
simulation specifically to study the perceptual load on a driver. Similar
simulators could be used to study other aspects of driving and driver
performance in various situations.

8.3. Future Work

This research lays the groundwork for several areas of further exploration. The Ulysses-3

system provides a structure for handling several perceptual resource problems. All of the
mechanisms implemented in simulation could be improved and implemented on real

systems. The driving model and PHAROS simulator could be the basis for more research in

robot or human driving systems.
* Handling perceptual constraints. The Ulysses-3 driving system can be

developed further to address other perceptual resource issues. The time-
stamped database and automatic inference tree evaluation can be used to solve
several resource limitation problems automatically. The following paragraphs
describe capabilities that could be added to Ulysses-3 without major changes.
The modified system is called '"lysses-4."

* Automatic safe performance degradation with resource
limitations. Assume that the robot has the capability to handle the
"steady state" perceptiual costs, but not the spikes (e.g. about 1012 ops).
We could simulate this by stopping the tree evaluation process when the
cost limit was exceeded each cycle. The lower bound of the top node of the
inference tree would be used as the final value. This would automatically
result in a safe, pessimistic action. In later cycles, the robot would
remember some things and sense different objects, and thus eventually
improve all of the pessimistic default bounds. Thus, Ulysses-4 would
automatically degrade the robot's performance just the right amount while
it looked for everything over several cycles. This capability could be
achieved with no major changes to Ulysses-3.
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In some situations the robot could anticipate a cost spike and start looking
ahead of time. This would require adding more knowledge to Ulysses,
outside of the context of the inference tree.

• Automatic safe performance degradation with sensing delay. We
could model delays in sensing actions due to camera field-of-view changes,
processing time, resource contention, etc. The data items so affected would
not be updated in the decision cycle that they were queried, although their
status could change to "queried." While Ulysses-4 was waiting for the
perceptual routine to return in a later decision cycle, the lower bound at
the root node would be used to determine the robot's action. The inference
tree would still be evaluated every cycle to age the database and make sure
that the robot remains responsive to its constraints. Ulysses-4 would
continually generate a safe, pessimistic action until sufficient information
is available to choose a better one.

If the delayed perceptual routine does not tie up all of the perceptual
resources, Ulysses-4 should probably try to sense other things while it is
waiting. This additional sensing could be handled within the basic
inference tree framework by adding task-specific knowledge (e.g. a Selector
function, below) to the nodes. More complex resource-scheduling
optimizations would require reasoning processes outside of the inference
tree.

Improving performance.
" Intelligent selection of ambiguous options. Most node functions do

not have a most-critical input as Min and Max do. For example, the
inference procedure has no way to select which of the (potentially) False
inputs to an OR node to explore. However, we could introduce a
mechanism to allow task-specific knowledge to help make a selection. A
Selector function could be added to each node. When the inference
procedure descends the tree to a node, this Selector function would use
heuristics to pick the best input to explore. For example, at a crossroad
the robot might always look for traffic to the right first. The Selector
function could also be based on decision theory, using estimates of
perceptual costs and the probabilities of the outcomes of perceptual actions
to choose the input that is likely to be the most cost effective.

" Learning sensing strategies. The Selector functions describe above
could be created or improved with machine learning algorithms.
Whenever a node is updated, the results of the updated could be recorded
in the node list (from which nodes are instantiated). The selector function
conrd use these statistics to predict fruitful branches to explore-e.g.,
branches that would likely constrain the robot immediately. These
statistics could also be collected for each node type for each intersection or
other location in the world; however, this is outside the scope of the
existing inference tree structure.

* Improving inference tree mechanism. The inference tree used in Ulysses-2
and -3 includes user-defined programs for modifying the tree during a decision
cycle. The Inference Engine Module (IEM) contains task-specific node function
definitions. The IEM should be expanded to include a complete set of general
node functions and tree manipulation operators that have well-defined
semantics. These additions would simplify the application of the inference tree
mechanism to other problems.

* Adding new routines. Using Ulysses-3 to drive a robot will eventually
establish frequently used combinations of perceptual routines. These
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combinations could suggest new routines that perform some functions together.
For example, since it is common to find a lane and search it only for a car, it
might be efficient to have a routine that combines lane-finding and car-
searching. The effort needed to identify a lane from lane lines, etc. would be
reduced if the search were cut off when a car was found.

The results of Ulysses-3 also suggest new types of routines. In particular, the
cost plots for Ulysses-3 suggest that tracking routines would be useful. In some
cases, the dominant steady state cost comes from reacquiring dynamic objects.
For example, finding the car ahead7 or watching a traffic signal. Special
routines that tracked these objects over time would have to pay the acquisition
cost only once. When these routines were applicable (e.g., when the robot is
waiting at a red light), the perceptual cost would drop to the minimum value.
Ulysses-3 thus concretely confirms that the active tracking systems being built
by a number of researchers can be effective for real problems.

*Trading quality for speed. Another direction for future work is the
modification of the driving model to give it higher "performance" under
uncertainty in trade for degraded "correctness." In other words, when the robot
can't see an object, but it can predict whether the object is there with high
confidence, we could allow the robot to act on the prediction. For example
humans, follow cars closely on highways under the assumption that the road
exists and there are no obstacles in the lane, even though they can't always see
for themselves. Human drivers also usually assume that it is safe to drive past
minor side streets even when they cannot see up the street to check for traffic.
This type of reasoning could be added to Ulysses by using decision theory; the
program would then be able to estimate the likely outcome of ignoring various
constraints.

* Handling perceptual errors. Another area to address is how to handle
perceptual errors. The Ulysses implementations assume that perception is does
not miss anything important, even if this requires perception to have a very
short range. False positives and short perceptual ranges can be handled
autcmatically by the constraints. However, it is not clear what the driving model
should do if there may or may not be a Stop sign ahead. The model could be
modified to accept degraded "correctness," as above, and then use certainty
thresholds to make decisions. This technique would require that perceptual
routines have known error rates.

* Improving PHAROS realism.
• Add new objects to PHAROS-e.g. bicycles, pedestrians, blinkers,

driveways, other regulatory signs, and distracting objects.

" Improve spatial reasoning--e.g. better judgement of clear paths through a
congested intersection and clearance during slow lane change maneuvers.

- Improve simulation of perception-e.g. model real sensor characteristics,
limit the field of view due to occlusion, etc.

* Extending the Ulysses driving modeL
" Add behaviors-e.g. overtaking, creeping into an intersection, or the
"Pittsburgh left turn" (a left turn across traffic at the beginning of the
green light phase, rather than at the end).

" Improve spatial reasoning-e.g. merging into a traffic flow and the spatial
problems mentioned above.

7on a two-lane highway; on a four-lane highway, the possibility of new cars merging into the robot's lane still
requires reacquisition in the current model.
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• Add more heuristics about the position of lanes and their probable
channelization.

* Add more heuristics for choosing lanes in congested traffic; add capability
to reason abstractly about nearby traffic flow.

" Add some ability for generally recognizing the environment, e.g. to
distinguish between urban and rural areas.

" Modify the style of driving based on strategic goals.

Finally, the eventual goal is to drive a real robot. This would require implementation of

both the driving program and the visual routines. While implementing machine vision for a

driving robot would by no means be easy, the use of the selective perception techniques

described in this thesis would at least give us confidence that the problem is tractable and
perhaps within the grasp of computing systems of the near future.
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Appendix A

Computation Cost for the General Perception Model

In this appendix we explain our estimates of the cost of general perception. By "general' I

mean a perception system that is independent of the reasoning system and must therefore

naively find all (task-related) objects everywhere in the scene. Our unit of cost is an
arithmetic operation on one data value or pixel. First we describe the important
characteristics of the traffic objects, and then we describe the procedures used to identify

them.

Mraffic Object Characteristics
Minimum size and number of shape variations are the most important object

characteristics for our cost calculations. For signs and signals, we also need to consider the

variation in patterns within the object. Figure A-1 shows the dimensions of some traffic
objects. These dimensions determine the highest angular resolution needed in an image, so

we have pessimistically shown the smallest objects. For example, 20cm is the smaller of two

standard sizes for traffic signal lenses.

We assume that to recognize two-dimensional objects reliably, there must be 10 pixels

across the object in the image. Line objects require only 2 pixels across their width to be
detected reliably. Table A-1 lists the resulting pixel resolution we require for each object.
The table also gives the number of shape variations for each object. For signs, signals and

markings, these are taken from lists in the MUTCD [Federal Highway Administration 78].
Car variations do not really have to be modeled in detail, because any object that is moving

on the road can be considered a car; however, the naive perception system looks everywhere
in the scene for vehicles, so must have detailed enough models to avoid falsely recognizing

every large object.

Recognition Procedures
We assume that the general procedure for recognition will be to extract features from the

image and match them to object models. Since the perception system has no guidance, it

essentially has to look for all objects everywhere. We allow a few reasonable modifications,
however. First, the perception system will only look for roads and road markings at negative

elevation angles (i.e., below the horizon). Second, only road regions will be searched for

markings. These improvements significantly reduce the pixel resolution needed in the rest of
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Figure A-1: Dimensions of traffic objects.

the image, since small, foreshortened road markings are the smallest objects in the scene.
Third, the messages on signs and signals (e.g. letters and arrows) will only be examined after
sign and signal objects have been identified. This optimization avoids having to look over the
entire scene with enough resolution to read the lettering on distant signs.

The recognition procedure is thus as follows:

1. Feature extraction

2. Model matching

3. Secondary matching (detail of signs and signals)

4. Searching for road markings
The cost for recognition is the sum of the costs of these activities.

Feature Extraction. Since no one has yet built a traffic scene interpretation system, and
since the environment is so complex, we do not yet know which low-level features will be
necessary to recognize objects. Therefore we assume that a very wide variety of low level
processing techniques must be used.

There are three general parts to feature extraction: image transformation, image
segmentation, and property computation. The cost of feature extraction is the sum of the
costs of these parts.
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Object Type Model Variations Minimum resolution
Road 1 30cm

Road Lane lines- 6 (dashes, 5cm
marking: colors)

Crosswalk lines
Stop lines
Symbols and letters- 42
Total: 50

Signs Octagon, triangle;
Diamond- 4 (colors),
Rectangle- 2(colors) 1.5cm
Total: 8

Sign STOP, YIELD- 1 0.7cm
contents: Warning- 100

Construction- 60
Regulatory- 50
Route- 40
Guide- 40Street- 36
Average: 50

Signals Lens configurations- 10 2cm

Signal Circle, arrows- 5 1cm
symbols:

Cars 15 10cm

Turn 1 3cm
signals:

Table A-1: Approximate number of model variations and resolution requirements for traffic
objects. Indented object types are secondary and are considered only after the

primary objects are found.

"Image transformation. This step includes all processes that calculate iconic
features (a value at each pixel). This includes transforming color space, finding
edge strength and direction, converting range data to world coordinates and local
normals, transforming range and surface normals to alternate coordinates,
finding gradients, and making correlations for optical flow. Each operation
involves performing about the same computation on each pixel in the image. We
estimate approximately 3x103 operations per pixel; thus

Cost of image transformation - 3x103P
where P is the number of pixels in the image.

" Image segmentation. After finding iconic features, they must be grouped into
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semantic features such as regions, boundaries, comers, lines, etc. This process
includes linking edges into lines, clustering image pixels into regions by position,
color, depth, reflectance, motion, surface orientation, etc., and splitting and
merging regions and lines. These steps also require some global evaluation of
the quality of the segmentation using scene knowledge [Binford 82, Crisman
88, Hebert 88]. Segmentation includes three types of computations:

1. Operations on each pixel (Cost = aP)

2. Comparisons between pixels and regions to test membership
(Cost = bP x Number of regions)

3. Pairwise comparisons between regions to perform global segmentation
evaluations (Cost = c x (Number of regions)2)

Based on experiments we have performed with images of outdoor scenes, we
believe that the number of regions is generally proportional to the number of
pixels, Number of regions = aP. This is because at higher resolutions, when there
are many small pixels, more regions are visible. We can thus write an
expression for total segmentation cost as

Cost of segmentation = aP + b aP2 + c (aP)2.
From experiences at CMU in perception for vehicle navigation and examination
of the literature [Crisman 88, Ettinger 88, Fujimori 88, Hanson 78, Hebert
88, Kluge 881, we estimate that a-10- 2, a-3×10 3, t102, and c-1 02, so the total cost
for segmentation is

Cost of segmentation = 3×0 3 P + P2 + e.

Property computation. After features are extracted, many geometrical,
topological and physical properties of the features will be computed to provide
further constraints for matching. These properties could include orientation,
area, perimeter, moments, texture, bounding box, surface description, average
color, shape description, etc. (e.g., [Fujimori 88]). Adaptive feature
models--such as color classes, for example [Crisman 881--may also be updated.
The cost of these steps will be roughly proportional to the number of pixels,
because many of these computations require the examination of every pixel. We
estimate that

Cost of property computation - 103 P.
Adding these together, our estimate for the total cost of feature extraction is

Cost offeature extraction - 104p + p2 (A.1)

where P is the number of pixels.

Model matching. Many reports have described the basic process of matching S scene

features to M model features (for example, the survey by Besl and Jain [Besl 85]). A brute-
force search through all possible pairings of features is exponentially complex-M s in the
worst case. There are many ways to reduce matching complexity using constraints, feature

hierarchies, etc. (e.g. Ettinger [Ettinger 881). However, while satisfactory computation times
are often reported, the complexity of these techniques is not generally analyzed because it
depends heavily on the particular situation. Grimson [Grimson 901 did rigorously analyze
the complexity of recognizing certain objects using geometric constraints. He showed that
the search is expected to be exponential (in M', the visible portion of M), but he also described
techniques that reduced the search cost an unspecified amount on actual problems. We have
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thus found it necessary to develop a new expression to describe the actual expected cost of

matching.

For our matching cost estimate we assume a sequential process in which scene features are

compared to each model feature in turn (for each model in turn). Table A-2 illustrates the

process. For each object model, S scene features are compared to the first model feature.

Some fraction P1 of these comparisons will result in a match after unary constraints are

applied. For each of the IS matches, (S- 1) scene features are compared to the second model

feature, for a total of P1S(S-1) comparisons. Of these potential matches, a fraction N will
satisfy the unary and binary constraints, resulting in PS0(S- 1) valid partial (two-feature)
interpretations. This process continues until (S-(M-l)) scene features are compared to the
last model feature. Based on the enormous reductions in the search space that have been

reported in the literature, we estimate that PI - 52 -10-2, and that for later steps Pi - 11S. In

other words, after the second step the number of valid interpretations will not increase-for

each interpretation, only one scene feature will match the current model feature m. and

satisfy all of the n-ary constraints. The total number of comparisons (for each object model)

Step Model # Scene Features # Comparisons # Resulting
Feature Remaining Matches

1 m I  S S B1S

2 2 S-1 81S(S-1) 8182S(S-1)

3 m 3  S-2 e182S(S-1)(S-2) 81 2 S(S-1)

4 m4 S-3 8182S (S-1)(S-3) 6162S(S-1)

M m M  S -(M-l) 182S (S- 1) (S- (M-1)) 818 2S (S-1)

Total (for 8 1m 82 ): - 82S3 M + 8S 2 + S

Table A-2L
Number of comparisons in a sequential model matching process. The number of

comparisons at each step is the product of the number of valid interpretations at the previous
step and the number of remaining scene features. The number of successful matches is a
fraction P of these comparisons for the first two steps; for later steps, only one scene feature is
successfully matched for each previous interpretation.

is obtained by adding the number in each step in the table:

Compari onsper model- S + 10 2S(S- 1) + 104S(S- 1)((S-2) + (S-3) + ... (S-(M- 1)))

-S+ 10o2S2 + 10-4S3M.
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In our case, the number of features is S - aP and we estimate M - 20 features per model, so

the number of comparisons for a single object model is approximately

aP + 10- 2(uP)2 + 20x10-4(aP)3 . Thus the cost to apply all object models is

Cost of matching - Nd(aP +10-2(rP)2 + 2xl0-(ap)3) (A.2)
= 34P + 3.4xl0-3Pz + 6.840"6P3

where N is the number of objects (about 34 from Table A-1) and d-100 is the cost of one

feature comparison.

Secondary matching. As we mentioned above, after signs and signals are found the

perception system must examine them in more detail to identify their contents. This

involves computation similar to that described above, only for a more limited set of features

(color vision only) and for only the pixels in the sign objects just found. r for the signs found

will be several orders of magnitude smaller than P for the entire scene in the expression

above, so this recognition step does not add any significant cost to the overall process.

Searching for marking. The search for road markings was delayed until after road

regions were found, but now the cost of finding markings must be included. In this case,

unlike the case of signs and signals above, the number of pixels in the secondary search is

comparable to the number in the entire scene. This difference is due to the fact that the

markings are horizontal and can be greatly foreshortened at long ranges. The markings can

therefore appear to be very small and require many small pixels to see (see Figure 1-5). The

feature size in Table A-1 is 5cm, which requires 36 times as many pixels as are needed for

the road (30cm feature); scenes from our simulated scenarios had about 3.5% of the image

covered by road regions, on average. Thus we estimate that approximately the same number

of pixels are used to search for markings. We assume that feature extraction would be

simpler than before because the "objects" are all flat markings on the ground plane; thus

Cost of extracting marking features - 103 P + 10- 1 p2 (A.3)

in contrast to Equation (A.1). The cost of matching models is calculated using Equation

(A.2), except that N- 50 from Table A-i:

Cost of maching makings - SOP +5xIO-3 Fp2 + l- !p3. (A.4)

The total cost of perception is then the sum of the costs in Equations (A.1) through (A.4):

Total Cost - Cost offeaureextaction + (4.5)
Cost of matching +
Cost of extracting marking features +
Cost of matching markings

- l.lxlO4P+ l.1P 2 + 1U7 -5 P3 .

Pixel count. The above analysis indicates that in a scene with a fairly uniform

distribution of features, the cost of perception is dependent on the number of pixels. The

number of pixels is in turn dependent on the angle subtended by each pixel and the size of

the field of view.
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The angle subtended by a pixel depends on the size of the objects the system needs to see.

Without any knowledge to constrain where objects might be, a naive perception system is
forced to look for everything of potential interest in all parts of the scene. From Table A-1 we
see that the smallest required feature size is 1.5cm, for finding small signs. We require that

objects such as signs be recognizable even when turned away from the line of sign by 450;

thus the signs require pixels 1Scmxcos (45*) - 1.1cm. This is for a "vertical" object; we must
also consider roads, because they are horizontal and potentially foreshortened to a small size.
While the 1.1cm feature covers 4.210- 3 degrees at a range of 150m, a 30cm road feature

covers only 1.5xlO -3 degrees at 150m. Therefore, we assume that each pixel subtends
1.5X10- 3 degrees.

We assume that the field of view extends 450 above and below the horizon, which allows the
robot to see lines and other markings on the road within 2m of the robot, and overhead signs
within several meters. The range in azimuth is the entire 3600. Thus, if the perception
system uses the same resolution over the entire scene, the number of pixels will be given by

p = Azimuth variation Elevation variation 360 90
pixwl angle pixel angle - x =4x

The minimum size of pixels can be increased if the range to an object is less than the
maximum of 150m. We assume a flat world, and therefore can guarantee a reduced range at
some elevations because of the ground plane and an assumed ceiling on traffic objects. The

ceiling is determined by signs, which can be up to 7m above the road [Federal Highway
Administration 78]. Figure A-2 shows how the range is limited by a floor and ceiling, and
how the apparent size of an object increases when it is closer. For the lowest row of pixels in
the sensor image, 45 degrees down in elevation, the pixel size corresponding to 30cm on the
ground is 4 o. Pixels contintue to get smaller at longer ranges until at a range of 150m, 30cm
on the road covers only 13×10 - 3 degrees. For signs, 1.1cm features vary in angle from
8.9x10 - 2 degrees to 4.240 -3 degrees. Our perceptual routines take advantage of these
relations to keep the resolution as low as possible. In order to keep our estimate of naive
perception conservatively low, we will also apply a variable-resolution sensing technique to
the pixel estimate above. We assume that sign features determine the resolution in most of
the scene, except at long ranges and depressed elevations where road features appear
smaller. When calculated this way, the scene requires about P = 8.1107 pixels.

It is possible to reduce the pixel count further by limiting the search for some objects to,
say, the hemisphere in front of the robot. However, such gross constraints can only reduce

the search cost by a small factor without using specific task knowledge.

Net cost. Using the reduced pixel count and Equation (A.5), we calculate the total cost to

be

Cost - 8.910 11 + 7.2x10 15 + 9.0x10 18 - 9.0x1018.
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Appendix B

The Cost of Perceptual Routines

Cost Equations
In this appendix we describe how we calculate the cost of each routine. In general we use

the same assumptions about extracting features and matching models as we did for the naive
model. The cost is again calculated using a polynomial in the number of pixels:

Cost = aP + bop 2 + Nc(aP) 3,
where OIP is the number of features in an image with P pixels, and N is the number of object

models. For the naive model we used

a= 10-2,
a 104,
b -102,

c -0.2
and
N-34

fo- primary feature extraction (Equation (A.1)) and model matching (Equation (A.2)). For

the routines we generally use these same values. When the routines are more limited, we

modify the parameters. For example, routines that search only for features on the road use

a - 103 and b- 10 to reflect the reduced complexity of processing two-dimensional features in

a plane. These are the same values used for extracting road marking features in Equation
(A.3). The equation for the naive model also had terms for secondary model matching and

finding road markings; these costs are also included in routines where appropriate.

The number of pixels P in the above equation depends on the geometry of the area in the

world scanned by the routine. Thus the cost of each routine varies with each call For the

routines that define the corridor-track-lane, find-intersection-path, etc.-we assume that

the perception system can track the road or lane in the image. That is, from a start marker

where the road is identified, the routine looks in the adjacent area for the continuation of the
road, and then in the area next to that, etc. Such incremental procedures are frequently

used in other machine vision tasks, such as finding roads in aerial photographs [McKeown

88]. Under this assumption, the routine only searches an area slightly larger than the road

or lane. Routines that search for objects such as signs or signals use a road or lane as a

reference, and so can compute the entire region in the world in which to search.
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Routines generally search regions that are over or next to a lane. The regions thus tend to

resemble long, narrow '"boxes" as in Figure B-i, with a width and length corresponding to a

lane, and a height corresponding to the maximum height of the objects above the ground.

The number of pixels required to cover the region depends on whether the object of interest

has height (the "vertical" objects in Appendix A), or is entirely in the ground plane. In the

former case, we count the number of steps necessary to sweep the entire far side of the box in

one horizontal plane, as shown in Figure B-2. The number of vertical steps is approximated

by dividing the region height by the object feature size. The total number of pixels is the

product of horizontal and vertical steps.

Search area

Robors point of view

Figure B-i: When routines search within a fixed height above a lane,
the resulting region is a long box.

For flat objects in the ground plane, the routines scan the the entire search area on the

ground. The angle subtended by each pixel is determined by the size of foreshortened object

features. For example, in tracking a lane we assume that the routine must detect both

longitudinal lane lines and transverse stop and crosswalk lines. As Figure B-3 shows, either

type of line may be foreshortened and limit the pixel angle, depending on the relative

orientation of the road. The total number of pixels that it takes to cover the search area is

the product of the number of transverse steps and the number of longitudinal steps.

For our analysis of naive perception we used the smallest resolution size from Table A-1 to

determine pixel angle. Since the routines all look for different objects, they use the size

appropriate for their object. Similarly, the number of model variations N depends on the

particular object. The values of these parameters are taken from Table A-1. As with the

naive case, we assume that signs and signals must be identified even if turned away by 450,

so the sizes given in Table A-1 are reduced by cos (450) - 0.7.
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Constant width

(object feature size)

Search area -

Search area (top view)
(top view)

Robors Vewpoint

(a) Counting horizontal steps across far (b) Some search areas have
edges of search area three far edges

Figure B-2:
Counting horizontal steps across a search area. To see a given object feature, the routine

must use small enough angular steps to see the feature even at the back of the area. For
most areas (a), this involves stepping across the far two sides; for areas directly ahead of the
robot (b), there are three far sides.

I Foeshrwe Kn deormas owl1. Foreshortened kwi

M* atdeachmrnng 
pxel winus

lone Wh + Ie wkkh hlm wklI + ne witdli

2. nos lane ines 2.Pix angle delrmimi

trsme step siee at each range onal stop size

*---MOO Transverse slps0-q na

4 steps

Figure B-3:
Counting the number of pixels in a search area in the ground plane. Lines in the road

nearly perpendicular to the line of sight are foreshortened and determine how small the pixel
angle is at each range. The total number of pixels is the product of the number of transverse
and longitudinal angular steps.
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Individual Routine Costs
Each of the routines uses the same cost equation with the same parameter values as the

naive case except where noted.

Find current lane. This routine finds and marks the lane directly in front of the robot. It

is always the first routine that Ulysses uses. From the lane line information, this routine is

able to tell if the robot is between two lanes, and what angular offset there is between the

robot and the lane. The robot must scan an area about 4m wide by 3m deep in front of the

robot with 5cm resolution. The routine counts pixels in the ground plane, then computes the

cost using a = 103, b = 10, and N = 6. The number of pixels is constant for this routine at 7580,

and the cost is always 1.33x10 7 operations.

Mark adjacent lane. This routine looks for a lane adjacent to a given marker. It also

searches an area about 4m by 3m for lane lines. The cost parameters are the same as above:

a = 103,/b = 10, and N = 6. The routine cost is thus

Routie cost= 103p + 10- 1p2 + 1.2xl06P3.

Track lane. This routine starts at a marker in a lane and traces the lane as far as

possible. The search area is about 2m wider than the lane. The cost for track-lane is also

computed using Equation.

Proffle road. This routine scans transversely across the road at a marker to find all of the

lanes in one direction. It reports the types of the lane lines and the relative position of the

marked lane. The size of the scan area depends on the width of the road. As with the other

lane-searching routines, this routine's cost is computed using Equation.

Find intersection roads. This routine finds all of the approach roads and lanes at a

marked intersection. The assumed procedure is to first find intersecting roads using 30cm

resolution, and then identify lanes at the intersection using 5cm resolution. The search area

for the first phase is a region somewhat larger than the intersection; for the second it is the

last 3m of each approach road. The parameters for the first search are the almost the same

as for the lane searches above, except that N = 1. For the second phase the parameters are

the same as for other lane searches (a = 103, b = 10, and N = 6). The cost is thus computed

with
Routine cost = 103pI + 10- 1p 2 + 2x10-p 1

3 +

roads x[103P 2 + 10-1p22 1.2X-10P 2
3]

Find path in intersection. This routine is similar to finding intersection roads, except

that it finds a departing lane in one particular direction and creates a path for the robot

through the intersection. The cost is calculated using the same equation,. The number of
pixels involved is smaller in the second phase of the routine because only one road is being

analyzed.
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Find next lane marking. This routine scans down a given lane looking for markings

such as crosswalks, turn arrows, etc. The cost is just the same as tracking a lane, except

that the scan area is limited to the confines of the lane, and the number of model variations

N = 44. The cost is thus computed with

Routine cost = 103P + 10-1P2 + 8.8x0-6P3.

Find next car in lane. This routine scans down a given lane looking for a car. The

routine doesn't have to find the lane again, so does not have to search the ground plane for
lane markings. As in the naive perception case, the routine is assumed to search with low
resolution first, and then search within the object for details. The low resolution search

covers a region 2.5m high with 10cm pixels and uses N = 15. At high resolution the routine
scans the area of a car (assumed to be 2.5m by 7m) with 3cm pixels and uses N = 1. The total

cost is thus

Routine cost = l0P + 10-1P1
2 + 3x0-6P, 3 +

car? x[10 3P2 + 10'-IP2
2 + 2x10-7P 23]

Find crossing cars. This routine scans a marked intersection to see if there are any cars

on or approaching the robot's path. The search area is limited to the intersection, and does
not include approach roads. The routine searches for cars as in find-next-car-in-lane, but

does not bother with the higher resolution scan of the cars found.

Find next sign. This routine searches for signs in the area to the right of the road.
Because the search area is referenced to the road and not a particular lane, the routine must

track the road edge. Thus the cost includes the cost of finding ground plane features, the

cost of finding sign objects at low resolution, and the cost of reading the signs (secondary
matching). The road search portion uses the lane tracking parameters above, except that
N = I and the feature size is 30cm. The low resolution sign search covers a region about 4m

wide and about 7m high along the right edge of the road. The feature size is
1.5cm x cos(45) 1.1cm, and N= 8. Reading the signs at high resolution requires seeing object

features as small as 0.7cm x cos (45) 0.5cm, and matching N = 50 object models. We assume

that an average sign is 91.4cm (36") on a side. This higher resolution search must examine
every candidate sign that the low resolution search finds. We assume that there is a

potential sign every 5m along the road. In our scenarios actual signs are spaced no closer

than 30m; however, cost is calculated as if the routine examines every potential sign. The
total cost is computed with

Routine cost = 103P I + 1O-IP12 + 2xlO-7PI3 +
103p 2 + 1O'1p 2 + 1.6xIO"6P2

3 +
candidate signs x[103P2 + 1(71p 2 + l0- 5P2

31.

Find next overhead sign. This routine is similar to find-next-sign, except that the robot

looks in the region above a given lane. Thus there is no road-finding cost. Overhead signs
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are assumed to be at least 2m off the ground, and no higher than 7m. In addition, we

assume that the low resolution search finds potential signs every 20m instead of every 5m.

We expect there to be fewer objects extending over a lane than there are erected beside the

road. The equation for computing the routine cost is

Routine cost = 103P 2 + 107 1P2 + 1.6x1O-6P 2
3 +

candidate signs x[103P2 + 10-1P2
2 + 10- 5P2

3].

Find back-facing signs. This routine looks for STOP and YIELD signs along the left side

of the road, facing opposing traffic. The robot only looks about 25m up the road before giving

up. The cost of the routine includes a road-edge tracking cost, as with find-next-sign, and a
low resolution sign search cost. A higher resolution scan to read signs is not necessary since

they are facing away from the robot. For the road, the feature size is again 30cm and N = 1.
When searching for the signs, the robot only needs to look for two shapes-a triangle or an

octagon-so N = 2. STOP and YIELD signs are at least 76cm x 76cm, so the feature size is

7.6cm x cos (450) = 5.4cm. The equation for computing the cost is thus

Routine cost = 103P1 + 10- 1P, 2 + 2x10 7-P, 3 +
103P2 + 10-1p 2 + 4x10-7P 2

3

Find signal. This routine scans a marked intersection to find signal heads facing the

robot. The search region covers the whole area of the intersection because signals can be on

the near or far side, and on the left or right. The routine first finds the intersection area

using 30cm features and parameter values a = 103, b = 10, and N = 1. Next there is a low-

resolution search for signal heads using 2cm x cos (450) = 1.4cm features, and N = 10. Finally,

the lenses found in the low-resolution search are examined at higher resolution to detect

arrows. This process uses 0.7cm features and N = 5. We assume that there are three lenses

on each signal head at the intersection, and each is examined to determine what symbols it

displays. Each lens is assumed to be 30cm in diameter. The total cost of the routine is given

by
Routine cost = 103PI + 10-p 1P

2 + 2x1(TP 1
3 +

103P2 + 101P2 + 2x1046P 2 3 +
lenses x[103P2 + 10-P 2

2 + 10-6P2
3].

Marker distance. This routine calculates the (distance in the world, not an image)

between two markers. It is used primarily to estimate the distance of another car to the

intersection it is approaching. We assume that the perception system records world

coordinates of each marker it creates, so this "routine" does not involve any perception at all.

The cost is therefore zero.
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Appendix C

Routine Costs in the Left Side Road Scenario

This appendix shows in more detail the cost of performing various perceptual routines in a

specific situation. The situation we illustrate is a moment in the left side-road scenario,
shown again in Figure C-1. This is a point in time between notes (4) and (5) in Figure 5-10
The use of routines here was already described by Figures 5-3 through 5-8 in Chapter 5; the

planner uses (only) a model of the driving corridor to select perceptual targets. We repeat

those figures here and list the estimated cost (in operations) of each perceptual action. Note

that this cost is for a 100 millisecond cycle, and so is a factor of 10 smaller than the cost per
second plotted in Chapter 5.

Figure 0-l: The moment of the left side-road scenario analyzed in this appendix.

Most actions correspond to single perceptual routine calls, except where noted. Multiple
routine calls are made when the first scan terminates on an object, requiring another call to
scan the rest of the corridor.

Several costly actions have be highlighted in bold face. These actions dominate the
perceptual cost at this moment in the scenario. The actions all involve tracking lanes--i.e.,
looking for lanes bounded by narrow lines. The search for lanes is expensive in several cases
because the lanes extend all of the way to the range limit of the sensors (150m), where very
high resolution is needed to resolve the lines.
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Find lane initially: 1.3x10
Track lane: 5.OXlO' 2

Look for car: 6 .6x10 7

Left Look for signs (2 scans): 1.1X10 13

Find lane location: 5.0410 12

Find overhead signs (2 scans): 1.IX10 12

Find markings (2 scans): 4.6x4012

Find path in intersection: 2.24108

Look for crossing cars: 1.9x 108
Look for signals: 2.8410 12

S Find approach roads: 1.7xI012

Look for lead car. 6.4x108

Find back-facing signs
Cw (2 approaches): 3.74108

(3 lanes): 1.84i015
Look for approaching cars

......................... .... (in 3 lanes): 1.34 09P
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'Wn Track lane: 4.7xI014

Look for cars: 6.6xI08

Find speed limit signs (2 scans): 9.5XI013

Find and track adjacent lane: 4.840'1

I Look for cars ahead: 7.44107

I Find lane location at intersection: 5.Ox 1012
I Look for signs above lane: 1.9XI0 12

I Look for markings in lane: 1.0X10 13

Look for intersection path: 9.34010

------------------- ------- Track lane upstream. 2.04 015
......................... on" Find car upstream: 6.6x108
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Appendix D

Bounds Propagation Algorithms

This appendix describes how bounded values ("intervals") are propagated through the
Ulysses-2 and -3 inference trees. First some of the restrictions on functions and symbolic

values are presented, and then propagation formulas for all Ulysses functions are listed.

Monotonieity
All functions in the inference trees must be monotonic. That is, for a function f(x), either

f(xl) f(x2 ) when x, < x2,

or

f(x l ) < f(x2) when x2 < x1.
The functions are required to be monotonic so that the extreme values of the functions can be
found from just the upper and lower bounds of their inputs. The formulas for doing this are

described below.

Bounds on Symbol Values
The meaning of bounded intervals is clear for numbers, but intervals are not always

meaningful for symbols. In Ulysses-2 and -3, however, when an input to a function is
symbolic, the values that the input can take are restricted to make intervals meaningful.

There are several types of restrictions:
* Boolean&. Booleans inputs can have only two values, so if the input value is not

known the upper bound must be True and the lower bound False. (The upper
bound is not allowed to be False when the lower bound is True.)

* Ordered symbols. Sometimes it may be possible to assign a total ordering to a
set of symbols. Since the symbols can then be mapped onto a subset of integers,
we can use bounded intervals of symbols the same way we would use intervals of
integers. The Make-tcd-class function below uses ordered symbols.

Note that the ordering of the symbols may not come from an inherent property of
the symbols, but from domain semantics. For example, the signal input to Make-
tcd-class is ordered by decreasing likelihood of stopping the robot (Red, Amber,
Green), which in turn implies increasing allowed acceleration.

o "Monotonic sets." When an input represents a set, we can place restrictions on
the values taken by the set-input so that we can order them. For example, let
the elements of a set be taken from domain D. Suppose we restrict the values Xi
taken by a set-input as follows:
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X0=O
X, = Xo u some elements ofD
X2 = X, u some other elements of D

We can then define an ordering on the values as follows:

Xi : j af X j

I call inputs with such restricted values monotonic set inputs. Note that the
empty set (represented by (nil} in Ulysses) is the lowest possible lower bound,
and the universal set (represented by true) is the highest upper bound.

For example, the Member-p function described below assumes that its set input
is a monotonic set input. Let Y be the monotonic set input, with L the lower
bound of Y and Uy the upper bound. Let x be the symbol being tested for
membership. We know that L , c U,. If x e Ly, then x e Y, and if
x 9 U,, then x * Y. Thus Ly and Uy are useful lower and upper bounds for Y.

Function Descriptions
Three pieces of information are given for each function:

" The function definition-i.e., how the function value would be computed if the
inputs were single values instead of intervals.

* Special restrictions or assumptions for the fimction. For example, domain
restrictions.

" How the upper and lower bounds are computed.

The functions are defined in terms of input variables such as p,x, etc. The upper and lower

bounds of the variables are indicated by the symbols U and L with subscripts to identify the

input, e.g. U,, Lr Uz., L,.

Not
*f(x) X - z
* Input and output are boolean values.

" Upper bound = Lx
Lowr bound =--U

Or
"f(,rx 2-. .. ) 1 V -x 2 v ...

" Inputs and output are boolean values.

" Upper bound =U, 1VU v• u.,, ,,u. ...

Lowrbound=Lz vL2 v ...

And

* Inputs and outputs are boolean values.
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°Upper bound = Uxd I AUX2A ...

Lower bound = L, I AL2 ...

f(x,y) = (x > y)

* Inputs are real values; output is boolean.

* Upper bow-und = U>

Lower bound =L, > U,

f(x,y) = (x=y)

" Inputs are real values; output is boolean.

Upper bound = False

Lower bound = False

3le if UifLfUfLy

Upper bound = True

Lower bound = True

xlse

Upper bound = True

Lower bound = False

If-Bum

AP~x) yp - False

" Conditional numerical switch (referred to as "if-then-else" in the text).
Input p is boolean, but x and y are real numbers.

" If UP-LP

Upper bound -f U, p- -Tru
U p=FaLse

Lower boundf L. p-True

Ly p-False

Upper bo nd - Max of {U , uy)
Lower bound = Min of (Lx, LY}
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Max (and Min)
* l,2-.)=Mazmum of 1 ,XI2, ... I

" Inputs are real numbers. Note: the Min function is the same, except the
minimum of inputs is taken.

" Upper bound = Mdm of (U, U2 ....

Lower bound -Madnum of L, L...)

• f(xI-, , ... )=XI+X2+..

" Inputs and output are real numbers.
* Upper bound = Uz +U2+

Lower bound - Ll + L2 +

*f(x,y) = x-y

• Function of two real numbers returns a real number.

" Upper bound= U -L
Lower bound =L-W

"f(x,y) = xxy

* Function of two real numbers returns a real number.

" Upper bound= Maxof Uz XU U xLi, LxU , LxxLy}
Lower bound = Min of <the same>)

fn-1
•f(x) = <defined by user>

* Arbitrary monotonic function of one argument. Function may be
monotonically increasing or decreasing. Input can be of any type; output is
a real number.

" Upper bound = Max of tf(U1),f(L,))
Lower bound = Min of (f(U),f(LZ))

fn-2
" f(xy) = <defined by user>

• Arbitrary monotonic function of two arguments. Inputs can be of any type;
output is a real number.

" Upper bound = Max of {f(U , Uf(U 1 ,,l,f(L U),f(Lx, L )
Lower bound = Min of {f(Ux,U),f(UL),f (L, U),f (Lx, L)}



Accel-eqn

f(v *V'g) B 2A where

A = AT2 ,

B = AT(2v,-dAT),
C=(VY2-vC2) +2d(- vrA

v, is the robot's speed,
v, is the constraint speed,
g is the gap to the constraint,
AT is the decision cycle time, and
d is the nominal deceleration rate of the robot.

" This is the function used to compute an acceleration constraint given the
robots speed, the constraint speed, and the distance to the constraint (see
Figure 3-2). All input values are assumed to be positive.

" Upper bound =f(L,, U,, U,)
Lower bound =f(U,L,Lv',L8)

Car-accel-eqn. This function is the same as accel-eqn above, except that

C= (V2- 2) + -2d(gv,)

where d is a high rate of deceleration. This fumction computes the constraint
generated by a car in front of the robot; it is assumed that this car could brake at
rate d'.

EqI
f(x,y) = (x = y)

* Symbolic equal predicate. Both inputs are symbols; the output is a boolean.
The Lisp eql function is used to make the test.

-if (L =U)A(L =U )
Upper boaunJ= (x = y)
Lowr bound = (x = y)

".x
Upper bound =true
Lowr bound =false
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If-sym

SfAp, X.y)={x p=True
p = False

" Conditional symbolic switch. Input p is boolean. When p is uncertain,
if-sym must find the extremes of the inputs x and y; however, the if-sym
function contains no knowledge of how the symbol values are ordered, so it
can only pick one bound arbitrarily. If-sym does assume, however, that the
value nil is an extreme low value. (Note that we could define special
versions of if-sym that compared x and y to find the global upper and lower
bounds. Also, if x and y were monotonic sets, Max(xy) is UxuU, and
Min (xy) is L.nL)

" If PL
Upper bound= . p=True

Ie U p=Fase

Lower bound = {L p= True
ILy p=False

23'se

Upper bound = I U. U, * nil
U, U, = nil

Lovwr bound = {Lx L =nilLY L..,n

Fn-1-.ym
"*f(x) = <defined by user>

* This is a function of one argument. The input can be anything, including a
symbol; the output may be any type. The function is assumed to be
monotonically increasing.

" Upper bound =f(U.)
Lower bound =f(Lx)

Fn-x-sym
" fAx,x, ... ) fX2 <ded by user>

• This is an extension of the above function to any number of arguments.
The inputs and output can be of any type (normally, symbols). The
function is assumed to be monotonically increasing in all inputs.

• Upper bound =f(Ux u,..
Lowr bound =X(Lz2.
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Intersection
"fAlX4 21 .... ) =Xlr)X~r ...

• Set intersection. The inputs and output are monotonic sets.
" Upper boud =f Ux r)U, N.

Lower bound = LxI r)L r ...

Member-p
•*f(x,y)=(xG y)
* Membership predicate. x is a symbol, and y is a monotonic set.

* Upper bound =(U. r Up) v (LxeE Up)
Lower bound=(Ux r LY) v (Lxe L)

Fn-l-set
of(x) = <dlned by user>

A user-defined function of one argument. There are no restrictions here on
the type of the argument; the user must make sure that the input type
matches his function's input requirements. The output of the function is a
set. The function must be monotonic in that either

fAXI) C- AX2) if X1 < X
(monotonically increasing), cr

fAXI) Cf(X2)if X2 < X1

(monotonically decreasing). For symbolic inputs, the function and the
inputs must be restricted so that

f (n') Cf (U').

* If f(Lx) cf(Ux)
Upper bound =f(U,)
Lower bound =f(L,)

Else
Upper bound =f(L.)
Lower bound =f(U,)
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Fn-2-set
of(x, y) = <defined by user>

* An extension of Fn-1-set to two arguments. A straightforward extension
would normally require that the function be monotonic in both variables at
once; for Ulysses, howerver, the extension was allowed to be less
restrictive. The function is only required to be monotonic in one variable
at a time. That is, the function must be monotonic in one variable while
the other variable is fixed--e.g.,

f (Xl , Y) Qf (X2, Y) if X1 < XT.

If neither input is fixed (i.e., the upper bound equals the lower bound).
then Fn-2-set always sets its upper bound to true and its lower bound to
the empty set.

*If Lf=U.
If f(x, L) Qf(x, U)

Upper bound =f(x, U)
Lower bound =f(xLy)

Else

Upper bound =f(x,Ly)
Lower bound = f (x, I,

Else if L =
If f(ly,) f(U.,Y)

Upper bound =f(U,,y)
Lower bound =f(Ly)

Else
Upper bound =f(L,,y)
Lower bound = f(Ury)

Else
Upper bound = true
'ower bound= (nil)

Make-tcd-class
*f(r,m,s,l) = <specialfunction>

- Make-tcd-class is a special function that computes a TCD class from four
inputs: the range to the intersection; the robot's intended maneuver at that
intersection; the traffic control sign for the robot at that intersection; and
the traffic signal facing the robot at that intersection. The function is
described by the left side of Table 3-1 ("minor road" tests are added
elsewhere in the inference tree).

The inputs to this function are symbols. It is possible to have upper and
lower bounds in this case because the symbols can be ordered. The range
is a number, so can trivially be ordered. The maneuver is only important if
it is a right trn, so there are only two equivalence classes for the
maneuver; essentially, the bounds can be Right or -, Right. The sign has
three ordered values: [Stop, Yield, Other). The signal input has four
ordered values: (Red, Amber, Green, None). Because the input symbols
can be ordered, the function can compute upper and lower bounds on the
TCD class. For example, a high range, a -, Right turn maneuver, a Stop
sign, and a red signal would result in the lowest priority TCD class in
Table 3-1. Values at the other extremes would result in the highest
priority class.
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Lane-select
"f(xj,x2. m =m(Max of (Xx 2 .... )
where m (x) gives the lane choice (symbol) that corresponds to the lane
preference rule with priority x. A larger x indicates higher priority.

• This is the top level function for lane selection. Lanes are selected by
considering rules that express preferences for different lanes (either the
lane to the left, the lane to the right, or the current lane). Each rule has a
priority value. Thle applicable preference rule with the highest priority
determines to which lane the robot will move.

The inputs to Lane-select are priority values (numbers). Each priority
value corresponds to a preference rule, which in turn corresponds to a lane
choice. The special priority value "-1" does not correspond to any lane; this
is the priority used for preference rules that are not applicable in the
current situation. Thus the bounds on the inputs are in general [-1, x],
where x is the normal priority value of the preference rule.

Lane-select performs the exact same function as Max (described above),
except that it maps the output value into a lane choice. Furthermore, if at
any point all the applicable preference rules correspond to the same lane
choice, Lane-select produces that choice.

" Upper bound =m(Max of {U, U ... )

Lower bound = {m(Maxof LL....)) Otherwise
m(U) One action available

"One action available" is true when
for all i: U-i * -1,

m(U,) = A
where A is some action.
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Appendix E

Input Selection Algorithms

This appendix contains the algorithms for choosing node inputs for exploration during the
Ulysses-2 and -3 search procedure. This search procedure is used to find the most
constraining sense input to the tree. The procedure starts at the root of the tree and
descends recursively, always trying to choose the branch that could uniquely determine the
value of the tree. For example, at a Max node the search algorithm would explore the input
with the highest upper bound. It is not always possible to select a "best" branch to explore;
in these cases, the first input is chosen arbitrarily. The selection algorithm for each function
(except single-argument functions) used in the inference trees is given below.

Cutoffs
In the spirit of branch-and-bound algorithms, some functions generate cutoff values that

can be used to stop further tree search. There are three types of cutoffs: max, min, and
equal. A max cutoff is a value above which the subtree value cannot rise before search is
stopped. A Min node generates a max cutoff. For example, suppose that one input to the
Mn node was bounded by 4 and 5 (which we can write as the interval [4, ]), while the
second input was [1, 8]. The second input should be explored first because it contains the
minimum value. However, exploration should proceed with a max cutoff value of 5. That is,
if the lower bound of the second input ever rises above 5, exploration of that subtree should
stop. In that case the node value must come from the first input and the second is no longer
important. Similarly, a min cutoff is a value below which the subtree value cannot sink
before search is stopped. And equal cutoff is a value that must be included in the bounded

value of the subtree. The list below also includes the algorithms for generating cutoffs,
where appropriate.

The cutoff value generated at a node is sometimes a function of the cutoff value passed
down into that node from its parent. For example, the If-num function below just generates
the same cutoff that was passed down to the node. In the list below, the value of the cutoff
passed down from the parent is given by C, and the type of the cutoffis given by T.
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Selection Algorithms
In the list below, U. is the upper bound of the input x, and L, is the corresponding lower

bound. The information for each function includes the function definition, the algorithm for
choosing an input and generating a cutoff, and explanatory notes if necessary.

p
Or, And

f(xlx 2,.... )=xl v v ... (similarly for And)

*Choose the first input x with UX*Ly.

• No cutoff generated.

"f(x, y) = (X > y)
*If U *L

Choose x;
Generate min cutoff =Ly

Else

Choose y;
Generate max cutoff =V1

•f(x,y) = (x=y)

*If U*L x
If Uy=Ly

Choose x;
Generate equal cutoff =y

Else
Choose x;
Generate max cutoff =Uy

Else

Choose y;
Generate equal cutoff =x

• If both x and y have uncertain values, the first input (x) is chosen
arbitrarily. In this case the search could actually make use of two cutoffs:
a max cutoff with the value U, and a min cutoff with the value L
However, the algorithm as implemented does not accomodate two cutof,
so the max cutoff is used alone.
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If-num

AP-XY = lyp--False

*If U =Lpp pf
If p

Choose x;
Pass down T cutoff - C

Else
Choose y;
Pass down T cutoff - C

Else
Choose p;

Ip is uncertain, the p input may or may not actually be the best branch to
explore. Its selection is somewhat arbitrary. For example, if x=[1,5],
y = [4,6] and there is a max cutoff C = 2, then it might be easier to explore x
to raise its lower bound above the cutoff. However, there is no way to
know this ahead of time without more information about the subtrees.

Max
•f(xlx 2, ... )=MaMUMof{x1 ,x, ...

* Choose input xn: U,=Maxof{UxI,U H ...
Generate rain cutoff - Max of LIL X.

* The exact algorithm is used for function Lane-select.

Min
•AX= M , ,mmof {X,x 2,...}

*Choose input x.: U. =Mi of {uI, ...
Generate max cutoff - Min of U ,U

*f~xx1xx2
• fXl,X2 ,  .- X1 +X2+..

Choose the first input x.: UZI * L..
If T - max

Generate max cutoff - C-7,Lx,, iE inputs,i*n
Else if T - equal

If there was only one input x with UZ *LZ,

Generate equal cutoff C - L., i e inputs, i n
ElseGenerate max cutoff - C-7Lz, ie inputs,i n

Else if T - min
Generate min cutoff - C-7,U Z, i e inputs, i *n

" If no cutoff is passed to this node, none is generated. If T is equal, both a
max and a mn cutoff could be generated and passed down the tree.
However, the search algorithm as implemented does not record two cutoff
values, so a max cutoff is used arbitrarily.
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f(x,y) = x-y

-if T - max
if U,*L,

Choose x
Generate max cutoff - C+U

Else
Choose y
Generate min cutoff = L -C

Else if T - equal
If U' *L'

Choose x
Geherate equal cutoff - C+ UY

Else
Choose y
Generate equal cutoff LX - C

Else if T - min
if U, * Lx

Choose x
Generate min cutoff - C+LY

Else
Choose y
Generate max cutoff = U,-C

Else (no cutoff)
If U' *Lx

Choose x
Else

Choose y

*If T is equal, both a max and a min cutoff could be generated and passed
down the tree. However, the search algorithm as implemented does not
record two cutoff values, so a max cutoff is used arbitrarily.
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x
f(x,y) = xxy

-if x>Oandy>O

If T - max
If Ux *L'

Choose x
Generate max cutoff - CIL,

Else
Choose y
Generate min cutoff = C/L x

Else if T = equal
If Ux *L'

Choose x
Generate equal cutoff = CIL,

Else
Choose y
Generate equal cutoff - CIL,

Else if T - min
If Ux * L,

Choose x
Generate min cutoff = C/Uy

Else
Choose y
Generate max cutoff - C/U,

Else (no cutoff)
If U, * Lx

Choose x
Else

Choose y

Else
If Ux * L,

Choose x
Else

Choose y

*The first test in the algorithm is necessary because the sense of the bounds
and cutoffs changes as the signs of the inputs change. Only the positive-
positive quadrant was implemented with cutoffs in Ulysses.

If T is equal, both a max and a min cutoff could be generated and passed
down the tree. However, the search algorithm as implemented does not
record two cutoff values, so a max cutoff is used arbitrarily.
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Fn-2
Acm-oet
Car-acoel-eqn
Fn-x-sym
Fh-2-t
Make-ted-clasu

• Function definitions: see Appendix D.

*Choose the first input r.L, * U

* Note that for Accel-eqn and Car-accel-eqn, we could theoretically compute
cutoff values. However, in practice this is not worthwhile because the
robot speed is usually known, and the constraint speed and distance are
determined at the same time. Make-tcd-class could also generate cutoffs if
we examined the input combinations on a case-by-case basis.

Eqi
•(x-y) = (x = y)

eIf L.,*U
Choose y
if =U

Generate equal cutoff = y
Else

Choose x
If L,=U,

Generate equal cutoff - x

Ift-ym

*f(p~,)fx p=TrueA' yp = False
•if ,>* U

Choose p
Else if LX * U

Choose x
Generate T cutoff - C

Else
Choose y
Generate T cutoff - C

Intersection
• A'Xl4 2 .... r) X~ x ...

* If T is not null
Choose the first input x,:(Lz sU )A(C rLx. 0)

Else
Choose the first input x.:Lz Uz
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Menmber-p
.f(x,y)=(xe y)

*if LI #UX
Choose x

Else
Choose y
Generate equal cutof f =
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